Onboard Bar available on Emirates A380 flights from Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane and Perth.

Anytime is a good time to enjoy a relaxing drink or two in our spacious onboard bar*, serving cocktails, canapes, spirits and exclusive wines. You never know who you’ll meet.

Fly Emirates to Barcelona, Madrid or Lisbon and enjoy all the luxuries.

*Onboard Bar available on Emirates A380 flights from Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane and Perth.
Spain & Portugal Travel Connection is Australia’s leading specialist in travel to Spain and Portugal offering a wide range of accommodation, tours and experiences such as luxury rail journeys through Spain or river cruising in Portugal, car rental or leasing and attraction passes.

Spain & Portugal Travel Connection – Revive your senses!

Spain & Portugal Travel Connection
We know Spain and Portugal because we go repeatedly. We draw on our personal travel experiences and ongoing destination training. We share our love of Spain and Portugal with you and recommend the best way to discover and experience these diverse and beautiful countries.

Family Owned and Operated in Australia
That is good for you because we understand the value of people and long-term relationships. We have stood the test of time by giving personal service, building trust and strong supplier and client partnerships. With our team's wealth of Spain and Portugal (insider) knowledge, you can rest easy knowing that we get what is important when planning your dream Spain and Portugal holiday.

Book Before You Go
Plan and secure your Spain and Portugal travel experience before you leave home. With an easy quote and booking process with guaranteed hotels and tour departures across Spain and Portugal, even in high season. That means no waiting in queues for rail tickets or must-see sights, day tours and taxis. You will not miss out on the best that Spain and Portugal have to offer. Now, all you need to do is sit back and enjoy the journey.

One Stop Shop for Spain & Portugal
Being the Spain and Portugal travel specialists, we have access to the best available hotels, tours, car, rail and cruising rates, and the most extensive product range on Spain and Portugal. Feel like staying in a restored castle or monastery, or following the well-trodden path of the Camino de Santiago? We can do all of that, and more! That is good news because you don’t need to go anywhere else when planning and booking your next Spain and Portugal adventure.
Spain
1 Madrid, Spain's central capital, is a city of elegant boulevards and is renowned for its rich European art, including the Prado, Reina Sofia National and Thyssen-Bornemisza Museum.

2 Barcelona, the cosmopolitan capital of the Catalonia region, is known for its art and architecture. The fantastical Sagrada Familia Cathedral and other modernist sights were designed by Antoni Gaudi.

3 Galicia is home to Santiago de Compostela, and is the final stop on the Camino pilgrimage trail. Its historic centre has been designated a UNESCO World Heritage Site.

4 The Basque Country is surrounded by mountains, beaches and steep coastlines. Bilbao hosts the Guggenheim Museum or San Sebastian, with its gastronomy and La Concha Beach are full of interest.

5 La Rioja has over 500 wineries and is internationally renowned for the quality of its wines. This region also offers a range of activities, which take place in and around the extensive vineyards.

6 Andalusia is a unique destination in itself. Explore Seville, the birthplace of Flamenco. Discover Granada with its impressive Al-Andalus palaces and gardens at the Alhambra and continue to Cordoba with the Mezquita Mosque-Cathedral. The bustling city of Malaga is a world apart on the Costa del Sol.

7 Costa Brava nature, climate and history all add to the region’s picturesque ports and villages, which are enough to earn a worldwide reputation.

8 Balearic Islands include four stunning islands: Mallorca with its ancient villages and pristine sandy shores. Menorca for those who love the seaside and country atmosphere. Ibiza for its lively ambience, and UNESCO-listed Old Town, Formentera for its sheltered coves.

9 Canary Islands are seven islands in the Atlantic Ocean where the sun shines year round.

Portugal
10 Lisbon, a city that has been crafted over centuries. Wander through the cobbled backstreets like a local, visit the gothic cathedrals, majestic monasteries and quaint museums.

11 Porto, which was once a base for shipping and trade is now the bustling capital of the north. With its charming districts like the Ribeira, Vitoria and Miragaia to its charismatic locals.

12 Northern Portugal, a mountainous area lavished in rivers, natural parks and sloping hillsides covered with flourishing vegetation. The Douro River and its vine-filled valley are a highlight of the north.

13 Central Portugal has an abundance of culture and history. Here you will find an extensive collection of some of the most significant cities in Portuguese history.

14 Alentejo, the largest region of Portugal boats a mixture of landscapes; rolling hillsides, rugged coastlines, traditional whitewashed villages, medieval and marble towns are plentiful.

15 Algarve, the coast owes much of its fame to its breathtaking cliffs and golden sandy coves. Explore the historic villages, natural parks, golf resorts, beach bars and take part in water sports and activities.

16 Madeira Islands, are situated in the middle of the Atlantic Ocean, the islands of Madeira flourish with natural beauty and warm temperatures all year round.

17 Azores Islands, an archipelago situated in the middle of the Atlantic Ocean. An unspoiled treasure of nine islands that feature some of the best landscapes and activities for nature lovers.
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SPAIN PLACES TO SEE:
- Gaudi Architecture in Barcelona
- Alhambra Palace and Generalife Gardens
- Imperial Toledo
- Guggenheim Museum, Bilbao

THINGS WE LOVE:
- Sharing Food – regional tapas and pintxos
- Flamenco dancing
- Football giants of Real Madrid or FC Barcelona
- Spanish Balearic or Canary Islands

PORTUGAL PLACES TO SEE:
- Lisbon, the city of seven hills
- Stunning Algarve Coastline
- Batalha monastery
- Breathtaking Douro Valley

THINGS WE LOVE:
- Wine and Port
- Pasteis de Nata (Portuguese tarts)
- Medieval history
- A friendly welcome from locals!

HELPFUL WORDS & GREETINGS (Spanish – Portuguese – English)
- Hola - Ola - Hello
- Adios - Adeus - Goodbye
- Por favor - Por favor - Please
- Gracias - Obrigado - Thank you
- El hotel - O hotel - The hotel
- La habitación - A Sala - The room
- Comer - Comer - To eat
- Beber - Para beber - To drink
- Yo estoy buscando - Estou à procura de - I am looking for...
- El baño - O banheiro - The bathroom
- El banco - O banco - The bank
- El supermercado - Um supermercado - A supermarket
- La estación de tren - A estação de trem - The train station
- El aeropuerto - O aeroporto - The airport
- Yo no entiendo - Eu não entendi - I don’t understand
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Spain & Portugal Travel Connection

Welcome to our ‘new look’ brochure, designed to help you plan your Spanish and/or Portuguese holiday. We are a team of dedicated travel professionals standing by to offer the best possible advice to plan a dream holiday.

Choose your own Adventure
Mix and match your accommodation style with your preferred mode of transport, then add extras like transfers, day excursions and tours. There is a travel experience for everyone – from independent travellers to groups and families.

We recommend
We can tailor the perfect holiday just for you – from budget to luxury to family-friendly, from activity-packed adventure to ‘stay a while’ relaxation.

Travel Styles

Escorted Group Tours
Discover Spain and/or Portugal on an escorted group tour with frequent departures from Madrid, Barcelona, Lisbon and other major cities showcasing the highlights of Spain and Portugal, and providing great value for money.

Boutique Small Group Tours
For those who prefer to travel in smaller groups discover our range of boutique tours. These journeys usually focus on a specific region and specialise in a particular experience such as food and wine, cooking or walking, and offer you an overall more intimate touring experience.

Private Group Tours
If you would like to explore with your own group of friends or family, an association, school or work group, then we can create the perfect customised itinerary for you.

Packaged Tours
Our packaged tours consist of a variety of services and experiences, some of which may be on a group or shared basis and some on an independent or private basis. These tours are not fully escorted but will include the services of a local guide where indicated.

Independent Travel
These itineraries offer the flexibility to mix and match your accommodation style with your preferred mode of transport, and then add extras like transfers, day excursions and tours (that may or may not include other guests). We can create your own unique journey to suit your interests and budget.

Private Tours
For the ultimate travel experience, we can offer most tours on a private basis. We can adjust or enhance the itineraries to suit your plans and you can enjoy a totally personalised service accompanied by your very own English-speaking private guide.

SPTC’s Experience
Spain & Portugal Travel Connection has so much to offer whether you are interested in art, culture, history, gastronomy, an active walking or cycling adventure, waterways, a family friendly experience, or a combination.

Our Spain and Portugal destination specialists are committed to tailoring your perfect holiday. Use these helpful icons for the style of travel that suits you. If you need a recommendation, speak to one of our destination specialists today.
Getting there

Our Airline Partners
Fly to Spain & Portugal (and Europe) with our preferred premium airline partners including Emirates, Qantas, Singapore Airlines, Etihad, Qatar and Cathay Pacific. Ask for our best available air and land deals and save.

Beyond Spain & Portugal
We understand that you may be combining your experience with other European destinations. Whether you want to explore Italy, France, Switzerland or more we can assist with all your arrangements.

Getting Around

Car hire
For total freedom and independent travel, why not hire a car and experience the countryside first hand, and at your leisure. In some European cities, vehicular access is limited. We can advise the best hotel choice and car parking options available throughout Spain and Portugal. We offer great car rental prices.

Car Leasing
If you are travelling to Europe for over 3 weeks, car leasing is an affordable (tax-free) transport option, allowing you the freedom to travel all over Europe, hassle free from 21 to 170 days. The longer you lease, the lower the daily rate. We have great car leasing deals and rates with Renault and Peugeot.

Rail
Over 17,000 kilometres of railway throughout Spain and Portugal make it easy to explore the countryside outside of the major cities of Madrid and Lisbon. The national railway of Spain is Renfe, and in Portugal is Comboios de Portugal. There are also many private train operators to take you further off the beaten track.

Accommodation

Our hotels, apartments, and specialist accommodation throughout Spain and Portugal are small to medium sized, sometimes family-run, often centrally located and in historic buildings. They are chosen for their charm and style, hospitality and the relationship built with them over time. This means that we can personally recommend the accommodation that best suits you.

As a guide, the following hotel star ratings are an indication of the facilities and standard that you can expect.

★★★★ A standard property offering affordable, clean and comfortable rooms.
★★★★★ A superior hotel offering above average to very good facilities.
★★★★★★ Luxury accommodation offering a full range of facilities and exceptional service.
EXPLORE
Spain & Portugal by Rail

With more than 17,500 kilometres of tracks, and many high-speed routes to choose from, travelling by train is one of the easiest, fastest and most effective ways to travel. The main high-speed routes include Madrid to Barcelona, Madrid to Seville and Cordoba to Malaga in Spain, or Braga to Faro via Porto and Lisbon in Portugal.

Barcelona to San Sebastian
6 Days/5 Nights | Self Guided Tour

INCLUSIONS
- 5 nights in 3 to 4-star accommodation (upgrades available)
- Breakfast Daily
- Standard Class Rail Tickets (upgrades available)
- Barcelona Bike Tour
- Pintxos Tasting Tour from San Sebastian

From Barcelona, head north to explore San Sebastian via Zaragoza.
Reach further than you would on foot, on a city tour of Barcelona by bike. Experience the incredible architecture and fascinating history of Barcelona. Journey to Zaragoza located in the Aragon region of Spain. Enjoy some self-exploration of the city with its striking mix of Islamic and gothic architecture. Finish your journey in the coastal, gastronomic town of San Sebastian with a pintxos tasting tour, a unique eating/drinking experience!

Departures: Daily

FROM $779*

Departure: Daily

Madrid and Andalusia
7 Days/6 Nights | Self Guided Tour

INCLUSIONS
- 6 nights in 3 to 4-star accommodation (upgrades available)
- Breakfast Daily
- Standard Class Rail Tickets (upgrades available)
- Malaga Tapas and Picasso Tour
- Andalusian Food and Wine Tasting Tour

From the Spanish capital of Madrid, enjoy the best of Andalusia on this rail journey to Cordoba, Malaga and Seville.
Depart Madrid for an adventure around Andalusia, experiencing some of the best that this region has to offer. Explore the Roman city of Cordoba on foot to appreciate the Islamic architecture and stunning hidden gems. Next stop, the coastal city of Malaga, the heart of the Costa del Sol. Enjoy a tour of the Picasso Museum and sample local tapas. Final stop Seville, a charming city famous for flamenco. Enjoy a local food and wine tasting experience.

FROM $1,196*

Departure: Daily

* All prices shown are based on staying in the lead-in room category. Package prices are per person, based on twin/double share occupancy. Seasonal surcharges, event supplements and minimum stays may apply. A city tax may be payable direct to all properties in Euro (€) at the time of check out. Please note that the order of the itinerary may vary depending on the arrival day.
DISCOVER THE BEAUTY OF SPAIN AND PORTUGAL THROUGH THE WINDOWS OF A TRAIN

Enjoy the amazing city of Barcelona, bustling streets full of shops, incredible nightlife, and a surprising architecture. From Barcelona's station, you can board a train for the rest of Spain. Porto, the name may sound familiar, as it should, it is the home of port wine. Just 3 hours from Lisbon on an Alfa Pendular (AP) train, it is an interesting city with a beautiful train station, a Baroque church and winding streets. Wherever your adventures take you, the train will take you from the centre of one city to the centre of the next, allowing you to indulge in food and beverages in the buffet car or create your own on-board picnic, and arrive ready for a full day of frolicking.

The Spain Eurail Pass or Portugal Eurail Pass offer you unlimited, flexible travel by rail throughout each country. There is a lot to do and see in the two neighbouring countries. The not-to-be missed cities in Spain are Madrid and Barcelona, where you will find world-known museums, centuries old cathedrals and famous landmarks. In Portugal, there is nothing better to do than to relax and enjoy the laid-back atmosphere.

**Lisbon to Porto**

7 Days/6 Nights | Self Guided Tour

**INCLUSIONS**
- 6 nights in 3 to 4-star accommodation (upgrades available)
- Breakfast Daily
- Standard Class Rail Tickets (upgrades available)
- Guided City Tours of Lisbon, Coimbra and Porto

Stop off and explore the medieval university town of Coimbra on your journey between Lisbon and Porto.

Begin your adventure in Lisbon; learn of the history and traditions while you visit the highlights of the capital city. Discover the medieval city of Coimbra on a walking tour through its streets, lanes, monuments, facades, coffee shops, sounds, rhythms and landscapes. Finally reach Porto and explore the city which is so rich in history, tradition and culture on a tour of the historic centre.

**Departures:** Daily

**FROM**

$877*

**Classic Spain and Portugal**

12 Days/11 Nights | Self Guided Tour

**INCLUSIONS**
- 10 nights in 3 to 4-star accommodation
- Breakfast Daily
- Standard Class Rail Tickets, including one overnight sleeper train (upgrades available)
- Guided City Tours of Barcelona, Madrid and Porto
- Hop on Hop off Bus Ticket in Valencia
- Sintra Tour from Lisbon

Take a journey by rail to some of the biggest and best cities of Spain and Portugal! Start your adventure in Barcelona, explore Valencia, Madrid, Lisbon and Porto.

Beginning with a city tour of Barcelona. Venture to Valencia, the city located on the Mediterranean coast. Next stop, enjoy a walking tour of Madrid including the Royal Palace. Take an overnight sleeper train (11 hours) to the Portuguese capital city of Lisbon. Visit the village of Sintra, where you will wander around town and explore the romantic Pena Palace. Finally in Porto, enjoy a magical evening admiring the historic monuments and ancient streets by night including the chance to be serenaded by the melancholy sounds of the Fado singers.

**Departures:** Daily

**FROM**

$1,598*

* All prices shown are based on staying in the lead-in room category. Package prices are per person, based on twin/double share occupancy. Seasonal surcharges, event supplements and minimum stays may apply. A city tax may be payable direct to all properties in Euro (€) at the time of check out. Please note that the order of the itinerary may vary depending on the arrival day.
Luxury Rail Journeys

Spanish luxury trains operate in both northern and southern Spain, and offer a memorable and unique insight into the distinct history, culture and cuisine as you travel in style across the breathtaking landscapes of Spain.

**Al Andalus**

Operating predominantly in Andalusia in southern Spain, with some itineraries departing and returning to Madrid, Al Andalus was originally built in France in the 1920’s for members of the British monarchy. Prestige and modern comforts coexist in this elegant moving palace. One of the most spacious and luxurious tourist trains in the world awaits you on this classic rail journey throughout some of the most beautiful locations in Spain.

Your journey will include accommodation on board, a la carte and buffet breakfasts, all dinners and lunches with the finest cuisine aboard the train or in top restaurants (including wine, water, soft drinks and coffee). Activities and excursions are included such as music and live performances, parties in the pub car, show cooking and cocktails, dancing, and scheduled guided tours including entrance fees. An attentive crew of trained professionals are on hand to offer perfect and personalised service 24/7.

**El Transcantabrico and Expreso de La Robla**

El Transcantabrico Gran Lujo operates alongside the Spanish Atlantic Coast and evokes the nostalgia and charm of early 20th century grand rail journeys, with its decor and construction.

El Transcantabrico Clasico service operates throughout Castile and Leon, the Basque Country, Cantabria, Asturias and Galicia. It has been carefully remodelled and redecorated to ensure the comforts of 21st century travel with historic inspired interiors.

The Expreso de La Robla offers two routes on value for money 4-day itineraries through Castile and Leon or Cantabria and Asturias providing the charm and comfort of the classic rail journey.

Inclusions across all three trains include accommodation on board with ensuite bathroom, buffet breakfast daily, all lunches and dinners including wine and soft drinks, excursions and guided scheduled tours including entrance fees to museums, attractions and shows, and excellent, attentive crew.
Al Andalus - Andalusia Itinerary
7 Days / 6 Nights | Luxury Rail

INCLUSIONS
• 6 nights accommodation in a Grand Class Room (upgrade to Deluxe Suite available)
• Daily Breakfast (B), Lunch (L) and Dinner (D)
• Welcome Drink and Snack
• Farewell Gala Dinner Party
• Toiletries Bag with Amenities and Slippers
• Non-alcoholic drinks in the Cabin Minibar
• Multilingual Guide
• Crew offering 24/7 service
• Excursions via Luxury Coach including Entrance Fees
• 50% Discount on two Renfe Rail Tickets within Spain to/from the starting/finishing point

ITINERARY
Day 1 – Seville – Jerez – Meet in Seville at 10:30am. Enjoy lunch in Seville, then join a sightseeing tour of the city before you are welcomed on board Al Andalus with a cocktail before dinner. (L, D)
Day 2 – Jerez – Visit a wine cellar, and a famous equestrian show. Enjoy lunch overlooking the salt marshes of Doñana National Park. Enjoy lunch overlooking the salt marshes of Doñana National Park. Dinner is served on board. (B, L, D)
Day 3 – Jerez – Ronda – Take an excursion to Cadiz, one of the oldest cities in Europe, and enjoy some free time to explore. (B, L, D)
Day 4 – Ronda – Granada – Take a tour of Ronda, and enjoy some free time before lunch. This afternoon head towards Granada. (B, L, D)
Day 5 – Granada – Spend the morning on an excursion of the Alhambra. You have time to explore the town of Granada at your own pace. (B, L, D)
Day 6 – Granada – Córdoba – Visit the Renaissance towns of Úbeda and Baeza, listed as World Heritage Sites by UNESCO. (B, L, D)
Day 7 – Córdoba – Seville – Visit the former medieval caliphate of Al Andalus, once the largest, most opulent city in Western Europe. Enjoy a final lunch on board on your journey back to Seville. (B, L)

6 NIGHTS FROM $5,870*

INCLUSIONS
• 7 nights accommodation in a Deluxe Suite
• Daily Breakfast (B), Lunch (L) and Dinner (D)
• Welcome Drink and Snack
• Farewell Gala Dinner Party
• Toiletries Bag with Amenities and Slippers
• Non-alcoholic drinks in the Cabin Minibar
• Multilingual Guide
• Crew offering 24/7 service
• Excursions via Luxury Coach including Entrance Fees
• 50% Discount on two Renfe Rail Tickets within Spain to/from the starting/finishing point

ITINERARY
Day 1 – San Sebastian – Karrantza – Meet in San Sebastian at 1pm. Take a tour of the town, before your transfer to Bilbao where El Transcantábrico is waiting for you. (L, D)
Day 2 – Karrantza – Santander – Enjoy a city tour of Bilbao including the Guggenheim Museum. This afternoon take a sightseeing tour of Santander and enjoy some free time. (B, L, D)
Day 3 – Santander – Cabezón de la Sal – Travel through the gorge of La Hermida to the town of Potes. After lunch, enjoy free time in Cabezón de la Sal. (B, L, D)
Day 4 – Cabezón de la Sal – Arriondas – Visit the medieval town of Santillana del Mar followed by a tour of Altamira Neocave. After lunch, visit the village of Ribadesella. (B, L, D)
Day 5 – Arriondas – Candás – Take a tour to the Picos de Europa National Park, followed by a trip to Oviedo. (B, L, D)
Day 6 – Candás – Luarca – Begin the day discovering Avilés and Gijón. Continue your coastal journey to Luarca with stunning landscapes. (B, L, D)
Day 7 – Luarca – Viveiro – Visit the historic town of Ribadeo, followed by Las Catedrales Beach. After lunch, take a trip to Viveiro. (B, L, D)
Day 8 – Viveiro – Santiago de Compostela – You will arrive into Ferrol, take a coach trip to Santiago de Compostela. Enjoy a city tour in this historical town. (B)

7 NIGHTS FROM $5,870*
Treasures not to miss in Spain

- The ‘Golden Triangle of Art’ is home to three museums in central Madrid – Prado Museum, Reina Sofia National Art Museum and Thyssen-Bornemisza Museum.
- Located just outside of Madrid is Toledo, the ‘City of Three Cultures’ with influences of Christian, Arabic and Jewish cultures within the walled old city.
- Architecture throughout Barcelona, many buildings of interest are the work of eccentric genius Gaudi.
- The Costa Brava Coastline is peppered with sites which inspired the art of Salvador Dali including Cadaques, Peralada and Port Lligat. His birthplace and home to the Dali museum is Figueres.
- No visit to Bilbao is complete without a stop at the world famous Guggenheim Contemporary Art Museum. The building itself represents ground-breaking 20th century architecture.
- Santiago de Compostela’s historic centre is listed as a UNESCO World Heritage Site. The city is the final stop on the Way of Saint James pilgrimage trail.
- Flamenco was born in Seville, and is arguably the best place in Spain to witness a performance.
- The Alhambra palace and Generalife gardens are located in Granada, with stunning views over the city.
- One of the world’s greatest Islamic buildings is the Mezquita, located in Cordoba.
- For a taste of stereotypical Britain on the southern coast of Spain, including fish and chips, and red post boxes, visit the small peninsula of Gibraltar.

Treasures not to miss in Portugal

- Visit the Discoveries Monument found in the Belem District of Lisbon. Learn of the Portuguese maritime exploration from the 15th and 16th centuries.
- Experience the haunting sound of Fado music, which emerged during the 19th century in the working class neighbourhoods of Lisbon.
- Explore the UNESCO world heritage listed centre of Sintra and do not miss the colourful and extravagant Pena Palace.
- Stop at the beautiful Sao Bento Station in Porto and admire the beaux art design, including 20,000 typical blue and white handmade Portuguese tiles depicting historic battles.
- Guimaraes offers many well-preserved medieval buildings such as its 10th century Castle, with stunning views.
- Once the medieval capital of Portugal, Coimbra now boasts the country’s oldest university.
- Evora, a medieval town located inside perfectly preserved medieval walls. It also features many Roman ruins from the 2nd century.
- Silves is an attractive town located in the Algarve with a spectacular, well preserved Moorish castle.
- Take an exhilarating wicker toboggan ride down the hill from Monte to Funchal, the capital of the island of Madeira.
- An out of this world adventure for nature lovers, visit the Azores, a remote archipelago located in the mid-Atlantic ocean.
Guided tours with Art, History & Culture

Experience iconic landmarks and hidden gems on small group escorted tours, or boutique regional tours, through the diverse regions of Spain and Portugal. Travel solo on a self-drive itinerary, or follow a travel plan designed especially for you. From cycling in and around Barcelona, wine tasting in the vineyards of La Rioja or the Douro Valley to visiting stunning palaces such as the Alhambra or Pena Palace, there is always something for everyone. Explore the beautiful scenery and learn some history along the way.

Spanish cuisine by region:

- **Madrid** is a cosmopolitan city, which highlights Spanish food from across the country including tapas, traditional stews and various dishes incorporating potato and egg such as Huevos Rotos and Tortilla.

- Typical **Catalan** cuisine typically incorporates tomatoes, garlic, olive oil with fresh meat and vegetables. Located on the Mediterranean Coast, the food tends to be fresh and simple. The region is also famous for production of Cava, with many cava bars found throughout **Barcelona**.

- The **Basque Country** offers its own unique style of cuisine based around Pintxos (Basque style tapas), which often incorporates bread, seafood, meat, vegetables and cheese. The town of **San Sebastian** is world renowned for its cuisine with many Michelin starred restaurants to choose from.

- **La Rioja** is a province with a world-renowned wine industry producing some of the best red wine in Spain, perfect for food and wine lovers. The Marqués de Riscal hotel and winery has a Michelin-starred restaurant on site.

- Cuisine in **Galicia** tends to be hearty and simple. The region known as “Green Spain” has plenty of farmland for growing vegetables and raising cattle. A symbol of the Camino is the ‘Torta de Sanitago’, which is a simple almond cake, enjoyed in **Santiago de Compostela**.

- Food in **Andalusia** is inspired by both the Mediterranean diet and Arabic cuisine. Jamon (cured ham) is a speciality from the Huelva province. Sherry is made in Jerez in the province of Cadiz. The region is also famous for producing large quantities of high quality olive oil.

- **Paella** is a famous rice based Spanish dish, which originates from **Valencia**. Most regions offer a unique twist on the classic dish, which typically incorporates rice, seafood, meat and vegetables.

Portuguese cuisine by region:

- **Lisbon** has a wide variety of restaurants to choose from serving fish and meat dishes typically accompanied by potato. The city is the birthplace of the Pasteis de Nata (Custard Tarts) which are found in the majority of cafes and bars throughout the city.

- Visit the port wine cellars in **Porto**, which can be found in Vila Nova de Gaia. Many of the iconic brands of port were founded by the English who added brandy to wine to preserve it for export back to England.

- The staple food of the **Algarve** is seafood, often freshly caught! A dish to look out for is Cataplana, which is unique to this region.

- The **Douro Valley** and **Alentejo** are the top wine regions of Portugal. Take the opportunity to taste Vinho Verde (Green Wine), which is a fresh, young wine produced in the Northern **Minho** province.

- **Madeira** offers a fortified wine of the same name which is enjoyed as a drink, or commonly used in cooking.
Cooking Holidays

We offer a variety of options with modern, excellent cooking schools located in Spain and Portugal. Experience a unique opportunity to learn new techniques, tips, recipes and presentation skills from the finest chefs and enjoy authentic local cuisine.

Join a small group, or hire a private chef from half a day to one week in San Sebastian, Seville, Mallorca or the Algarve. Contact the Spain and Portugal destination specialists for further information and options.

Foodie Excursions

Food and wine tours offer a fantastic insight into the delicacies of the local area. For more information on cooking and tasting experiences throughout Spain and Portugal, check out these tours:

- Spanish Wine and Local Cheese Tasting in Madrid (page 39)
- Madrid Paella, Tortilla and Sangria Cooking Experience (page 39)
- Madrid Authentic Tapas and History Tour (page 40)
- Imperial Toledo and Winery Tour (page 40)
- Tapas Walking Tour in Barcelona (page 47)
- Montserrat, Tapas & Wine (page 47)
- Cooking Class and Market Visit in Barcelona (page 48)
- Barcelona Tapas Tour with Flamenco Show (page 48)
- Spanish Wine Tasting in the Basque Country (page 56)
- Pintxo Tasting Tour (page 56)
- Basque Cooking Class (page 56)
- Deluxe Wine Tour of La Rioja (page 59)
- Andalusian Food and Wine Tasting (page 64)
- Tapas and Flamenco in Seville (page 64)
- Malaga Tapas and Picasso Museum (page 67)
- Evora Wine Tour from Lisbon (page 71)
- Douro Valley Wine Tour (page 79)
- Cartuxa and Esporao Wine Experience from Evora (page 89)
- The Alentejo Wine Route (page 89)
- Blind Tasting Wine Experience in the Algarve (page 91)
- Algarve Cooking Class (page 91)
Spain & Portugal for Families

Spain and Portugal offer a relaxed and welcoming environment for children with many attractions and activities to suit each member of the family.

Discover the magic of Spain and Portugal with the entire family. We offer exclusive family-oriented tours with bespoke and tailor-made itineraries packed with fun and learning. Learn the story behind Barcelona’s Sagrada Familia and other famous landmarks and museums on a guided tour, immerse in Spanish gastronomy and art through private workshops and classes, or let the kids uncover the splendours of Toledo on a captivating stroll through the city’s age-old streets. From iconic monuments and magnificent museums to paella cooking and flamenco dance lessons there is much the whole family can see and do for a memorable fun-filled holiday.

Family Fun packages and tours have experienced guides handpicked to accommodate children aged 6 to 15. A surprise gift also awaits kids after every tour, such as models, puzzles and books. Our expert staff can also assist in confirming family-friendly hotel rooms, arranging child friendly transfer services including baby seats, and booking babysitters who can look after children at a hotel or escort them on a tour to give parents some free time. These packages are available in Barcelona, Madrid and Toledo.
Family Fun in Madrid
5 Days / 4 Nights | Private Escorted Tour

INCLUSIONS
- 4 nights in 4-star accommodation in a family room
- Breakfast Daily (B)
- Arrival and departure transfers to/from Madrid Airport or train station
- Private English speaking tour guide
- Private tours of Madrid and Toledo
- Skip the line entry to Reina Sofia Museum and Royal Palace
- Private paella cooking class with dinner
- Game booklets and gifts

DEPARTURES: Daily
Departs/Finishes: Madrid
Tour Code: SPTC-19-5608

ITINERARY
Day 1 – Madrid – A private chauffeur will collect you from Madrid airport or train station to your hotel. The rest of the day is at your leisure.
Day 2 – Madrid – Discover artworks at the Reina Sofia Museum, then head to an art workshop to create your copy of Picasso’s masterpiece following the instructions of an art expert teacher. In the afternoon, meet your private dance instructor to learn the dance and percussion associated with flamenco followed by a 20-minute private show. (B)
Day 3 – Madrid – Discover the secrets and splendours of Madrid’s Royal Palace through a highly engaging and educative private tour designed for your family. (B)
Day 4 – Madrid – In the morning, head to Toledo for a fun and engaging private tour of the city. In the afternoon, you will learn to create your own version of the Toledo speciality marzipan cake in a hands-on workshop. (B)
Day 5 – Madrid – Depart Madrid after breakfast in a private transfer to the airport or train station. (B)

Family Fun in Barcelona
5 Days / 4 Nights | Private Escorted Tour

INCLUSIONS
- 4 nights in 4-star accommodation in a suite with interconnecting rooms
- Breakfast Daily (B), 1 dinner (D)
- Arrival and departure transfers to/from Barcelona Airport or train station
- Private English speaking tour guide
- Private tours of Barcelona
- Skip the line entry to Sagrada Familia, Park Guell and Picasso Museum
- Private paella cooking class with dinner
- Game booklets and gifts

DEPARTURES: Daily
Departs/Finishes: Barcelona
Tour Code: SPTC-19-5604

ITINERARY
Day 1 – Barcelona – A private chauffeur will collect you from Barcelona airport or train station to your hotel. The rest of the day is at your leisure.
Day 2 – Barcelona – Visit two major highlights of Barcelona, Gaudi’s iconic Sagrada Familia and Park Guell, through an engaging and entertaining family-friendly private tour. In the evening, enjoy making your own Paella during a fun-filled cooking class in a private kitchen in the heart of Barcelona’s old town. (B, D)
Day 3 – Barcelona – In the morning, start by discovering the beautiful Picasso Museum with a private guide, and then head out to a private workshop to create your family’s cubist masterpiece. (B)
Day 4 – Barcelona – Start by visiting the UNESCO World Heritage listed Hospital Sant Pau, and then head off to a private, fun-filled workshop to create your own Catalan mosaic tray. (B)
Day 5 – Barcelona – Depart Barcelona after breakfast in a private transfer to the airport or train station. (B)
Cycling & Walking

What better way to explore Spain in depth than enjoy an active adventure focused on one or more specific regions? Spend time in the countryside, and enjoy historic villages and places of extraordinary beauty by bike or on foot. Your time is your own on one of our self-guided cycling or hiking tours.

All of our tours are self-guided and include pre-booked accommodation, daily breakfast, emergency support, luggage transfers, local transfers as specified in the itinerary, detailed maps and roadbooks and bike rental (cycling tours only). Arrival and departure transfers can be pre-arranged from the closest city or airport (additional cost).

Cycling Tours
The best way to discover the magic of Spain is by cycling through it. Spanish culture, food, rural landscapes and people come to life in the countryside when you slow down and observe the details by bicycle.

We offer cycling tours ranging from 7 to 8 days, for those with hobby or beginner to moderate level of experience. Accommodation is pre-booked in centrally located 3*-4* hotels or guest houses, half board options are available on selected tours. Cycling tour locations include Catalonia, Alicante, Valencia, Mallorca, La Rioja, Segovia and Asturias. Ask our dedicated Spain & Portugal Specialists for more information.

Walking Tours
Designed for the independent traveller, these self-guided walking tours offer an experience of a lifetime. No shuttles or buses, the walks take you from A to B following an itinerary with everything taken care of for you including luggage transportation and accommodation. The self-guided walks all require a good level of fitness and a basic ability to follow a map and orient yourself. All you need to take are your walking boots and a sense of adventure!

We offer walking tours ranging from 5 to 8 days, for those with hobby to moderate level of experience. Accommodation is pre-booked in centrally located 3*-4* hotels or guest houses, half board options are available on selected tours. Hiking tour locations include Segovia, Salamanca and Somiedo.
Walking Segovia’s Natural Parks
8 Days / 7 Nights | Self Guided Walking Tour

INCLUSIONS
- 7 nights accommodation
- Daily Breakfast (B)
- Luggage Transfers
- Local Transfers as specified
- Detailed Maps and Roadbook
- Emergency Support

DEPARTURES: Daily (Apr-Oct)
Departs: Segovia
Finishes: Sepulveda (Closest Airport: Madrid)
Tour Code: SPTC-19-3834

ITINERARY
Day 1 – Segovia – Arrive into Segovia and explore this world heritage city at your leisure.
Day 2 – Segovia – Discover Segovia where you will enjoy medieval monuments at the turn of every corner. (B)
Day 3 – Segovia – La Granja – (10 -17km / Climb: 390m) Transfer to San Ildefonso and begin a circular walk along the river Eresma to Valsain. (B)
Day 4 – La Granja – Gallegos – (10.5km / Climb: 464m) Enjoy a stunning circular walk along forest footpaths to the “El chorro” waterfalls and “Silla del Rey” viewpoint. (B)
Day 5 – Gallegos – (15km / Climb: 420m) Transfer to Pradena and walk along ancient tracks through a juniper forest to Gallegos. (B)
Day 6 – Gallegos – Sepulveda – (16km / Climb: 383m) Transfer to Castilnovo and begin your walk until you reach the hilltop town of Sepulveda. (B)
Day 7 – Sepulveda – (16km / Climb: 367m) Walk along the riverside in the Duratón Canyon Natural Park. (B)
Day 8 – Sepulveda – Depart after breakfast. (B)

7 NIGHTS FROM $1,075*

Cycling the Best of La Rioja
8 days / 7 nights | Self Guided Cycling Tour

INCLUSIONS
- 7 nights accommodation
- Daily Breakfast (B)
- Luggage Transfers
- Local Transfers as specified
- Detailed Maps and Roadbook
- Emergency Support
- Bicycle Hire

DEPARTURES: Daily (Mar-Nov)
Departs/Finishes: Logrono (Closest Airport: Bilbao)
Tour Code: SPTC-19-3823

ITINERARY
Day 1 – Logrono – Arrive into this small but vibrant city with a beautiful historic city centre.
Day 2 – Logroño – San Millan de la Cogolla – (38km / Climb: 541m) Transfer to the starting point and cycle along the Camino de Santiago to reach San Millan de la Cogolla. (B)
Day 3 – San Millan – Ezcaray – (33km / Climb: 421m) Cycle to the historic town of Ezcaray, on the foothills of the Sierra de Demanda mountains. (B)
Day 4 – Ezcaray – Haro – (37km / Climb: 80m) Cycle to Santo Domingo de la Calzada and Casalarreina before arriving at Haro. (B)
Day 5 – Haro – (31km / Climb: 471m) Today you will ride along a delightful loop amongst vineyards to take in the essence of this rich region. (B)
Day 6 – Haro – Laguardia – (37km / Climb: 661m) Cycling amongst vineyards to stop in Briones. From here enjoy the quiet country roads to reach the town of Laguardia. (B)
Day 7 – Laguardia – Logrono – (31km / Climb: 166m) Visit the famous vineyard Marques de Riscal. One last cycle along small country lanes to reach Logrono once again. (B)
Day 8 – Logrono – Depart after breakfast (B)

7 NIGHTS FROM $1,595*
El Camino

Creating your personalised itinerary to Santiago de Compostela has never been easier than with Spain & Portugal Travel Connection. You can opt to travel on foot or by bike with many durations and routes to take. Let your specialist know what you would like to discover and they will make your Camino a journey to remember.

The Camino de Santiago is the pilgrimage to the Cathedral of Santiago de Compostela in Galicia in north-western Spain. It is difficult to define where exactly the Camino starts, as pilgrims used to start their journey from their own home and over the years, different Camino ways have emerged, but the most popular is the last 100km of the ‘French Way’.

Millions have travelled the complete ‘French Way’ trail taking approximately 36 days, from St Jean Pied de Port in France to Santiago de Compostela. Experience medieval villages, breathtaking landscapes like the Pyrenees, La Rioja and the vast spaces of the Meseta. Absorb the culture around you and the contrast between quaint little towns and lively cities such as Pamplona, Logrono, Burgos, Leon, Astorga, Ponferrada and of course, Santiago de Compostela.
French Way - Sarria To Santiago De Compostela (111km)
7 Days / 6 Nights | Self Guided Walking Tour

**INCLUSIONS**
- 6 nights standard accommodation (upgrades available)
- Breakfast daily (B), 4 Dinners (D)
- Luggage Transfers
- Pilgrimage Passport
- Emergency Contact
- Holiday Pack: Walking Notes and Map
- Pilgrim Certificate: Minimum 100km walking or 200km cycling

**DEPARTURES:** Daily

Departs: Sarria  
Finishes: Santiago de Compostela  
Tour Code: SPTC-19

**ITINERARY**
Day 1 – Sarria – Arrive into Sarria and explore at your own leisure.
Day 2 – Sarria – Portomarin – (22km) Walk through pretty villages and peaceful hamlets. Visit the beautiful church in the village of Barbadeo. (B, D)
Day 3 – Portomarin – Palas de Rei – (24km) Cross the river Miño and head towards the Serra de Ligonde. Stop to visit churches in Castromaior and Eirexe. (B, D)
Day 4 – Palas de Rei – Arzua – (28km) Pass the villages of Casanova and Leboreiro. The Camino crosses several streams and follows a forest track. Next is the medieval hamlet of Ribadiso and finally the town of Arzúa. (B, D)
Day 5 – Arzua – Amenal – (23km) Today your Camino will take you through pretty woods, sleepy villages and across streams for most of the day. (B, D)
Day 6 – Amenal – Santiago de Compostela – (14km) Stop via Lavacolla in the outskirts of Santiago. Rows of tall eucalyptus trees line your journey to Monte do Gozo (‘Mount of Joy’). (B)
Day 7 – Santiago de Compostela – Explore this UNESCO World Heritage Site’s architecture and enjoy the atmosphere of this spiritual and cultural city. (B)

6 NIGHTS FROM $1,090*

Portuguese Way - Tui To Santiago De Compostela (117km)
8 days / 7 nights | Self Guided Walking Tour

**INCLUSIONS**
- 7 nights standard accommodation (upgrades available)
- Breakfast daily (B), 4 Dinners (D)
- Luggage Transfers
- Pilgrimage Passport
- Emergency Contact
- Holiday Pack: Walking Notes and Map
- Pilgrim Certificate: Minimum 100km walking or 200km cycling

**DEPARTURES:** Daily

Departs: Tui  
Finishes: Santiago de Compostela  
Tour Code: SPTC-19

**ITINERARY**
Day 1 – Tui – Arrive into Tui and explore at your own leisure.
Day 2 – Tui – O Porrino – (15km) Start from the old port of Tui. From here, pass the Tunel das Monxes and begin a climb up to the bridge of San Telmo. (B, D)
Day 3 – O Porrino – Arcade – (25km) From O Porrino continue along the Louro valley. A short climb takes you to the chapel of Santiago de Antas. Before you reach Arcade, you will pass the village of Setefontes. (B, D)
Day 4 – Arcade – Pontevedra – (12km) Continue along a cobbled road taking you to the 13th century Church, where you can enjoy magnificent views over the Bay of Vigo. (B)
Day 5 – Pontevedra – Caldas de Reis – (22km) At Lombo da Maceira you will spot a statue of Saint James. On your way to Caldas de Reis, pass the hamlet of Tivo. (B, D)
Day 6 – Caldas de Reis – Padron – (18km) The Camino takes you through forests, gradually climbing to the village of Santa Maríña. You will cross the river Fonteño before making your way through pine forests to the town of Padron. (B, D)
Day 7 – Padron – Santiago de Compostela – (25km) Depart Padron towards Iria Flavia with its 17th century church. (B)
Day 8 – Santiago de Compostela – A gem of a city small enough to be explored and discovered on foot but always vibrant and lively. (B)

7 NIGHTS FROM $1,290*
Paradores

You have the opportunity to experience stays in restored castles, convents and monasteries, citadels, palaces as well as historic buildings, regional properties and more recent additions to the Paradores brand that are hosted in modern buildings.
## PARADORES OF SPAIN

### Northern Spain

**Parador Hostal dos Reis Católicos ★★★★★**

This luxurious Parador is a blend of history, art and the dream of pilgrims. It is located on Obradoiro Square near the cathedral. A truly unique and exclusive location.

Location: Santiago De Compostela, Galicia

**Parador de Hondarribia ★★★★★**

Occupying a beautiful castle built in the 10th Century, this elegant hotel in the Basque Country retains its original appearance and atmosphere of a medieval fortress while ensuring that interiors are tastefully renovated.

Location: Hondarribia, Basque Country

### Central Spain

**Parador de Ciudad Rodrigo ★★★★★**

An ideal enclave covered in ivy and perched above the River Agueda valley. Perfect for discovering the monumental city of Ciudad Rodrigo. The hotel offers Castilian furnishings and a beautiful patio.

Location: Ciudad Rodrigo, Castilla Y Leon

**Parador de Alcalá de Henares ★★★★★**

This hotel is housed in a magnificent 17th Century building, previously the Santo Tomás Dominican Convent and School. Soak up the history amongst the blend of traditional and avant-garde architecture and decor.

Location: Alcala De Henares, Madrid

### Southern Spain

**Parador de Carmona ★★★★★**

This Parador offers beauty, tranquillity, exquisite cuisine and lovely scenery just outside Seville. The building is a stunning 14th Century Arab fortress, standing high above the town.

Location: Carmona, Andalusia

**Parador de Granada ★★★★★**

Stay within the Alhambra complex amongst the gardens in an ancient and enchanting convent. Numerous works of art and exceptional furnishings decoratively cover the interior of the public areas and rooms.

Location: Granada, Andalusia

**Parador de Ronda ★★★★★**

In a privileged position next to the Puente Nuevo bridge, overlooking the El Tajo Gorge, is the Parador, occupying the former Town Hall. It provides the most spectacular views imaginable as well as modern facilities and great service.

Location: Ronda, Andalusia

**Parador de Jaén ★★★★★**

Located on the Cerro de Santa Catalina, this Parador feels like a defensive fortress due to both its majestic appearance and superior location. Enjoy magnificent views, soft interior decoration and a varied gastronomic menu.

Location: Jaen, Andalusia

---

**FROM $157**

**FROM $139**

**FROM $126**

**FROM $123**

**FROM $122**

**FROM $282**

**FROM $128**
Pousadas and Solares

Pousadas are a collection of exclusive hotels, situated in restored castles, monasteries, fortresses and places of natural beauty. Solares give guests the opportunity to stay in privately owned stately manor houses, elegant country homes and rustic farmhouses representing centuries of Portuguese heritage.
# Pousadas and Solares of Portugal

## Pousadas

### Pousada Viana do Castelo ★★★★★

*Location: Viana Do Castelo*

A combination of early 20th Century elegance with spectacular views over the old sailing port of Viana do Castelo. This beautifully furnished hotel is surrounded by the remains of an old Celtic village.

*From $132*

### Pousada de Belmonte ★★★

*Location: Belmonte*

This luxurious hotel was the former convent of Nossa Senhora da Esperanca (Our Lady of Hope). With panoramic views of the Serra de Estrela mountain range, this Pousada is equipped with all modern conveniences.

*From $88*

### Pousada do Castelo de Guimaraes ★★★★★

*Location: Guimaraes*

This majestic Pousada is a converted 12th century Augustinian Monastery. Still retaining its original character, the property provides modernity in its facilities and serves as a luxury accommodation.

*From $106*

### Pousada de Cascais ★★★★★

*Location: Cascais*

Set within the walls of a 16th century Citadel, minutes away from the ocean and marina as well as the Castle of the Moors. You will notice the tasteful and modern decoration, neutral colours and spacious rooms.

*From $60*

### Pousada do Castelo de Obidos ★★★★★

*Location: Obidos*

This building carries enormous historical importance with its medieval features from the 9th Century and is also one of the 7 wonders of Portugal. Traditional features and modern facilities make for a wonderful stay.

*From $168*

### Pousada Palacio de Estoi ★★★★★

*Location: Faro*

Situated only 10km from Faro city centre, the Pousada is famous for its Neo-Baroque and Neo-Rococo features. The historic village of Estoi is close to the centre of Faro and the wonderful beaches of the area.

*From $97*

## Solares

### Paco de Calheiros

*Location: Ponte De Lima*

Paco de Calheiros is considered to be one of the most beautiful examples of 17th century manor houses in Portugal. With elegant gardens and 13 acres of orchards and vineyards.

*From $118*

### Casa do Ameal

*Location: Casa do Ameal*

A Minho house with original architecture, it is beautifully preserved and is estimated to have been built in the 16th century. Ancient verdant trees offer a pleasant atmosphere, guaranteeing total privacy.

*From $135*

### Quinta da Veiga

*Location: Sabrosa*

Located on the right bank of the Douro River, between Regua and Pintaho, a very privileged position for exploring the Douro. Restoration has kept much of the original architecture and traditional characteristics.

*From $114*

### Casa de Santo Antonio de Britiande

*Location: Lamego*

An elegant integration of a house from the 16th century and a chapel from the 17th century. Experience the true ambience of the Lamego region and the typical features of Portuguese architecture.

*From $98*

### Casa do Castelo

*Location: Peniche*

A 17th century manorial house located between fields and long sandy beaches, adjacent to a Moorish castle. Decor is elegant with high quality service, comfort and utmost privacy are guaranteed.

*From $85*

### Herdade De Vale Covo

*Location: Mertola*

A beautifully restored 1940s farmhouse positioned within the natural park of the Guadiana Valley in the Alentejo region. The purpose of this farm is the production of quality organic products.

*From $76*
Self Drive boats

Enjoy the flexibility and control of your own itinerary along the charming Grande Lago River in the Alentejo of Portugal. Glide through the waters in your chosen boat, complete with the comforts and amenities of home. Whether you are travelling in a couple, as a family or with a group of friends, we have different boat categories and options to suit your travel needs.

Highlights
- Great weather guaranteed nearly all year round
- Clean and clear waters for swimming
- Fishing: Black Bass and Carp in the rivers
- Mountain biking
- Excellent services like shopping or meals delivered on board
- A variety of water sports offered at Amieira Marina
- Wide variety of flora and fauna on the river banks
- Heritage sites: Fortified villages and UNESCO monuments
- Arts, crafts and traditional regional cookery

Access and Itineraries
The rental base, located in Amieira, is only a two hour drive from Lisbon or Faro airport and a three hour drive from Seville. We have itinerary options of two days, a mini week and a full week available.

Weekend 2 Days - Course:
Amieira, Mourao, Amieira
Course duration: 10h00 (88.5 km - 0 lock)

Mini Week - Course:
Amieira, Monsaraz, Amieira
Course duration: 18h00 (163 km - 0 lock)

One Week - Course:
Amieira, Chelez, Amieira
Course duration: 24h00 (210 km - 0 lock)
BOATS

Our boats come in a variety of layouts, so it’s easy to find the perfect one for you. Couples, families, and even large groups of friends will feel at home. You only need to consider the type of boat you would like for your trip: Estivale, Confort and Sedan. Boats vary in size and standard, but all contain separate sleeping cabins, fully-equipped kitchens and bathrooms with linen and towels. We recommend booking a boat with one extra sleeping cabin to store your luggage.

**Estivale Quattro**  
2 Cabins - Max 4 people

**Confort 1100**  
3 Cabins - Max 7 people

**Sedan 1310**  
5 Cabins - Max 10 people

*All prices shown are based on complete boat hire. This is a sample itinerary and is subject to change. Special terms & conditions may apply for self-drive boat bookings please contact your Spain & Portugal Travel Specialist for more information.
River Cruising

Discover the beauty of river cruising with an unforgettable journey on board a modern ship. Whether you are cruising along the Douro Valley in Portugal or the Guadalquivir and Guadiana rivers in Southern Spain, you will enjoy front-row seats to some of the most spectacular sights as your floating hotel takes you from one extraordinary destination to the next.

Ship features

Our boats come in a variety of layouts, so it is easy to find the perfect one for you. Couples, families, and even large groups of friends will feel at home. When you have made these decisions, we will help you consider the type of boat you would like for your trip. Boats vary in size and standard, but all contain separate sleeping cabins and bathrooms with linen and towels.

- 6 boats
- From 60 to 176 passengers
- From 30 to 88 cabins

On the following page is a small selection of our range, our website contains detailed information about each boat.

Themed and Customised Cruises

Whether you are after a hiking or a gourmet cruise, we cater for many tastes. Spend your next Christmas holiday on a ship or celebrate New Year in Andalusia, the decision is yours! You can choose to book from a varied programme of shore excursions or to venture out on your own, giving you the flexibility to tailor your trip to your interests and to your budget!

Features of River Cruises

- Captain’s Welcome cocktail Reception
- Assistance from on board multi-lingual hosts
- A small ratio of staff members to guests
- Professionally trained, all English-speaking staff
- Flexibility to book a wide array of shore excursions hosted by English-speaking guides (supplement may apply)
- On board professional entertainment and Crew Team show
- Unlimited complimentary on board beverages including beer, fine wine, spirits, mineral bottled water, soft drinks, specialty coffees and tea
- All meals on-board
Porto, the Douro Valley and Salamanca
8 Days / 7 Nights | River Cruise

ITINERARY
Day 1 - Porto – Embark at 5pm, enjoy a welcome cocktail and dinner on board. Take a coach tour of Porto “by night”. (D)
Day 2 - Porto – Take a guided tour of Porto, the afternoon is at your leisure. Return on board for dinner and an evening of Fado entertainment. (B, L, D)
Day 3 – Porto – Regua – Take a tour of Guimaraes. The afternoon will be spent cruising. Enjoy an evening of dancing or a stroll through Regua. (B, L, D)
Day 4 – Regua – Vega de Terron – Discover the formal gardens at the Mateus Palace and Vila Real. Enjoy an evening of Flamenco entertainment. (B, L, D)
Day 5 – Vega de Terron – Barca d’Alva – Discover Salamanca and its unusual cathedral. (B, L, D)
Day 6 – Barca d’Alva – Pinhao – Discover Porto wines including tasting. In the evening enjoy a gala dinner on board. (B, L, D)
Day 7 – Pinhao – Porto – Take an excursion to Lamego, and enjoy and evening of traditional folk entertainment. (B, L, D)
Day 8 – Porto – Disembark at 9am after breakfast (B)

Spirit of Chartwell
8 days / 7 nights | Luxury River Cruise

ITINERARY
Day 1 - Porto – Embark at Vila Nova de Gaia pier, enjoy a welcome cocktail and dinner on board. Take a coach tour of Porto “by night”. (D)
Day 2 - Porto – Entre-os-Rios – Porto city tour with visit to wine cellars. Set sail in the afternoon and enjoy a Vintage Port ceremony on board before dinner. (B, L, D)
Day 3 – Entre-os-Rios – Regua – After a morning on board, take a tour of Lamego. Dinner is included at a wine producing Quinta. (B, L, D)
Day 4 – Regua – Barca D’Alva – Tour to Castelo Rodrigo in the afternoon. Dinner on board with Portuguese music show in the evening. (B, L, D)
Day 5 – Barca D’Alva – Take a tour to Salamanca with lunch and a Flamenco show. Enjoy a barbeque dinner on board. (B, L, D)
Day 6 – Barca D’Alva – Regua – After a morning on board, take a tour to Mateus Palace and Gardens. (B, L, D)
Day 7 – Regua – Porto – Enjoy a visit and lunch at Quinta da Avelleda. (B, L, D)
Day 8 – Porto – Disembark in Porto after breakfast (B)

*All prices shown are based on staying in the lead-in room/cabin category. Prices are per person, based on twin/double share occupancy, single supplements may apply for solo travellers. Seasonal surcharges may apply. This is a sample itinerary and is subject to change. Special terms & conditions may apply for specialist tour bookings, please contact your Spain & Portugal travel specialist for more information.
CRUISING FROM Barcelona

Discover the Mediterranean Cruising onboard with Celebrity Cruises & Azamara. Unpack once and explore pristine beaches, colourful towns, ancient ruins and some of the most historical cities in Europe. This region is one of the most diverse in the world and cruising is a great way to experience the Mediterranean.

Azamara Journey

Eight days, four countries, three islands. It’s easy to fall in love with all the beautiful destinations Azamara Journey can take you on an unforgettable voyage from Rome to Barcelona. Bask in the Mediterranean sun on postcard-perfect islands like Monaco and Corsica, while travelling through the region that’s best experienced by sea.

Onboard, Azamara Journey is your boutique hotel at sea with beautifully appointed dining venues and spacious staterooms to return to after a day of exploring cobblestone towns and local culinary delights. Combined with shore excursions experiences that will take you to the heart of each unique destination you visit, and you have more freedom than ever before to explore Italy, Monaco and Spain just the way you’d like to.

Celebrity Cruises

Make your way from Barcelona to Rome through the Mediterranean and explore some of Europe’s richest history and cultural delights, whilst cruising in modern luxury with Celebrity Cruises.

From the moment you step onboard a Celebrity Cruise ship you’ll discover culinary excellence, breath-taking entertainment and endless places to unwind after a busy day exploring ashore. From the chic ice-topped Martini Bar to the tranquil Persian Garden spa and relaxation room, a Celebrity Cruise is the perfect way to discover Europe in style. Plus with exquisite accommodation, intuitive service and menus created by Michelin chefs all included in your fare, you’ll soon discover cruising Europe with Celebrity Cruises is astonishingly good value.
Spain, France & Italy Cruise
8 days/7 nights | Celebrity Edge

INCLUSIONS
ONBOARD DINING
- Tuscan (Italian)
- Cosmopolitan (Contemporary)
- Cyprus (seafood)
- Sunset Bar
- Martini Bar
- Eden Bar

ENTERTAINMENT & ACTIVITIES
- Theatre
- Club
- Resort Deck
- Camp at Sea program for kids

SPA & FITNESS
- The Spa
- MedSpa treatments
- Salon & barber
- Fitness Centre

DEPARTURES: 2019: 22 Jun | 6, 20 Jul | 3 Aug

Azamara, Spain, France & Italy – Barcelona To Rome
8 days / 7 nights | Azamara Journey

INCLUSIONS
ONBOARD DINING
- Aqualina (Italian Cuisine)
- Prime C (Steakhouse)
- Chef’s Table
- Windows Café (Casual Dining & Snacks)

ENTERTAINMENT & ACTIVITIES
- Living Room
- The Journey Shop
- Indulgences (Fine Jewellery)
- White Night Parties

SPA & FITNESS
- The Sanctum Spa
- Massage Therapy (Various Treatments)
- Acupuncture
- Fitness Centre

DEPARTURES: 2019: 11 May

ITINERARY
Day 1 Barcelona (Spain) Departing 5pm. Check in and board Celebrity Edge (D)
Day 2 Valencia (Spain) Docked 7am to 9pm. Best known as the birthplace of paella, Valencia is a vibrant and friendly place with two outstanding fine-arts museums and an accessible old quarter. (B, L, D)
Day 3 Ibiza (Spain) Docked 8am to 11:59pm. Ibiza is an island in the Mediterranean Sea off the eastern coast of Spain. With mystical islets and hidden coves that beg to be explored, Ibiza Town is now a UNESCO World Heritage Site. (B, L, D)
Day 4 At Sea (B, L, D)
Day 5 Provence, Marseilles (France) Docked 7am to 6pm. Stroll the spirit and charm of France’s oldest city, along La Canabiere toward the Vieux Port where ships have docked for more than 26 centuries. (B, L, D)
Day 6 Nice, Villefranche (France) Tendered 7am to 8:30pm. This jewel of the French Riviera is home to some of the world’s most luxurious hotels and terraced cafes. (B, L, D)
Day 7 Florence/Pisa, La Spezia (Italy) Docked 7am to 7pm. La Spezia, which lies between Genoa and Pisa, and is just minutes to the east of Cinque Terre. The town also offers fantastic shopping opportunities, as well as plenty of trattorias to enjoy local, Ligurian cuisine. (B, L, D)
Day 8 Rome, Civitavecchia (Italy) Arriving 5am. Disembark following breakfast (B)

*All prices shown are based on staying in the lead-in room/cabin category. Prices are per person, based on twin/double share occupancy, single supplements may apply for solo travellers. Seasonal surcharges may apply. This is a sample itinerary and is subject to change. Special terms & conditions may apply for specialist tour bookings, please contact your Spain & Portugal travel specialist for more information.
Andalusia and Experiences
7 Days / 6 Nights | Escorted Group Tour

**HIGHLIGHTS**
- In Madrid, discover Renaissance and Baroque style buildings.
- In Valencia, the ‘City of Arts and Sciences’ architectural and cultural complex.
- In Barcelona, the narrow and labyrinth streets of Gothic Quarter.

**INCLUSIONS**
- 6 nights in 4-star accommodation
- Daily Breakfast (B)
- Transportation by Air
- English Speaking Tour Escort
- High Speed AVE Train Madrid to Seville
- Arrival and Departure Transfers to/from Madrid Airport.

**DEPARTURES:** 2019: 2, 9, 16, 23, 30 Apr; 7, 14, 21, 28 May; 18, 25 Jun | 2, 9, 16, 23, 30 Jul; 6, 13, 20, 27 Aug; 10, 17 Sep; 1, 8, 15, 22, 29 Oct; 19 Nov; 24, 31 Dec

Departs/Finishes: Madrid

Tour Code: SPTC-19-3444

**ITINERARY**
Day 1 – Madrid – Transfer from Madrid airport to your hotel and enjoy a day at your leisure.
Day 2 – Madrid – After breakfast take a panoramic city tour of Madrid in the morning. In the afternoon, continue to explore the city at your own pace.
Day 3 – Madrid – Valencia – After breakfast, transfer to the station to catch the high-speed train to Valencia. Transfer to your hotel and spend the afternoon at your leisure.
Day 4 – Valencia – Barcelona – This morning take a city tour of Valencia. In the afternoon, depart along the Mediterranean coast to Catalonia, via Tarragona until Barcelona.
Day 5 – Barcelona – Enjoy a morning city tour of Barcelona to discover impressive architecture, and spectacular views from Montjuïc Park. The afternoon is yours at leisure.
Day 6 – Barcelona – Zaragoza – Madrid – After breakfast, depart your hotel and head to Zaragoza, capital city of Aragon. Enjoy some free time here before continuing back to Madrid.
Day 7 – Madrid – After breakfast at the hotel, transfer back to Madrid Airport.

**6 NIGHTS FROM $2,880***

*All prices shown are based on staying in the lead-in room category. Escorted Tour prices are per person, based on twin/double share occupancy, single supplements may apply for solo travellers. Tours will operate once a minimum number of participants are confirmed. This is a sample itinerary and is subject to change. Special terms & conditions may apply for escorted tour bookings please contact your Spain & Portugal Travel Specialist for more information.*

---

Madrid, Valencia and Barcelona
7 Days / 6 Nights | Escorted Group Tour

Take a visit of the three biggest cities of Spain – Madrid, Valencia and Barcelona. Orientate yourself with these three contrasting cities, explore the architecture and gastronomy of each.

**HIGHLIGHTS**
- In Madrid, discover Renaissance and Baroque style buildings.
- In Valencia, the ‘City of Arts and Sciences’ architectural and cultural complex.
- In Barcelona, the narrow and labyrinth streets of Gothic Quarter.

**INCLUSIONS**
- 6 nights in 4-star accommodation
- Daily Breakfast (B) & Lunch (L)
- Transportation by Air
- English Speaking Tour Escort
- High Speed AVE Train Madrid to Seville
- Arrival and Departure Transfers to/from Madrid Airport

**DEPARTURES:** 2019: 20 May | 10, 17 Jun | 9, 16 Sep | 21 Oct

Departs/Finishes: Madrid

Tour Code: SPTC-19-6218

**ITINERARY**
Day 1 – Madrid – Check-in to your hotel with a welcome drink on arrival.
Day 2 – Madrid – Enjoy a city tour of Madrid. (B) Day 3 – Madrid – Seville – After breakfast, head towards Andalusia with a brief stop at typical site in Puerto Lapice. Take a tour of Cordoba including the mosque and Jewish Quarter. Enjoy lunch serving traditional “Cordobesa” cuisine. This afternoon, continue the journey to Seville. (B, D) Day 4 – Seville – This morning, take a panoramic city tour of Seville. A tapas lunch will be offered in a typical tavern. The afternoon is at your leisure.
Day 5 – Seville – Granada – After breakfast, head through the heart of Andalusia through endless olive trees on the way to Granada. Visit the world famous Alhambra Complex and Generalife Gardens. (B, D) Day 6 – Granada – Madrid – After breakfast, head towards the impressive Imperial city of Toledo, a World Heritage City for a guided tour of the city. Then proceed to wine cellars where a tapas lunch and wine tasting will be offered. (B, L) Day 7 – Madrid – After breakfast, depart the hotel at your leisure.

**6 NIGHTS FROM $1,716***

*All prices shown are based on staying in the lead-in room category. Escorted Tour prices are per person, based on twin/double share occupancy, single supplements may apply for solo travellers. Tours will operate once a minimum number of participants are confirmed. This is a sample itinerary and is subject to change. Special terms & conditions may apply for escorted tour bookings please contact your Spain & Portugal Travel Specialist for more information.*
**ESCORTED TOURS**

**Northern Spain and Portugal**

8 Days / 7 Nights | Escorted Group Tour

**HIGHLIGHTS**
- The magnificent landscapes of the Rias Bajas in Galicia.
- Fatima, centre of the Christian Faith and World Pilgrimage Sanctuary with its impressive Basilica and the Cova da Iria place where the Virgin Mary appeared.
- Vibrant Lisbon, tour through its main squares and avenues, Belen Tower, Jeronimos Monastery, Discoveries Monument, Marquis of Pombal Square and Liberty Avenue.

**INCLUSIONS**
- 7 nights in 4-star accommodation
- Daily Breakfast (B)
- Transportation by Air
- English Speaking Tour Escort
- Guided Excursions in Porto and Lisbon

**DEPARTURES:** 2019: 21, 28 Apr | 5, 12, 19 May | 2, 9, 16, 23, 30 Jun | 14, 21, 28 Jul | 11, 18, 25 Aug | 15, 22, 29 Sep | 6, 13, 20, 27 Oct | 3, 24 Nov

Departs: Santiago de Compostela
Finishes: Madrid

Tour Code: SPTC-19-6219

An ideal way to make your way to Madrid after the Camino de Santiago pilgrimage, via some of the highlights of Portugal.

**ITINERARY**

Day 1 – Santiago de Compostela – Check into your hotel. The rest of your day is at leisure. (B) Day 2 – Santiago de Compostela – Vigo – After breakfast, head towards the Rias Bajas (Spanish Fjords). Arrive at La Toja Island, enjoy some free time before arriving at Vigo. (B) Day 3 – Vigo – Porto – After breakfast, depart to the Portuguese border. Arrive to Viana do Castelo, for some free time before continuing to Braga and Porto. (B) Day 4 – Porto – Take a panoramic sightseeing tour of Porto with the possibility of optional port tasting (not included). (B) Day 5 – Porto – Fatima – Depart to the university city of Coimbra and the birthplace of Fado music. Then head to Fatima, a sanctuary for Christian pilgrimage. (B) Day 6 – Fatima – Lisbon – Depart toward UNESCO World Heritage listed Batalha Monastery. Continue to the picturesque fishing town of Nazaré and then to Lisbon. Take the opportunity to experience a traditional Fado show in the evening (not included) (B) Day 7 – Lisbon – Enjoy a sightseeing tour of Lisbon, the afternoon is at your leisure. (B) Day 8 – Lisbon – Madrid – After breakfast, stop in Caceres, walk through its Plaza Mayor and the Old Town with its famous Medieval Quarter. Continue to Madrid. (B)

*Optional departures operate from Madrid and Barcelona (additional cost).*

---

**Best of Portugal**

11 Days / 10 Nights | Escorted Small Group Tour

**HIGHLIGHTS**
- Visit the University of Coimbra, one of the oldest in the world, with its magnificent baroque library and its unique atmosphere.
- UNESCO World Heritage City of Porto with its famous Port wine.
- The narrow streets of the whitewashed town of Óbidos

**INCLUSIONS**
- 10 nights in 4-star accommodation
- Daily Breakfast (B)
- Transportation by Air
- English Speaking Tour Escort
- Entrance fees to Batalha Monastery, Coimbra University, Palace da Bolsa, St. Francisco Church, Gardens of Palace Mateus, Convent of Christ, Pena Palace, Chapel of Bones, São Francisco Church, Évora Cathedral and São Vicente Fortress

**DEPARTURES:** 2019: 9 Feb | 10 Mar | 6, 20 Apr | 4, 18 May | 1, 15 Jun | 6, 20 Jul | 3, 17 Aug | 7, 21 Sep | 5, 19 Oct | 16 Nov | 7 Dec

Departs/Finishes: Lisbon

Tour Code: SPTC-19-1571

Travel extensively throughout Portugal from North to South, and East to West.

**ITINERARY**

Day 1 – Lisbon – Fatima – Today you will visit Obidos, Alcobaça, the fishing village of Nazaré and Batalha Monastery. End the day in Fatima. Day 2 – Fatima – Porto – Visit the university city of Coimbra. In the afternoon continue to Aveiro, city of the canals Finish the day in Porto. (B) Day 3 – Porto – Take a day trip to explore Guimarães and Bragança. (B) Day 4 – Porto – Depart day to discover this city. (B) Day 5 – Porto – Ourique – Visit Año Santiago de Compostela (Spain), where you have the arante and Vila Real. Travel through the Douro Valley. Stop in Lamego before arriving to Ourique. (B) Day 6 – Ourique – Lisbon – Discover Bussaco and Tomar before heading to Lisbon. (B) Day 7 – Lisbon – Take a trip to Sintra and enjoy the view from the westernmost point of Europe (Cabo da Roca). (B) Day 8 – Lisbon – Évora – Arrive at Évora and take a walking tour to discover some of the most important monuments. (B) Day 9 – Évora – Lagos – Depart to Beja and Silves before arriving to Lagos in the Algarve. (B) Day 10 – Lagos – Visit the fishing port of Sagres and the cliffs to Cabo São Vicente, the most south-western point in Europe. (B) Day 11 – Lagos – Lisbon – Return to Lisbon via SETUBAL (B)

*All prices shown are based on staying in the lead-in room category. Escorted Tour prices are per person, based on twin/double share occupancy. Single supplements may apply for solo travellers. Tours will operate once a minimum number of participants are confirmed. This is a sample itinerary and is subject to change. Special terms & conditions may apply for escorted tour bookings please contact your Spain & Portugal Travel Specialist for more information.*
**ESCORTED TOURS**

**Essential Basque Country Culinary**

10 Days / 9 Nights | Escorted Small Group Tour

---

**HIGHLIGHTS**

- The cosmopolitan city of Bilbao including the gleaming Guggenheim Museum, and spectacular food market.
- Sampling pintxos in the foodie city of San Sebastian, which boasts more Michelin stars per capita than anywhere else in the world.
- Visit the world famous wine region of La Rioja with many stunning vineyards and the occasional medieval village

**INCLUSIONS**

- 9 nights in 4-star accommodation
- Daily Breakfast (B), 6 Lunches (L), 5 Dinners (D)
- Luxury Transportation
- English Speaking Local Guides
- Guided walking tours in Bilbao, San Sebastian, Biarritz, St. Jean de Luz and Pamplona
- Entrance to Guggenheim, Balenciaga and Chillida Leku Museums
- Pintxo tasting tour and gastronomic society experience in San Sebastian
- 2 Winery Visits in La Rioja
- All food and wine included in the itinerary.

**ITINERARY**

Day 1 – Bilbao – Transfer from Bilbao airport to your hotel and enjoy a day at your leisure.
Day 2 – Bilbao – Enjoy a guided walking tour of Bilbao, including a visit of the Guggenheim Museum with lunch at the restaurant. The afternoon is at your leisure. Dinner is included at a local restaurant including wine. (B, L, D)
Day 3 – Bilbao – Enjoy a free day in Bilbao at your leisure. (B) Day 4 – Bilbao – San Sebastian – Spend the day to explore the Spanish Basque Coast. Enjoy guided visits of Gernika, and Getaria including the Balenciaga Museum. Lunch is included at a local fish restaurant, including wine. Arrive into San Sebastian late afternoon. In the evening, enjoy a pintxo and wine pairing including five wines from around Spain, matched with 5 small plates of local food and cooking demonstrations. (B, L, D)
Day 5 – San Sebastian – Take a guided walking tour through the old town of San Sebastian, including a stop at three of the city’s famous pintxos bars for lunch. In the evening, be invited as a guest to a special dinner in a gastronomic society dining club (subject to availability). (B, L, D) Day 6 – San Sebastian – Today, discover the French Basque Country. Enjoy guided tours including the local markets in Biarritz and St. Jean de Luz where lunch is included. The afternoon and evening are at your leisure, you may wish to join an option Rioja wine tasting experience (not included). (B, L, D) Day 7 – San Sebastian – Enjoy a free day in San Sebastian at your leisure. You may wish to join in an optional pintxo cooking class (not included). (B) Day 8 – San Sebastian – La Rioja – Take a guided tour of the Chillida Leku Museum, followed by a visit to Pamplona where you will enjoy lunch. This afternoon, transfer to La Rioja, and enjoy dinner at a local restaurant. (B, L, D) Day 9 – La Rioja – Discover La Rioja, one of the most famous wine regions. Stroll through the medieval village of Laguardia and enjoy lunch at a local restaurant. This evening, dinner is included at a local restaurant. (B, L, D) Day 10 – La Rioja – Bilbao – After breakfast, transfer to Bilbao Airport. (B)

**DEPARTURE:** 2019: 9 May | 3 Oct

Departs/Finishes: Bilbao

Tour Code: SPTC-19-6630

---

*All prices shown are based on staying in the lead-in room category. Escorted Tour prices are per person, based on twin/double share occupancy, single supplements may apply for solo travellers. Tours will operate once a minimum number of participants are confirmed. This is a sample itinerary and is subject to change. Special terms & conditions may apply for escorted tour bookings please contact your Spain & Portugal Travel Specialist for more information.*
ESCORTED TOURS

Magnifico Spain and Portugal

18 Days / 17 Nights | Escorted Group Tour

The passion of the flamenco, the click of heels and clack of castanets, the seductive gardens of Granada’s Alhambra, the heart stopping chasm at Ronda, your private cruise on the Alto Douro and waking up in a Pousada in Lisbon… Magnifico!

ITINERARY

Day 1 – Madrid - Your tour commences this evening in Spain’s cosmopolitan capital city, Madrid. Enjoy a welcome dinner. (D) Day 2 – Madrid – Granada – Take the train to Cordoba and enjoy a guided walking tour of the Cathedral and former Great Mosque of Cordoba. Head to Granada for dinner. (B, D) Day 3 – Granada – Be guided through the incredible Alhambra and Generalife Gardens. The afternoon and evening are at leisure. (B) Day 4 – Granada – Seville – First stop Ronda, take time to walk over the bridge and explore the old quarter. In the afternoon, head to Seville. (B, D) Day 5 – Seville – Enjoy a guided tour of the enormous cathedral. The afternoon is at your leisure. In the evening, enjoy dinner and a traditional flamenco show. (B, D) Day 6 – Seville – Enjoy an excursion to the Atlantic port of Cadiz. Returning to Seville, the rest of your afternoon is at leisure. As a treat, visit a Flamenco Dance School, try your hand at this flamboyant folk dance, or sit back and enjoy the spectacle. (B) Day 7 – Seville – Lisbon – Heading into Portugal, stop at the UNESCO World Heritage listed town of Evora for a walking tour. Then continue on to Lisbon. (B, D) Day 8 – Lisbon – Spend today exploring Lisbon. Meet a local guide for a tour of the major sights. Stop to enjoy coffee and Portuguese Pastel de Nata (custard tart). Your evening is at leisure. (B) Day 9 – Lisbon – Visit Sintra and Pena Palace on a guided excursion. In the afternoon, stop at the cliffs at Cabo la Roca, the westernmost point in Europe. In the evening, enjoy dinner and a traditional Portuguese Fado show. (B, D) Day 10 – Lisbon – Porto – Travel north and stop in the medieval village of Obidos, and the traditional fishing village of Nazaré plus a funicular ride up to the overhanging village of Sitio, to take in the breathtaking views of the coastline. Continue to Porto where you will stay for the next three nights. (B, D) Day 11 – Porto – Take a city tour of Porto with a local guide and visit a port wine house for a port tasting including tapas lunch. The rest of your day is at your leisure. (B, L) Day 12 – Porto – Enjoy a full day excursion including Braga with a funicular train up to the famous Bom Jesus Sanctuary, the medieval streets and historic monuments in Guimarães and sample Vinho Verde at the Aveleda Wine Estate. (B) Day 13 – Porto – Salamanca – Join the River Douro at Régua and cruise up the most scenic stretch of the Alto Douro River. Enjoy a port aperitif and tapas lunch with wine. Later continue into Spain and arrive in Salamanca. (B, L, D) Day 14 – Salamanca – Explore Salamanca on a walking tour with a local guide. Enjoy the rest of your day at leisure. (B) Day 15 – Salamanca – Segovia – Spend the morning in El Valle de los Caídos (The Valley of the Fallen). Enjoy free time amongst the leafy squares of El Escorial before visiting the massive palace monastery complex of San Lorenzo de El Escorial. Later continue to the city of Segovia. (B, D) Day 16 – Segovia – Take a guided walking tour of Segovia, the remainder of the day is at your leisure to explore the town. (B) Day 17 – Segovia – Toledo – Arrive into Toledo mid-morning and take a city walking tour with a local guide. Includes a visit to Cathedral Primada Santa Maria de Toledo, which many consider to be Spain’s finest cathedral. (B, D) Day 18 – Toledo – Madrid – After breakfast, transfer to Madrid where your tour ends late morning. (B)

HIGHLIGHTS

• Explore the Alhambra Palace and the verdant Gardens of the Generalife
• Dine at a Spanish Flamenco dinner show and put on your dancing shoes in a special Flamenco dance class
• Experience a traditional Portuguese Fado dinner show
• Discover the birthplace of Portugal – Guimarães
• Taste Vinho Verde at Aveleda Wine Estate
• See Segovia’s dramatic Alcázar and relax beside the massive stone aqueduct
• Spend your final night in a hilltop hotel and explore the monuments, churches and palaces of Toledo

INCLUSIONS

• 17 nights in specially selected accommodation
• Daily Breakfast (B), 2 Tapas Lunch (L), 10 Dinners including complimentary beverage (D)
• Transportation by First Class Air Conditioned Coach
• English Speaking Tour Manager
• English Speaking Local Guides
• All excursions, scenic drives, high speed trains, boat and coach travel
• All Tips to your Tour Manager, Driver and Local Guides
• Transportation by First Class Air
• Walk the Camino de Santiago with a Portuguese twist
• Stay in a traditional Monastery, home for a port tasting including tapas lunch
• Visit a Flamenco Dance School, try your hand at this flamboyant folk dance, or sit back and enjoy the spectacle
• Spend the morning in El Valle de los Caidos (The Valley of the Fallen). Enjoy free time amongst the leafy squares of El Escorial before visiting the massive palace monastery complex of San Lorenzo de El Escorial. Later continue to the city of Segovia. (B, D) Day 16 – Segovia – Take a guided walking tour of Segovia, the remainder of the day is at your leisure to explore the town. (B) Day 17 – Segovia – Toledo – Arrive into Toledo mid-morning and take a city walking tour with a local guide. Includes a visit to Cathedral Primada Santa Maria de Toledo, which many consider to be Spain’s finest cathedral. (B, D) Day 18 – Toledo – Madrid – After breakfast, transfer to Madrid where your tour ends late morning. (B)
MADRID

Madrid is in an ideal position as mountain breezes cool the climate during summer. The city’s palaces, numerous museums and art galleries provide a feast for modern culture lovers and the city prides itself on its vibrant nightlife. Spain’s capital city is full of diverse neighbourhoods ranging from the bustling business centre to the hip Chueca quarter. The ‘Golden Triangle of Art’ is an area within the city centre that is home to three museums: Prado Museum, Reina Sofia National Art Museum and Thyssen-Bornemisza Museum. Madrid’s historic centre is full of cobblestone pedestrian streets and the elaborate main square, Plaza Mayor, is filled with cafes and arcades.

Things to see and do in Madrid

- Enjoy a typically Spanish Flamenco Show with a drink, or enjoyed with tapas. Some of the top spots include “Café de Chinitas,” “Corral de la Morería” or “Casa Patas”.
- The Royal Palace (Palacio Real) of Madrid is the official residence of the Spanish Royal family, although only used for state ceremonies. Construction commenced in the 18th century, and visitors can enjoy a tour of the lavishly designed building.
- Puerta del Sol (“Gate of the Sun”) is a popular spot, located in the very centre of Madrid. It was originally one of the main gates to the old city walls of the 15th century.
- Plaza Mayor, located in the centre of Madrid is a grand square with impressive architecture, popular with locals and tourists alike.
- Located just off Plaza Mayor is San Miguel Market, one of the liveliest gastronomic spots in the city, with many stalls selling fresh produce alongside many tempting tapas bars.
- Glorious El Retiro Park is the perfect place to relax in the centre of Madrid, with beautifully landscaped lawns and monuments.
- Plaza de Santa Ana is a pleasant place to relax with a drink, and watch the world go by. It is one of Madrid’s more lively areas with many tapas bars, cafes, pubs and restaurants to enjoy.

Popular Neighbourhoods:

1. **Sol**, one of the most vibrant and tourist driven districts of Madrid. You will find plenty of bars, restaurants, shops and famous monuments here such as Puerta Del Sol, the ‘Kilometre Zero’ where all radial roads out of Madrid commence.
2. **Letras** district housed authors such as Cervantes, Lope de Vega, Tirso de Molina and Quevedo. Follow the streets, which pay homage to its history. Plaza de Santa Ana, the famed square, features statues of Calderon de la Barca and Federico Garcia Lorca.
3. **El Retiro**, ‘The Golden Triangle of Art’, houses some of the finest art collections, the Prado Museum, Thyssen-Bornemisza Museum and the Reina Sofia National Art Museum are found here. El Retiro Park exudes life and is a cultural attraction.
4. **Lavapies** lies in the south of the city and keeps to its Middle Age origin boasting narrow, steep and maze like streets that lead in to the city centre. Here you will find a mixture of culture, religion and traditions.
5. **La Latina** hosts many cultural and tourist attractions. El Rastro, the city’s famous flea market, offers a broad range of products, from second hand records to jewellery, clothing and furniture. Visit one of the taverns along the narrow streets for some authentic tapas!
6. **Austrias**, one of the most lively and oldest neighbourhoods of Madrid, where you can enjoy a mixture of architecture and famous sights such as Plaza Mayor, the Royal Palace and the Teatro Real Opera House. Austrias is also home to hundred-year-old coffee houses, modern establishments and the San Miguel Market.
7. In **Chueca**, you can find restaurants offering fine cuisine, art galleries and a great nightlife scene. Malasaña offers an array of shopping opportunities.
8. The **Salamanca** district, offers many attractive sights. Spain’s renowned ‘Golden Mile’ of fashion boutiques, stylish nightlife and Michelin starred restaurants are all here for you to enjoy.
### Madrid Accommodation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Hotel Regina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Petit Palace Puerta del Sol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Room Mate Laura</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>H10 Puerta de Alcala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>H10 Villa De La Reina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Petit Palace Plaza del Carmen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Vincci Centrum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Catalonia Plaza Mayor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Vincci The Mint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Hotel Atlántico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Iberostar Las Letras Gran Via</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>ME Madrid Reina Victoria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>NH Palacio de Tepa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Principal Madrid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Slow Suites Luchana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Eric Vokel Atocha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>60 Balconies Recoletos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>60 Balconies Atocha</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## MADRID PACKAGES

### Essential Madrid 3*

3 Days/2 Nights | Packaged Itinerary
---

The perfect introduction to Madrid, recommended for those with limited time to explore the city. This package offers an insight into the highlights of Madrid.

Take a private transfer from Madrid airport or train station to your centrally located hotel. Spend two nights in 3-star accommodation including breakfast, just minutes from Sol metro, in the very heart of the city. Enjoy a half day of guided sightseeing on a tour highlighting the architecture from the time when the Hapsburg dynasty reigned in Spain, followed by a visit to the Royal Palace.

### Inclusions
- 2 nights in 3-star accommodation (upgrades available)
- Breakfast Daily
- Private arrival transfer from Madrid Airport/Station to your hotel
- Half Day Madrid City Tour including Royal Palace

### Madrid and Beyond 4*

5 Days/4 Nights | Packaged Itinerary
---

With Madrid as your base, take your time to get to know the city in depth, and head further afield to explore some of the most popular surrounding destinations.

Take a private transfer from Madrid airport or train station to your hotel. Spend four nights in 4-star accommodation including breakfast, located just minutes’ walk to Retiro Park and half hour to the very centre of Madrid. Take a guided walking tour of the city, which includes access to the Prado Museum. Explore Toledo, the imperial city located just less than an hour from Madrid on an excursion which includes tapas and wine tasting. Finally, take a full day tour of the ancient cities of Segovia and Pedraza.

### Inclusions
- 4 nights in 4-star accommodation
- Breakfast Daily
- Private arrival transfer from Madrid Airport/Station to your hotel
- Half Day Madrid City Tour including Prado Museum
- Full day tour to Toledo and surrounding wineries with tastings
- Full day tour to Segovia and Pedraza

### Madrid Indulgence 5*

4 Days/3 Nights | Packaged Itinerary
---

Treat yourself to a luxurious escape in Madrid staying in 5-star accommodation with private touring and transfers. Appreciate some of the best experiences on offer.

Take a private transfer from Madrid airport or train station to your hotel. Spend three nights in 5-star accommodation including breakfast, in a luxurious modern boutique hotel located in the heart of Madrid. Take a private guided walking tour of Madrid leading to the medieval heart of the city. Escape the busy city for a half-day tour of the Escorial complex with a private guide. Includes a private departure transfer back to the airport or train station.

### Inclusions
- 3 nights in 5-star accommodation
- Breakfast Daily
- Private arrival transfer from Madrid Airport/Station to your hotel
- Walking tour of Madrid with private guide
- A private half day tour of Escorial and the surrounding valley

---

### Plus

Receive our complimentary ‘Gran Reserva’ Bonus Pack when you book Return Transfers + 3 Nights Accommodation + 2 Madrid Tours

---

* All prices shown are based on staying in the lead-in room category. Package prices are per person, based on twin/double share occupancy. Seasonal surcharges, event supplements and minimum stays may apply. A city tax may be payable direct to all properties in Euro (€) at the time of check out. Please note that the order of the itinerary may vary depending on the arrival day.
MADRID - DAY EXCURSIONS

Hop on/Hop off City Tour
1 Day | Pass
FROM $36*

See the architectural and cultural magnificence of Madrid from a double decker bus! You will be given a map of the city and discount vouchers for shops and restaurants along the bus routes. Buses depart regularly from points all over the city.

Tour Code: SPTC-19-1280
Departs Daily

Spanish Wine and Local Cheese Tasting
1 hour | Small Group Tour
FROM $68*

With 70 wine regions in Spain, this is your opportunity to be introduced to Spanish wine culture on this tasting experience. The experience takes place in a classic Madrilian restaurant in central Madrid. Award winning cheeses have all been hand selected to partner your wines.

Tour Code: SPTC-19-6215
Departs Tue, Thu, Sat

Flamenco Show at Café de Chinitas
1 ½ hours | Show Ticket
FROM $72*

Cafe Chinitas is located in a beautiful 18th century mansion – a perfect place for those wishing to witness the best flamenco in the Spanish capital. Some of flamenco’s top virtuosos and young rising stars perform regularly at Cafe Chinitas.

Tour Code: SPTC-19-3081
Departs Daily

Hapsburg Madrid Walking Tour + Skip the line Prado Museum
3 ½ hours | Small Group Walking Tour
FROM $85*

Visit the fascinating Renaissance and Baroque style buildings from the time when the Hapsburg dynasty reigned in Spain. Then be taken on a journey through the famous Prado Museum, which houses fine art from the medieval period all the way through to the 19th Century!

Tour Code: SPTC-19-3561
Departs Daily

Hapsburg Madrid Walking Tour + Skip the line Royal Palace
3 ½ hours | Small Group Walking Tour
FROM $89*

Visit the fascinating Renaissance and Baroque style buildings from the time when the Hapsburg dynasty reigned in Spain. Then visit the Royal Palace, built in the 18th century and which was the official residence of the Spanish Monarchy from 1765 to 1931.

Tour Code: SPTC-19-1244
Departs Daily

Madrid Paella, Tortilla and Sangria Cooking Experience
3 hours | Cooking Class
FROM $119*

Enjoy this exciting introduction to Spanish gastronomic culture. You will learn how to prepare famous Spanish dishes such as Paella, Tortilla, Sangria, and more. After taking this class you will be ready to prepare these delicious recipes at home!

Tour Code: SPTC-19-3104
Departs Mon-Fri

Spanish Wine and Local Cheese Tasting
1 hour | Small Group Tour
FROM $68*

With 70 wine regions in Spain, this is your opportunity to be introduced to Spanish wine culture on this tasting experience. The experience takes place in a classic Madrilian restaurant in central Madrid. Award winning cheeses have all been hand selected to partner your wines.

Tour Code: SPTC-19-6215
Departs Tue, Thu, Sat

Flamenco Show at Café de Chinitas
1 ½ hours | Show Ticket
FROM $72*

Cafe Chinitas is located in a beautiful 18th century mansion – a perfect place for those wishing to witness the best flamenco in the Spanish capital. Some of flamenco’s top virtuosos and young rising stars perform regularly at Cafe Chinitas.

Tour Code: SPTC-19-3081
Departs Daily

Hapsburg Madrid Walking Tour + Skip the line Prado Museum
3 ½ hours | Small Group Walking Tour
FROM $85*

Visit the fascinating Renaissance and Baroque style buildings from the time when the Hapsburg dynasty reigned in Spain. Then be taken on a journey through the famous Prado Museum, which houses fine art from the medieval period all the way through to the 19th Century!

Tour Code: SPTC-19-3561
Departs Daily

Hapsburg Madrid Walking Tour + Skip the line Royal Palace
3 ½ hours | Small Group Walking Tour
FROM $89*

Visit the fascinating Renaissance and Baroque style buildings from the time when the Hapsburg dynasty reigned in Spain. Then visit the Royal Palace, built in the 18th century and which was the official residence of the Spanish Monarchy from 1765 to 1931.

Tour Code: SPTC-19-1244
Departs Daily

Madrid Paella, Tortilla and Sangria Cooking Experience
3 hours | Cooking Class
FROM $119*

Enjoy this exciting introduction to Spanish gastronomic culture. You will learn how to prepare famous Spanish dishes such as Paella, Tortilla, Sangria, and more. After taking this class you will be ready to prepare these delicious recipes at home!

Tour Code: SPTC-19-3104
Departs Mon-Fri

* All prices shown are based on staying in the lead-in room category. Day Excursion prices are per person tour based on a minimum of two passengers travelling. Single supplements may apply. Seasonal surcharges, event supplements and black out dates may apply.
### Madrid Authentic Tapas and History Tour

3 ½ hours | Guided Walking Tour

Get ready to have your tastebuds tantalised on this gastronomic, historical walking tour. An authentic insight into the Spanish culture, history and culinary traditions. Enjoy some tapas and learn of its origin, and customs.

Tour Code: SPTC-19-3102
Departs Daily

### Imperial Toledo and Winery Tour

8 hours | Small Group Tour

Visit the beautiful and ancient city of Toledo which was declared a World Heritage Site by UNESCO. Discover why the city is known as the ‘City of the Three Cultures’. Afterwards, head to Bargas, home to the Finca Loranque where we’ll visit its fantastic Wine Cellars.

Tour Code: SPTC-19-3122
Departs Mon, Sat (Apr-Oct)

### Escorial & Valley Private Tour

5 hours | Private Tour

Depart Madrid on a half day tour of the whole Escorial complex which is composed of the Basilica, Palace of the Bourbons, Palace of the Austrias, Pantheons, Museums, Library and the Casitas.

Tour Code: SPTC-19-5531
Departs Daily

### Segovia and the Medieval Town of Pedraza

9 hours | Small Group Tour

Visit the ancient cities Segovia and Pedraza, two cities rich in history and two of the best examples of walled medieval towns in Spain. Visit the well-preserved Roman aqueduct in Segovia. Stroll through Pedraza’s cobbled streets and embazoned houses.

Tour Code: SPTC-19-2010
Departs Tue, Fri

### Madrid Private Walking Tour

From 2 hours | Private Tour

Beginning at Cibeles square, one of the landmarks of Madrid, the walk leads to the medieval heart of the city, which has remained remarkably unchanged since the period of the Hapsburg dynastic rule of the Spanish throne. Stop at the Puerta del Sol, Plaza Mayor and enter the cavernous mesones on Cava Baja.

Tour Code: SPTC-19-3252
Departs Daily

### A Family Fun Day in Toledo

8 hours | Private Tour

Discover the city of Toledo in a fun and engaging way through three religions, Judaism (Synagogue of the Transito), Catholicism (Monastery of San Juan de los Reyes) and Islam (Mosque of Cristo de la Luz). In the afternoon, take the opportunity to create your own version of the Toledo speciality, marzipan cake.

Tour Code: SPTC-19-5616
Departs Daily

---

* All prices shown are based on staying in the lead-in room category. Day Excursion prices are per person tour based on a minimum of two passengers travelling. Single supplements may apply. Seasonal surcharges, event supplements and black out dates may apply.
MADRID - HOTELS

Hotel Regina ★★★

FEATURES: WiFi

One of the most emblematic hotels in the capital of Spain, dating back to 1918, the Regina combines a traditional ambience with modern facilities. The hotel boasts 180 stylish rooms, 10 of which are attics with a terrace that offer spectacular views of the city.

Calle de Alcalá, 19

Room Mate Laura ★★★

FEATURES: WiFi / Laundry Service / Concierge

Experience elegance at this charming boutique hotel, with duplex and deluxe rooms available. Take advantage of the amazing location, walking distance to monuments, restaurants and shopping districts.

Travesía Trujillos, 3

H10 Puerta de Alcalá ★★★★

FEATURES: WiFi / AC / Plunge Pool / Parking

Fully refurbished in 2016 this hotel is located near El Retiro Park, in Madrid’s exclusive Salamanca neighbourhood. Not only well known for specialising in gourmet coffee and serving delicious Mediterranean tapas, but also its impressive El Cielo de Alcalá terrace, situated on the top floor and featuring a plunge pool and panoramic views over the city.

Calle de Alcalá, 66

H10 Villa De La Reina ★★★★

FEATURES: WiFi / AC / Laundry Service

Set in a majestic 20th Century building combining both modern and classical elements. The refurbished rooms are decorated with elegant and intricate designs. You can relax after a day of exploring at the hotel’s restaurant ‘Las Infantas’ or bar ‘La Villa’.

Calle Gran Vía, 22

Petit Palace Puerta del Sol ★★★

FEATURES: WiFi / AC / 24hr Reception / Laundry Service

This wonderful hotel is located in the heart of Puerta del Sol, the very centre of Madrid. Relax and feel at home while making the most of what all the amenities have to offer whilst overlooking the emblematic square, retaining its nineteenth-century façade and combining history and modernity with perfection.

Arenal, 4

Petit Palace Plaza del Carmen ★★★★

FEATURES: WiFi / AC / Parking

Located between Puerta del Sol, Gran Vía and Callao, the Petit Palace Plaza del Carmen Hotel is in one of the best downtown locations to visit in Madrid’s capital. From Tourist spots, restaurants, shops, museums and to the nightlife. Everything is just steps away from the hotel.

Plaza del Carmen, 4

* Hotel prices include breakfast and are per person per night based on twin/double share occupancy. All prices are based on staying in the lead-in room category. Seasonal surcharges, event supplements and minimum stays may apply. A city tax may be payable direct to all properties in Euro (€) at the time of check out.
MADRID - HOTELS

Vincci Centrum ★★★

FEATURES:
WiFi / AC / 24hr Reception / Baby sitting / Laundry Service / Elevator

FROM $142*

This modern yet functional hotel is an ideal place to stay during a cultural break or a trip with friends, as a couple or with a family. With its excellent location just 300 metres from the Gran Via, it offers opportunity for rest and relaxation.

Calle de Cedaceros, 4

Sevilla

Vincci The Mint ★★★★

FEATURES:
WiFi / AC / A La Carte Breakfast / Rooftop Terrace

FROM $179*

Centrally located in the heart of Gran Via this hotel offers guests an innovative and cutting-edge concept. All rooms and suites are modern in design and offer a flat-screen TV, coffee machine and minibar.

Calle Gran Via, 10

Gran Via

Iberostar Las Letras Gran Via ★★★★

FEATURES:
WiFi / AC

FROM $192*

Dating from 1917, this chic hotel is located on an upmarket shopping street only steps away from the Gran Via. The elegant, spacious rooms feature oak floors, handmade rugs and literary quotations that decorate the walls. Discover one of the best views of the city from the hotel’s Atico 11 Terrace.

Calle Gran Via, 11

Sevilla

Catalonia Plaza Mayor ★★★

FEATURES:
WiFi / AC / Jacuzzi / Parking / Dry Cleaner

FROM $155*

Set in an early 20th century building, part of the historical setting of the Villa de Madrid located by the well-known Atocha Street. This hotel offers a unique interior, with avant garde decoration, modern and warm, and the latest technology to make your stay enjoyable.

Calle de Atocha, 36

Anton Martin

Hotel Atlántico ★★★

FEATURES:
WiFi / 24h Reception / Laundry Service / Parking

FROM $192*

This stone facade historical building that dates back over 100 years is complemented by design of a neoclassic style with tapestries, furniture, sculptures and period windows. This hotel is perfectly located on the Gran Via, which is known as the street that never sleeps. You can discover all the main attractions close by whilst being dazzled by the neon lights, busy pavements and non-stop activity.

Calle Gran Via, 38

Callao

ME Madrid Reina Victoria ★★★★

FEATURES:
WiFi / 24hr Reception / Laundry Service / Parking

FROM $236*

Set in an elegant 1923 building, this hotel features innovative interiors and facilities while being strategically located within steps of famous districts and monuments. Enjoy the remarkable panoramic views of the city from the ‘Radio’ terrace bar, which has been voted one of the top 10 bars in Spain!

Plaza Sta. Ana, 14

Anton Martin

* Hotel prices include breakfast and are per person per night based on twin/double share occupancy. All prices are based on staying in the lead-in room category. Seasonal surcharges, event supplements and minimum stays may apply. A city tax may be payable direct to all properties in Euro (€) at the time of check out.
### MADRID - HOTELS & SERVICED APARTMENTS

#### NH Palacio de Tepa ★★★★★

**FEATURES:**
- WiFi / AC / 24hr Reception / Baby sitting / Laundry Service / Elevator

**FROM** $206*†

A charming hotel set in an elegant palace surrounded by history and romance. Still reflecting its historical splendour and 18th Century architectural design, the rooms and facilities have been refurbished and updated to allow for optimal convenience during your stay.

**Calle de San Sebastián, 2**

**Anton Martin**

#### Slow Suites Luchana

**FEATURES:**
- WiFi / AC / Parking / Room Service

**FROM** $90*†

Offering a classy and stylish style of accommodation, these apartments were created to give guests a comfortable and relaxed experience while enjoying fine details to make you feel completely at home. † Room Only

**Calle de Luchana, 13**

**Bilbao**

#### Eric Vokel Atocha

**FEATURES:**
- WiFi / Parking / 24hr Check in / Elevator / Jacuzzi

**FROM** $105*†

Completely refurbished in 2013, these apartments offer guests a ‘home away from home’. With modern design and facilities, you are only minutes away from Paseo Del Arte and the three famous art museums. If Madrid is only one stop on a bigger itinerary, you’ll find it easy to get to your next destination as Atocha Station is nearby. † Room Only

**Calle Marqués de Valdeiglesias, 1**

**Banco de España**

#### 60 Balconies Recoletos

**FEATURES:**
- WiFi / Daily cleaning / 24hr Check in

**FROM** $114*†

Immersed in the centre of the artistic district, and similar to its sister property 60 Balconies Atocha in style and design, 60 balconies organises temporary exhibitions to promote, support and sponsor artists and these works can be found in your apartment, creating an art space as well as a place to stay. † Room Only

**Calle Almirante, 17**

**Recoletos**

#### 60 Balconies Atocha

**FEATURES:**
- WiFi / Daily cleaning / 24hr Check in

**FROM** $154*†

Quirky in its design, the 60 Balconies Atocha aims to create a sense of convenience and ease for your stay in Madrid. With daily cleaning, 24-hour check in and laundry services available to you, feel free to relax and take in the city’s friendly atmosphere and prime location, near Atocha Station. † Room Only

**Plaza Emperador Carlos V, 11**

**Atocha Cercanías**

---

* Hotel prices include breakfast and are per person per night based on twin/double share occupancy. All prices are based on staying in the lead-in room category. Seasonal surcharges, event supplements and minimum stays may apply. A city tax may be payable direct to all properties in Euro (€) at the time of check out.

† Serviced Apartment prices are room only (excluding breakfast) and are per person per night based on twin/double share occupancy. All prices are based on staying in the lead-in room category. Seasonal surcharges, event supplements and minimum stays may apply. A city tax may be payable direct to all properties in Euro (€) at the time of check out.
Barcelona is a city that ‘bubbles’. A city that has transformed itself into one of the most dynamic and stylish capitals in the world. Its enviable position between the mountains and the sea ensures the many outdoor attractions can be enjoyed year round. Barcelona sizzles throughout the year, always on the cutting edge of architecture, food, fashion, style, music and good times. The art, with significant collections by Picasso and Miro, will delight enthusiasts and those new to art alike. The buildings, many the work of the eccentric genius Gaudi, will amaze you. The city has a number of distinct and vibrant districts, each with their own ambience, amazing attractions and museums.

**Things to see and do in Barcelona**

- **The Sagrada Familia** is arguably Gaudi’s best-known work and is often recognised as the symbol of Barcelona.
- **Park Güell** highlights Gaudi’s perfect harmony between nature and architecture. The number of visitors are limited daily, so we recommend that you purchase your tickets in advance.
- **Montjuïc** is a hill on the southwest side of Barcelona, overlooking the harbor and the city centre. Home to the 17th century Montjuïc Castle, the Palau Nacional, the Olympic Stadium, several museums, manicured gardens, ornate statues and fountains, as well as breathtaking panoramic views.
- With over 3,800 permanent works from different periods, the **Picasso Museum** showcases the bond between the Malaga-born artistic genius and the city of Barcelona.
- **Casa Mila** (La Pedrera) is another popular Gaudi designed building comprising two apartment blocks connected by interior courtyards with a shared façade.
- The **Camp Nou** is home to football giants FC Barcelona. A stadium tour includes an interactive modern museum and access to some of the most emblematic areas including the changing room and tunnel onto the pitch and the press box.
- The **Cathedral** of the Holy Cross and Saint Eulalia is a shining example of 14th century Catalan Gothic architecture.

**Popular Neighbourhoods:**

1. **The Gothic Quarter** is right in the centre of the city, with its famous Cathedral, a stunning example of Catalan Gothic architecture. Try to visit the quarter at sunset when the sun lights the façade in a brown-red glow.
2. **La Rambla** is perhaps the most popular and colourful street in Barcelona. It is a delightful place to visit. Near La Rambla, visit La Boqueria Markets, a real paradise for the senses, full of life, history and unquestionable architectural value.
3. Just a few steps off the Rambla, the district of **El Raval** includes the Palau Güell, one of the early works of Antoni Gaudi and one of the most magnificent buildings of the art nouveau style.
4. Make your way through the narrow streets of **La Ribera** district. At the top of El Born, you may stumble across the Palau de la Musica, a Heritage Site since 1997.
5. In the **El Born** district, we can find the Picasso Museum within an elegant palace. La Ciutadella Park invites you to relax, to go for long walks or rent a rowing boat on the lake.
6. Take advantage of Barcelona’s 4.5 kilometres of coastline and take a dip in the Mediterranean. Located in the traditional fishing district, **La Barceloneta** is one of Barcelona’s best-loved beaches. Port Vell, La Barceloneta and Port Olímpic are linked together and cover the port area.
7. **Montjuïc**, named after the Jewish cemetery, includes a pleasant large park with several attractions. Some buildings remain from the 1992 Olympics.
8. **Eixample** is a more modern part of Barcelona. It is here that the famous Sagrada Familia is found. Gracia, Tibidabo and Zona Alta are on the northern limits of Barcelona in a hilly area with 15 parks, including the most well-known Güell Park, which overlooks all of Barcelona.
Barcelona Accommodation

1. Hotel Del Mar
2. Ciutat de Barcelona
3. Onix Rambla
4. H10 Raco Del Pi
5. Hotel Jazz
6. H10 Catalunya Plaza Boutique
7. Avenida Palace
8. Barcelona Catedral
9. Hotel Midmost
10. Vincci Mae
11. H10 Montcada
12. H10 Madison
13. Grand Hotel Central
14. Hotel Neri
15. Lugaris Beach
16. Arai Apartments
17. Grandom Suites
18. El Palauet
BARCELONA PACKAGES

Essential Barcelona 3*
3 Days/2 Nights | Packaged Itinerary

The perfect introduction to Barcelona, recommended for those with limited time to explore the city. This package offers an insight into the highlights of Barcelona.

Take a private transfer from Barcelona airport or train station to your centrally located hotel. Spend two nights in 3-star accommodation including breakfast, located close to Barceloneta Beach and 15 minutes’ walk from the heart of Las Ramblas. Enjoy sightseeing on a city tour including Passeig de Gracia, Arc de Triomf, La Ciutadella Park, the Olympic Village and Port, La Barceloneta, Port Vell, the Columbus Monument and Montjuic Castle.

INCLUSIONS
• 2 nights in 3-star accommodation (upgrades available)
• Breakfast Daily
• Private arrival transfer from Barcelona Airport/Station to your hotel
• Half Day Barcelona City Tour

Departs Daily

Barcelona and Beyond 4*
5 Days/4 Nights | Packaged Itinerary

With Barcelona as your base, take your time to get to know the city in depth, and head further afield to explore some of the most popular surrounding destinations.

Take a private transfer from Barcelona airport or train station to your centrally located hotel. Spend four nights in 4-star accommodation including breakfast, located just 5-minutes from Catalonia Square. Beat the queues with skip the line entry and a guided tour of Gaudi’s Sagrada Familia and Park Guell. Escape the busy city on a full day tour of the villages along the Costa Brava. Enjoy a visit to Montserrat Monastery, and a wine tasting with tapas lunch surrounded by gorgeous vineyards with jaw-dropping views.

INCLUSIONS
• 4 nights in 4-star accommodation
• Breakfast Daily
• Private arrival transfer from Madrid Airport/Station to your hotel
• Skip the line entry to Sagrada Familia and Park Guell
• Full day tour of the Costa Brava
• Half day tour of Montserrat with tapas and wine tasting

Departs Daily

Barcelona Indulgence 5*
4 Days/3 Nights | Packaged Itinerary

Treat yourself to a luxurious escape in Barcelona staying in 5-star accommodation with private or small group touring and transfers. Appreciate some of the best experiences on offer.

Take a private transfer from Barcelona airport or train station to your hotel. Spend three nights in 5-star accommodation including breakfast, in the heart of Barcelona in a perfect location between the Gothic district and “el Born”. Orientate yourself on a Barcelona city bike tour and experience the incredible architecture and fascinating history of Barcelona. Take a private cooking class with visit to Boqueria market and the opportunity to create fabulous local cuisine. Includes a private departure transfer back to the airport or train station.

INCLUSIONS
• 3 nights in 5-star accommodation
• Breakfast Daily
• Private arrival transfer from Madrid Airport/Station to your hotel
• Private cooking class with market visit
• Barcelona city tour by bike

Departs Daily

Plus

Receive our complimentary ‘Gran Reserva’ Bonus Pack when you book Return Transfers + 3 Nights Accommodation + 2 Barcelona Tours

Stay 5 nights and receive a 1 Day Hop On/Hop Off Pass for each person travelling!

* All prices shown are based on staying in the lead-in room category. Package prices are per person, based on twin/double share occupancy. Seasonal surcharges, event supplements and minimum stays may apply. A city tax may be payable direct to all properties in Euro (€) at the time of check out. Please note that the order of the itinerary may vary depending on the arrival day.
BARCELONA - DAY EXCURSIONS

Barcelona’s Gothic Quarter
2 hours | Guided Walking Tour

Learn about the most splendid period of the Catalan capital and its culture as you wander through the streets, squares, hidden corners and hundred-year-old buildings with your expert guide who will take you on a journey. Every step of this tour is full of history, charm and magic.

Tour Code: SPTC-19-2274
Departs Daily

FEATURES:
• English Speaking Guide
• Wireless Tour Guide System

Barcelona Bike Tour
7 ½ hours | Guided Bike Tour

A Barcelona city bike tour is the absolute best way for fun-loving visitors to explore and experience the incredible architecture and fascinating history of Barcelona. Visit many of the most popular tourist attractions plus enjoy an ideal orientation and overview of Barcelona.

Tour Code: SPTC-19-6243
Departs Daily

FEATURES:
• English Speaking Guide
• Bike and Helmet

Barcelona Highlights
5 hours | Coach Tour

Enjoy the most emblematic sights Barcelona has to offer! Enjoy the sights of Passeig de Gracia, Arc de Triomf, La Ciutadella Park, the Olympic Village and Port, La Barceloneta, Port Vell, the Columbus Monument, Montjuïc Castle (and a cable car ride), the Spanish Village and more!

Tour Code: SPTC-19-1295
Departs Daily

FEATURES:
• English Speaking Guide
• Air-Conditioned Transportation
• Entrance fees to Montjuïc Castle and the Cathedral
• Montjuïc cable car ride.

Tapas Evening Walking Tour
3 hours | Small Group Walking Tour

Combine gourmet food and Catalan culture on a walking tour of Barcelona’s famous tapas bars. Stroll along the historic streets and taste Spain’s fundamental flavours accompanied by your knowledgeable guide.

Tour Code: SPTC-19-4755
Departs Mon-Sat

FEATURES:
• English Speaking Guide
• 8 Tapas Tastings
• 2 Drinks

Fast Track Sagrada Familia and Park Guell
4 ½ hours | Guided Walking Tour

Declared a UNESCO World heritage site, the architectural marvel Park Guell, is a creation in the middle of nature by Antoni Gaudi. Be led through the park by your guide and then be transported to your next stop, Sagrada Familia, where you will be told of the Cathedral’s incredible history.

Tour Code: SPTC-19-3610
Departs Daily (Apr-Oct)

FEATURES:
• English Speaking Guide
• Entrance to Park Guell and Sagrada Familia
• Coach transfer between Park Guell and Sagrada Familia ride.

Montserrat, Tapas & Wine
6 ½ hours | Small Group Tour

Visit Montserrat Monastery, considered the cornerstone of the Catalan culture, history, nature, and spirituality. Enjoy an organic wine tasting as well as a tapas lunch at Oller del Mas, a castle surrounded by gorgeous vineyards with jaw-dropping views.

Tour Code: SPTC-19-4400
Departs Daily

FEATURES:
• English Speaking Guide
• Air-Conditioned Transportation
• Guided Visit of Montserrat
• 3 Organic Wine Tastings
• Tapas Lunch

* All prices shown are based on staying in the lead-in room category. Day Excursion prices are per person tour based on a minimum of two passengers travelling. Single supplements may apply. Seasonal surcharges, event supplements and black out dates may apply.
Just north of Barcelona lies the Costa Brava with rugged coastline, composed of small coves surrounded by pine forests and lapped by crystal water. This tour explores small and charming villages along the coast, each boasting incredible landscapes and rich history.

**Costa Brava**
11 ½ hours | Coach Tour

Tour Code: SPTC-19-3543
Departs Tue, Fri (May-Oct)

**Half Day Cooking Class and Market Visit**
4 ½ hours | Guided Tour

Tour Code: SPTC-19-2047
Departs Tue-Sat

**Dali Museum & Girona**
10 hours | Guided Tour

Tour Code: SPTC-19-3862
Departs Tue, Thu, Sat

**Montserrat Monasteries with Brunch**
7 hours | Small Group Tour

Tour Code: SPTC-19-5445
Departs Wed, Fri

Enjoy a privileged, uncrowded visit to the magnificent Montserrat Monastery and Royal Basilica, followed by brunch and an unforgettable visit to Santa Cecilia Church. Here you will admire one of the most outstanding sights for its magnificent fusion of Christianity and avant-garde art.

**Barcelona Evening Tapas Tour with Flamenco Show**
4 hours | Small Group Walking Tour

Tour Code: SPTC-19-6246
Departs Daily

Enjoy a fun and memorable night out in Barcelona on a tapas bar food tour and flamenco show. Be guided to some of the best tapas bars in the city and end the evening with an authentic flamenco show. If you’re looking for a fun evening out in Barcelona, this is the tour for you.

**A Family Fun Day in Barcelona**
8 ½ hours | Private Tour

Tour Code: SPTC-19-5612
Departs Daily

*All prices shown are based on staying in the lead-in room category. Day Excursion prices are per person tour based on a minimum of two passengers travelling. Single supplements may apply. Seasonal surcharges, event supplements and black out dates may apply.*
BARCELONA - HOTELS

Hotel Del Mar ★★★

FEATURES:
- WiFi / AC / 24hr Reception / Parking

FROM $95*

Just moments away from the Picasso Museum, this is an invitation for you to live all types of experiences. Enjoy Barcelona and the fabulous swimming pool on the roof terrace of this modern yet comfortable hotel.

Carrer de la Princesa, 35
Gothic Quarter

Onix Rambla ★★★

FEATURES:
- WiFi / AC / Parking / Laundry Service

FROM $103*

This 19th century building has been renovated and is a haven of peace, located in the middle of the commercial bustle of the two most prestigious avenues of the Ciudad Condal. Located just a few steps from the main attractions such as La Pedera, Las Ramblas and the Gothic Quarter.

Rambla de Catalunya, 24
Plaza Catalunya

Hotel Jazz ★★★

FEATURES:
- WiFi / Outdoor Pool / Parking / 24hr Reception / Elevators

FROM $136*

A cosmopolitan delight, located between Plaza Catalunya and Passeig de Gracia. The chic Hotel Jazz is an oasis of calm in the city centre, a truly unique spot for relaxing after a day of exploring the city’s many neighbourhoods.

Carrer de Pelai, 3
Eixample

Ciutat de Barcelona ★★★

FEATURES:
- WiFi / AC / Outdoor Pool / Elevator

FROM $95*

Situated between the Gothic Quarter and the beaches of La Barceloneta, this hotel is in one of the best locations to experience Barcelona. Housed in a National Artistic Monument, you are surrounded by some of the most important sights of the city.

Pla de Palau, 19
Barceloneta

H10 Raco Del Pi ★★★

FEATURES:
- WiFi / Parking

FROM $125*

A historic and artistic heritage listed building, dating from the 19th Century and located in the heart of the Gothic Quarter. You are situated on a charming pedestrian street, only a few steps away from Las Ramblas, the Cathedral as well as many restaurants, galleries and shops.

Carrer del Pi, 7
Gothic Quarter

H10 Catalunya Plaza Boutique ★★★

FEATURES:
- WiFi / Parking / Plunge Pool

FROM $156*

This late 19th century building has been transformed into a charming retreat that combines both classical and contemporary elements to emphasise the building’s traditional architecture. In a truly privileged position, you have access to all of the main sights from this boutique hotel.

Plaça de Catalunya, 7
Plaza Catalunya

* Hotel prices include breakfast and are per person per night based on twin/double share occupancy. All prices are based on staying in the lead-in room category. Seasonal surcharges, event supplements and minimum stays may apply. A city tax may be payable direct to all properties in Euro (€) at the time of check out.
BARCELONA - HOTELS

Avenida Palace
★★★★

FROM $124*

FEATURES:
WiFi / Outdoor Pool

Ideally located in one of the most emblematic areas of the city, the Avenida Palace has continued to display its traditional architecture and furnishings. With the likes of The Beatles, Joan Miro and Ernest Hemingway as previous guests, this hotel is sure to impress you. Enjoy the history and grand atmosphere this hotel has to offer!

Barcelona Catedral
★★★★

FROM $147*

FEATURES:
WiFi / Outdoor Pool

Just a stone’s throw to the Cathedral and a short stroll to the bustling Plaza de Cataluña and Las Ramblas, enjoy the living history this neighbourhood has to offer. This modern hotel offers comfortable facilities to enjoy after exploring all the main sites nearby.

Hotel Midmost
★★★★

FROM $150*

FEATURES:
WiFi / AC / Laundry Service / Pool

This small boutique hotel offers high quality accommodation and a personalized, dedicated service to every guest. Located within the 'Golden Triangle' you are just moments from the closest metro, making it extremely hassle free to visit any sites, and is also only a 5 minute walk from the popular Las Ramblas street.

Vincci Mae
★★★★

FROM $163*

FEATURES:
WiFi / AC / 24hr Reception / Plunge pool / Laundry service

Known for its breathtaking modern urban interior design set in an old building dating back to 1945. Immerse yourself right in the city centre with a whole new perspective of Barcelona whilst taking in the stunning views and city lights from the rooftop.

H10 Montcada
★★★★

FROM $189*

FEATURES:
WiFi / Jacuzzi / Laundry Service / Rooftop Terrace

This hotel is set in a neoclassical building, renovated with decor inspired by the voyages of yesteryear. Offering fantastic views of Barcelona’s Gothic Quarter and in a privileged location, you will find a restaurant and 2 bars at the H10 Montcada, including the Sunset Lounge located on the rooftop terrace.

H10 Madison
★★★★

FROM $189*

FEATURES:
WiFi / Plunge Pool / Rooftop Terrace

Just metres from the Cathedral, this exceptional hotel is housed in a majestic, entirely restored early 20th century building. It is complemented by elegant architecture with high ceilings harmonised with an interior design that uses refined lines and elements inspired by Barcelona’s industrial design. Not to mention the privileged Cathedral views from the amazing Rooftop Terrace featuring a plunge pool.

* Hotel prices include breakfast and are per person per night based on twin/double share occupancy. All prices are based on staying in the lead-in room category. Seasonal surcharges, event supplements and minimum stays may apply. A city tax may be payable direct to all properties in Euro (€) at the time of check-out.
### BARCELONA - HOTELS | SERVICED APARTMENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hotel Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Price from</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Grand Hotel Central</strong></td>
<td>Via Laietana, 30</td>
<td>WiFi / Outdoor Pool</td>
<td>$225*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hotel Neri</strong></td>
<td>Carrer de Sant Sever, 5</td>
<td>WiFi</td>
<td>$229*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lugaris Beach Apartments</strong></td>
<td>Passeig de Calvell, 45</td>
<td>WiFi / Weekly cleaning / Pool / Reception</td>
<td>$102*†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Arai Apartments</strong></td>
<td>Carrer d’Avinyó, 30</td>
<td>Laundry Service / Pool / 24hr Reception</td>
<td>$114*†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Grandom Suites</strong></td>
<td>Plaça del Dr. Letamendi, 26</td>
<td>WiFi / AC / Parking / Daily cleaning</td>
<td>$130*†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>El Palauet</strong></td>
<td>Passeig de Gràcia, 113</td>
<td>WiFi / Rooftop Terrace / Jacuzzi / Spa / Personal Assistant /</td>
<td>$470*†</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Features

- **WiFi**
- **Outdoor Pool**
- **WiFi / Outdoor Pool**
- **WiFi / Rooftop Terrace / Jacuzzi / Spa / Personal Assistant /**
- **WiFi / Weekly cleaning / Pool / Reception**
- **WiFi / AC / Parking / Daily cleaning**
- **WiFi / Outdoor Pool**
- **WiFi**

### Descriptions

- **Grand Hotel Central**: A home in the heart of Barcelona and an icon of the city. Built in 2005, the Grand Hotel Central offers its guests a new concept of five star luxury. While radiating elegance and style, this hotel is also in the perfect location between the Gothic Quarter and El Born district.

- **Hotel Neri**: In the middle of the Gothic Quarter lies the Hotel Neri, occupying two historic buildings. One of these is a 12th Century medieval palace from which the old courtyard has been recovered and restored. With only 22 rooms in this boutique setting, you are sure to feel the unique and sensual atmosphere the Neri provides.

- **Lugaris Beach Apartments**: One of Barcelona’s biggest attractions is the 4.2km coastline. If you want to stay close to the beach, look no further than the Lugaris Beach Apartments. Located in prime position, only 200 metres to the water and close to Rambla del Poblenou, one of the liveliest streets in the city where you have the choice of the most authentic Catalan cuisine. † Room Only

- **Arai Apartments**: A restored 18th century palace, this aparthotel is a luxurious boutique aparthotel in the historic centre. These elegant apartments retain the character of their original architecture with vintage brick walls and furnishings crafted from reclaimed materials. The aparthotel offers a terrace, swimming pool, solarium, gym, sauna and room service. † Room Only

- **Grandom Suites**: Surrounded by Modernist architecture, this elegant townhouse is located in a central square of the Eixample district, only moments away from emblematic monuments. Each apartment features two-bedrooms, balconies with city/square views, kitchens with modern appliances and living rooms with pull-out sofas. † Room Only

- **El Palauet**: Located on Barcelona’s most exclusive boulevard, this five-story palatial mansion offers six two-bedroom, two-bath, spacious apartment-style suites, which can accommodate up to four guests. The suites feature a fully-equipped kitchen, dining room, living room, contemporary furnishings, and state-of-the-art technology throughout. A personal assistant is assigned to each suite throughout your stay. † Room Only

### Prices

- Hotel prices include breakfast and are per person per night based on twin/double share occupancy. All prices are based on staying in the lead-in room category. Seasonal surcharges, event supplements and minimum stays may apply. A city tax may be payable direct to all properties in Euro (€) at the time of check out.

- Serviced Apartment prices are room only (excluding breakfast) and are per person per night based on twin/double share occupancy. All prices are based on staying in the lead-in room category. Seasonal surcharges, event supplements and minimum stays may apply. A city tax may be payable direct to all properties in Euro (€) at the time of check out.

---

* Hotel prices include breakfast and are per person per night based on twin/double share occupancy. All prices are based on staying in the lead-in room category. Seasonal surcharges, event supplements and minimum stays may apply. A city tax may be payable direct to all properties in Euro (€) at the time of check out.

*† Serviced Apartment prices are room only (excluding breakfast) and are per person per night based on twin/double share occupancy. All prices are based on staying in the lead-in room category. Seasonal surcharges, event supplements and minimum stays may apply. A city tax may be payable direct to all properties in Euro (€) at the time of check out.
Catalonia

INTRODUCTION
Outside of Barcelona, the Catalonia region covers the beach resorts of the Costa Brava, the Pyrenees mountains bordering France, and many interesting metropolises including medieval Girona, the ancient city of Lleida and port city of Tarragona.

In the North East of Catalonia lies an extensive history of treasures in the city of Girona. Hosting many architectural delights, museums and churches throughout a web of cobbled lanes and medieval walls. In 2018 the city boasted 20 Michelin starred restaurants including the twice-ranked number one in the world, El Celler de Can Roca. Girona is also a firm favourite with Game of Thrones fans as the site of many filming locations.

On the Costa Brava lies 214 kilometres of some of the most romantic and unspoilt stretches of coastline in Europe. Renowned for its remarkable combination of medieval architecture and seaside location. Explore in depth the many villages that contribute to the beauty of this region.

Things to see and do in Catalonia:
• Explore the medieval architecture throughout Girona.
• Get a taste of the Catalonian coast on a day trip to the Costa Brava.
• Admire the seafront Castillo de Tossa de Mar.
• Visit Cadaques, the picturesque town said to have inspired Salvador Dali’s great works.
• Soak up the sun and sights from Playa de Aiguablava in Begur.

Essential Girona
3 Days/2 Nights | Packaged Itinerary

INCLUSIONS
• 2 nights in 4-star accommodation
• Breakfast Daily
• Private arrival transfer from Girona Airport/Station to your hotel
• Full Day Girona City Tour with Dali Museum

Get to know what Girona has to offer in three days, allowing plenty of time to explore the city. Take a private transfer from Girona airport or train station to your centrally located hotel. Spend two nights in 4-star accommodation including breakfast, located in the historical centre, within walking distance to the main attractions. Take guided visit of the city, followed by a journey to Figueres and the Dali Museum.

DEPARTURES: Daily

2 NIGHTS FROM $334*

* All prices shown are based on staying in the lead-in room category. Package prices are per person, based on twin/double share occupancy. Seasonal surcharges, event supplements and minimum stays may apply. A city tax may be payable direct to all properties in Euro (€) at the time of check out. Please note that the order of the Itinerary may vary depending on the arrival day.
### CATALONIA DAY EXCURSIONS | HOTELS

#### Dali Museum

**4 ½ hours | Small Group Tour**

The surrealist painter Salvador Dali was born in Figueres, which is where he decided to construct his museum. Dali’s concept was to try to give visitors an insight in order to understand his captivating and artistic world.

**FEATURES:**
- English Speaking Guide
- Entrance to the Dali Museum

Tour Code: SPTC-19-5548
Departs from Girona | Tue, Thu, Fri, Sat (Apr-Oct)

### CATALONIA HOTELS

#### Nord 1901

**★★★★**

Discover the city on foot from this charming hotel that is sure to deliver an unforgettable experience. Centrally located, it is inclusive of modern interiors and facilities and a stylish outdoor terrace with pool.

- Carrer Nord, 7-9
- Girona

#### Hotel Museu Llegendes de Girona

**★★★★★**

Situated in the heart of the Old Town on a cobbled street close to Girona’s cathedral and Arab Baths, lies this 15 room, boutique hotel. Admire the careful contrast between traditional and modern features.

- Carrer del Portal de la Barca, 4
- Girona

### Dalí & Girona

**8 ½ hours | Small Group Tour**

Many cultures have left their imprint on the streets of Girona and by doing so have created a collection of unforgettable monuments, quarters, churches and gardens. After your guided visit of the city, we will make our way to Figueres and the Dali Museum.

**FEATURES:**
- English Speaking Guide
- Entrance to the Dali Museum and Girona Cathedral

Tour Code: SPTC-19-5549
Departs from Girona | Tue, Thu, Fri, Sat (Apr-Oct)

#### Hotel Vistabella

**★★★★★**

A romantic seafront hotel in the idyllic town of Roses. Located in a quieter area, you can enjoy peace and relaxation amongst beautiful landscapes from this property. Offering terraces, restaurants, a spa and jetty.

- Avenida Diaz Pacheco, 26
- Roses

#### El Convent

**★★★★**

Surrounded by a rich natural setting stands El Convent, a refined hotel set within the walls of a medieval monastery. Close by you can find the Sa Riera beach, where you are sure to find tranquillity.

- Carretera de la Platja del Racó, 2
- Begur

---

* Hotel prices include breakfast and are per person per night based on twin/double share occupancy. All prices are based on staying in the lead-in room category. Day Excursion prices are per person, per tour. Seasonal surcharges, event supplements and minimum stays may apply. A city tax may be payable direct to all properties in Euro (€) at the time of check out.
Basque Country

INTRODUCTION
The Spanish Basque Country is an autonomous community located in Northern Spain, across the border from the French Basque Region. It boasts strong cultural traditions, a distinctive and individual style of cuisine and its own language.

Bilbao is a growing metropolis and a driving factor in the modernisation of the Bay of Biscay. It is renowned for its architectural projects, which are key to the regeneration of this city.

The unparalleled beauty of San Sebastian charms locals and tourists alike through a harmonious combination of culture, architecture and landscape. Embrace the culinary scene; dine in the pintxo bars or a Michelin star restaurant.

Things to see and do in the Basque Country:
• Gaze at the artistic wonders inside the Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao.
• Stroll through Dona Casilda Park.
• Visit the Old Town of San Sebastian and its many pintxo bars for lunch/dinner.
• Spend the day at La Concha Beach.
• Dine at one of thirty Michelin Star Restaurants found throughout the Basque Region
• Learn how to cook traditional Basque cuisine.

Essential San Sebastian
3 Days/2 Nights | Packaged Itinerary

INCLUSIONS
• 2 nights in 4-star accommodation
• Breakfast Daily
• Private arrival transfer from San Sebastian Airport/Station to your hotel
• Pintxos Tasting Tour with Lunch

Spend three days eating and drinking your way around San Sebastian, or relaxing on the famous La Concha beach.

Take a private transfer from San Sebastian airport or train station to your hotel. Spend two nights in 4-star accommodation including breakfast, located 20 minutes' walk to the old town, and featuring a popular contemporary restaurant. Enjoy a must-do, walking pintxos tasting tour of San Sebastian in the culinary heart of the city.

DEPARTURES: Daily

* All prices shown are based on staying in the lead-in room category. Package prices are per person, based on twin/double share occupancy. Seasonal surcharges, event supplements and minimum stays may apply. A city tax may be payable direct to all properties in Euro (€) at the time of check out. Please note that the order of the itinerary may vary depending on the arrival day.
BASQUE COUNTRY SPECIALIST TOURS

Basque Country Circuit
6 Days / 5 Nights | Small Group Tour

INCLUSIONS
• 5 nights in 4-star accommodation (upgrades available)
• Breakfast Daily
• Arrival and Departure Airport Transfers
• English speaking tour guide
• Air conditioned private vehicle
• Guided walking tours of Vitoria, Bilbao, Onati and Laguardia.
• Entrance to Guggenheim and San Telmo Museums

DEPARTURES: Tue
Departs: San Sebastian
Finishes: Bilbao
Tour Code: SPTC-19-2305

Immerse yourself in the Basque Country enjoying many highlights of the region.

ITINERARY
Day 1 – San Sebastian – Arrive into San Sebastian and transfer to your hotel. The rest of the day is at your leisure.
Day 2 – San Sebastian – Entrance to the San Telmo Museum of Basque Society Evolution is included today for you to explore at your leisure. (B)
Day 3 – San Sebastian – Vitoria – Depart after breakfast through the typical towns and villages of the region including Gipuzkoa and Ordizia. Stop in Laguardia in the Rioja region for lunch (not included). This afternoon, reach Vitoria and enjoy a panoramic tour of the city. The evening is at your leisure. (B)
Day 4 – Vitoria – Bilbao – This morning enjoy guided visits of Gesalza, Orduña and Getxo. In the afternoon, you will reach Bilbao for a panoramic guided tour. (B)
Day 5 – Bilbao – Enjoy your day at leisure in Bilbao. (B)
Day 6 – Bilbao – After breakfast, transfer to Bilbao airport. (B)

Michelin Getaway
4 Days / 3 Nights | Small Group Tour

INCLUSIONS
• 3 nights in 5-star accommodation
• Breakfast Daily
• English speaking guides
• Half Day Cooking Class with lunch and wine pairings
• Pintxo Tasting Guided Tour
• 2 lunches or dinners at a Michelin-star

DEPARTURES: Daily
Departs/Finishes: San Sebastian
Tour Code: SPTC-19

Enjoy the luxurious side of San Sebastian on this Michelin getaway with multiple foodie experiences.

ITINERARY
Day 1 – San Sebastian – Arrive into San Sebastian and check into your hotel. This evening, join a Pintxo Tasting tour to orientate yourself with the famous old town. (D)
Day 2 – San Sebastian – Learn the latest cooking techniques and secrets of award-winning kitchens on a half-day cooking course. Enjoy the food that you have prepared for lunch accompanied with paired wines. This evening enjoy a meal at a Michelin-starred restaurant. (B, L, D)
Day 3 – San Sebastian – Spend the day exploring San Sebastian at your leisure. A reservation will be made for you at a Michelin-starred restaurant for lunch or dinner. (B, L)
Day 4 – San Sebastian – After breakfast, depart at your leisure (B)

*Please note that this itinerary is subject to change. Michelin-starred restaurant reservations could be made for lunch or dinner.

*All prices shown are based on staying in the lead-in room/cabin category. Prices are per person, based on twin/double share occupancy, single supplements may apply for solo travellers. Seasonal surcharges may apply. This is a sample itinerary and is subject to change. Special terms & conditions may apply for specialist tour bookings, please contact your Spain & Portugal travel specialist for more information.
### Spanish Wine Tasting

**1 ½ hours | Small Group Tour**

Prepare yourself for a sensory journey through Spain. In this tasting, the on-staff sommelier fills your glasses with the six most exciting wines that you won't find on the menus of the local bars, on the Spanish scene today.

**FEATURES:**
- Expert sommelier
- 6 wines
- Bread snacks

Tour Code: SPTC-19-6773
Departs from San Sebastian | Tue, Thu

### Guided Guggenheim Visit

**1 ½ hours | Private Tour**

Take a guided walking tour of the famous Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao. Committed to innovation, the Solomon R. Guggenheim Foundation collects, preserves, and interprets modern and contemporary art.

**FEATURES:**
- English Speaking Guide
- Entrance to the Guggenheim Museum

Tour Code: SPTC-19-1837
Departs from Bilbao | Tue-Sun

### Loyola, Getaria, Zarautz and San Sebastian

**9 hours | Small Group Tour**

Head to Getaria, to visit the medieval passageway beneath the church, the Church of San Salvador (XV C.), the fishing port and its charming fishing village. Continue to Zarautz, with a magnificent beach and the old town with its quaint streets. Later, arrive at San Sebastian for a panoramic tour and walking tour of the historic old town.

**FEATURES:**
- English Speaking Guide
- Air-Conditioned Private Vehicle
- Entrance to the Sanctuary of Loyola and Igueldo Mount

Tour Code: SPTC-19-2347
Departs from Bilbao | Tue, Wed, Sat

### Pintxo Tasting Tour

**3 hours | Small Group Tour**

Pintxo thrives in San Sebastian’s famed Parte Vieja, but knowing where to find the best pintxo is an art! Be led by our local guide into the culinary heart of the city for a unique eating/drinking experience for lunch or dinner.

**FEATURES:**
- English Speaking Guide
- 4-6 pintxo bars
- Food and wine included

Tour Code: SPTC-19-2145
Departs from San Sebastian | Daily

### San Sebastian to Bilbao

**9 hours | Private Transfer Tour**

On the way from Bilbao to San Sebastian you will have the opportunity to explore San Juan de Gaztelugatxe (photo stop), Bermeo (1 hour), Gernika (1 hour) and Getaria (3 hours for lunch at own expense) at your own leisure and pace. This tour also operates from San Sebastian to Bilbao.

**FEATURES:**
- Air-Conditioned Private Vehicle
- Private Driver

Tour Code: SPTC-19-5541
Departs from Bilbao or San Sebastian | Daily

### Basque Cooking Class

**5 hours | Small Group Tour**

In this culinary journey, you will learn to prepare famous Basque dishes and bring the history and traditions of Basque Country to life in this hands-on cooking class. If you want to take away a primer on the cuisine of the local culture, this is the class for you.

**FEATURES:**
- Expert Chef Instruction
- Hands-on Cooking Class
- Lunch with aperitif, wine and digestive
- Recipe Cards

Tour Code: SPTC-19-3968
Departs from San Sebastian | Thu, Sun

---

*All prices shown are based on staying in the lead-in room category. Day Excursion prices are per person tour based on a minimum of two passengers travelling. Single supplements may apply. Seasonal surcharges, event supplements and black out dates may apply.
BASQUE COUNTRY - HOTELS

Pension Ur-Alde
FROM $56*

FEATURES:
WiFi / Lift / Parking

Set in the old town of San Sebastian, and just 2 minutes away from the sea and Pintxo Bars.

Portu Kalea, 17
San Sebastian

Astoria 7
FROM $108*

FEATURES:
WiFi / Parking / Library room / Laundry service

With an innovative concept, the owners have elegantly transformed the emblematic 'Astoria Cinema' to a contemporary hotel. Located near the River Urumea and only a 15 minute walk from the Old Town.

Familia Santua Kalea, 1
San Sebastian

Miro
FROM $128*

FEATURES:
WiFi / Library / Laundry

With an innovative concept, the owners have elegantly transformed the emblematic 'Astoria Cinema' to a contemporary hotel. Located near the River Urumea and only a 15 minute walk from the Old Town.

Mazarredo Zumarkalea, 77
Bilbao

Conde Duque
FROM $92*

FEATURES:
WiFi / Library / Laundry

Only 260-metres from the Guggenheim Museum, you are in prime location for exploration. Exuding immaculate style, the hotel offers modern rooms, courtesy bar, and art spread throughout the hotel.

Campo de Volantín Pasealekua, 22
Bilbao

NH Collection Villa de Bilbao
FROM $114*

FEATURES:
WiFi / AC / 24hr front desk / Parking

Decorated in a chic, contemporary style, this hotel is located in the heart of the city and close to the restaurants and bars, and is an easy walk from the Guggenheim Museum and footsteps from the Congress Palace. The building is stylish and modern and was completely renovated in 2012.

Don Diego López Haroko Kale Nagusia, 87
Bilbao

Hotel de Londres Y Inglaterra
FROM $165*

FEATURES:
WiFi / AC / Parking / Laundry service

Retaining much of its original and historic elegance, this hotel is one of the largest beach front hotels in San Sebastian. Set along the seafront promenade, you will experience luxury in its facilities and service.

Zubieta Kalea, 2
San Sebastian

* Hotel prices include breakfast and are per person per night based on twin/double share occupancy. All prices are based on staying in the lead-in room category. Seasonal surcharges, event supplements and minimum stays may apply. A city tax may be payable direct to all properties in Euro (€) at the time of check out.
INTRODUCTION

La Rioja is synonymous with the most famous wine in Spain. While La Rioja is the smallest region of Spain, more wine is exported from here than any other region in Spain. Boasting over 500 wineries, internationally renowned and boutique, well known for their exceptional quality. The region is easily accessed on a day trip from Bilbao or San Sebastian, or can be explored in-depth on a self-drive itinerary. Each of the towns of Logroño, Laguardia, Elciego or Haro offer the perfect base for exploration.

Things to see and do in La Rioja:

• Enjoy the gastronomic delights of La Rioja region, which incorporate vegetables such as artichokes and asparagus with meat and fish dishes including stews.
• Visit world-renowned wineries for tastings and tours.
• Learn of the Middle Age history from a walking tour of Labastida or Laguardia.
• Marvel at the Hotel Marques de Riscal, an architectural masterpiece.
• For lovers of the outdoors, La Rioja has many fantastic walking and hiking routes.
• Visit one of many medieval castles located throughout the region.

Essential La Rioja
3 Days/2 Nights | Packaged Itinerary

INCLUSIONS

• 2 nights in 4-star accommodation in Haro
• Breakfast Daily
• Full day La Rioja wine tour with lunch

For wine lovers, spend 2-nights in La Rioja sampling Spain’s famous red wine, and getting to know the varied landscapes of the region.

Best enjoyed as part of a self-drive itinerary of the Rioja region. Spend two nights in 4-star accommodation, including breakfast, in a converted monastery with a wine cellar located in the centre of Haro. Spend the day discovering what La Rioja has to offer including guided walking tours of Labastida or Laguardia and visits to two wineries with tours, wine tastings and lunch included.

DEPARTURES: Daily

* All prices shown are based on staying in the lead-in room category. Package prices are per person, based on twin/double share occupancy. Seasonal surcharges, event supplements and minimum stays may apply. A city tax may be payable direct to all properties in Euro (€) at the time of check out. Please note that the order of the itinerary may vary depending on the arrival day.
LA RIOJA DAY EXCURSIONS | HOTELS

Vitoria & Rioja
9 hours | Small Group Tour

FEATURES:
• English Speaking Guide
• Transportation
• Wineries
• Admission Fees
• Wine Tastings

Start with a short walking tour of Vitoria its medieval Old Town, with its gothic design, narrow streets, and medieval and Renaissance buildings. Continue towards the wine region and passing by Labastida, arrive in the medieval village of Laguardia. Take a walking tour and visit a traditional Rioja winery. Return to Bilbao with short stop in Elciego.

Tour Code: - SPTC-19-2350
Departs from Bilbao | Mon

FROM $136*

La Rioja Discovery
8 hours | Small Group Tour

FEATURES:
• English Speaking Guide
• Transportation
• Wineries
• Admission Fees
• Wine Tastings
• Lunch

Visit two wineries of contrasting styles with full winery tours and tastings. Enjoy walking tours of Labastida or Laguardia, and hear stories from the Middle Ages. After lunch, enjoy a scenic drive stopping along the way to admire the avant-garde buildings.

Tour Code: SPTC-19-5190
Departs from Logroño, Laguardia, Elciego, Villabueva, Labastida or Haro | Mon-Sat (May-Oct)

FROM $414*

Best of La Rioja
8 ½ hours | Private Tour

FEATURES:
• English Speaking Guide
• Transportation
• Wineries
• Admission Fees
• Wine Tastings
• Lunch

Visit three world renowned wineries of contrasting styles, each a strong representative of the region. You will taste different wines, from classical to more contemporary, which will give you the best introduction to La Rioja wines.

Tour Code: SPTC-19-3002
Departs from Logroño, Elciego, Laguardia, Abalos, Villabueva, Samaniego, Labastida, Haro or Briñas | Mon-Sun

FROM $897*

Deluxe Wine Tour of La Rioja
8 ½ hours | Private Tour

FEATURES:
• English Speaking Guide
• Transportation
• Wineries
• Admission Fees
• Wine Tastings
• Lunch

For the wine enthusiast. You will visit boutique wineries where you will discover great signature and high expression wines in extensive tastings and afterward enjoy the best local gastronomy at a favourite regional restaurant.

Tour Code: SPTC-19-3003
Departs from Logroño, Elciego, Laguardia, Abalos, Villabueva, Samaniego, Labastida, Haro or Briñas | Mon-Fri

FROM $978*

LA RIOJA HOTELS

Los Agustinos
★★★★

FEATURES:
WiFi / AC

Since its creation in 1373, Los Agustinos has successfully been a convent, military garrison and a hospital. Located in the centre of Haro, you are only 300 metres away from the Winery Quarter.

Calle San Agustin, 2
Haro

FROM $125*

Hotel Marques De Riscal
★★★★★

FEATURES:
WiFi / Parking / Limousine service / Laundry / Babysitting

A boutique masterpiece created by the same architect as the Guggenheim Museum. The interiors add to its effect of appearing as an art piece including tilted walls, zigzag windows and cathedral height ceilings.

Calle Torrea Kalea, 1
Elciego

FROM $396*

* Hotel prices include breakfast and are per person per night based on twin/double share occupancy. All prices are based on staying in the lead-in room category. Day Excursion prices are per person, per tour. Seasonal surcharges, event supplements and minimum stays may apply. A city tax may be payable direct to all properties in Euro (€) at the time of check out.
Galicia

INTRODUCTION
Galicia is located in North-West Spain. It is characterised by its coastline, which alternates between valleys and cliffs and by its lush, green landscape. Galicia has a much more temperate climate, with four distinct seasons in comparison to the rest of Spain, offering a different experience for visitors. The capital of this region is Santiago de Compostela, which has been designated a UNESCO World Heritage Site and is the final stop on the Way of Saint James pilgrimage trail.

Things to see and do in Galicia:
- Walk through the historic centre of Santiago de Compostela, declared a UNESCO World Heritage Site.
- Climb the stairs to reach the top of the Hercules Tower at A Coruña.
- View the rugged coastline known as the Costa da Morte (Coast of Death).
- Visit Vigo the gateway to Porto, and nearby Cies Islands National Park.
- Stop at the UNESCO World Heritage listed Roman walls outside Lugo.

Essential Santiago de Compostela
3 Days/2 Nights | Packaged Itinerary

INCLUSIONS
- 2 nights in 4-star accommodation
- Breakfast Daily
- Private arrival transfer from Santiago de Compostela Airport/Station to your hotel
- Private orientation walking tour

Enjoy a fantastic three-day break exploring Santiago de Compostela. Also, the perfect add-on at the end of your Camino pilgrimage.

Take a private transfer from Santiago de Compostela airport or train station to your centrally located hotel. Spend two nights in 4-star accommodation including breakfast, in a converted 18th century convent, located 5 minutes’ walk to the cathedral. Take a walking tour of the city with a private guide including Obradoiro Square, Quintana Square, monastery San Paio de Antealtares and Azabacheria Square.

DEPARTURES: Daily

* All prices shown are based on staying in the lead-in room category. Package prices are per person, based on twin/duo share occupancy. Seasonal surcharges, event supplements and minimum stays may apply. A city tax may be payable direct to all properties in Euro (£) at the time of check out. Please note that the order of the itinerary may vary depending on the arrival day.
GALICIA DAY EXCURSIONS | HOTELS

Santiago de Compostela Walking Tour
2 hours | Private Walking Tour

You will see distinguished monuments, charming chapels, monasteries and medieval arcades. Visit the Obradoiro Square, Quintana Square, the oldest monastery of the city San Paio de Antealtares and Azabacheria Square with the second biggest monastery in Spain, San Martin Pinario.

FEATURES:
• English Speaking Guide

Tour Code: SPTC-19-5354
Departs from Santiago de Compostela | Daily

A Coruña and Rias Altas
8 hours | Private Tour

Visit A Coruña’s important monuments like the Tower of Hercules, which is the oldest lighthouse in the world, Castillo de San Anton, the fishing villages of Rias Altas, Pontedueme and Betanzos and the Military Castle of San Felipe.

FEATURES:
• English Speaking Guide
• Entrance to Hercules Lighthouse, San Anton Castle and Castle of San Felipe

Tour Code: SPTC-19-5359
Departs from Santiago de Compostela | Daily

Finisterre and Santiago de Compostela
8 hours | Private Tour

Begin in the pilgrimage city of Santiago de Compostela, then follow Costa da Morte (Coast of Death, due to all of the ship wrecks along the shore) and pass through small villages to reach Finisterre, which is considered the end of the Earth.

FEATURES:
• English Speaking Guide
• Entrance to Santiago de Compostela Cathedral and San Martin Pinario Monastery

Tour Code: SPTC-19-5357
Departs from Santiago de Compostela | Daily

Santiago de Compostela to Porto
9 hours | Private Transfer Tour

You will be collected from your hotel in Santiago de Compostela in the morning. On the way, you will have the opportunity to explore Valença, Viana and Barcelos at your own leisure and pace. Recommended time for sightseeing is 1 hour at each destination. You will be dropped at your hotel in Porto.

FEATURES:
• Air-Conditioned Private Vehicle
• Private Driver

Tour Code: SPTC-19-6024
Departs from Santiago de Compostela | Daily

GALICIA HOTELS

San Francisco Monumento

An 18th Century Franciscan convent which today stands as a tranquil boutique hotel, offering comfort and service. Found in the heart of the city’s centre with a distance of only 150 metres from the cathedral.

Campillo de San Francisco, 3
Santiago de Compostela

FEATURES:
WiFi / Parking / Elevator / Swimming Pool / Museum / AC / Laundry

FROM $124*

Parador Hostal Dos Reis Catolicos

Originally built as a royal hospital in 1499 for the pilgrims, the Parador is a blend of history, art and is an emblem of Santiago de Compostela. Located near the cathedral, you are promised a truly exquisite experience.

Praza do Obradoiro, 1
Santiago de Compostela

FEATURES:
WiFi / Elevator / AC / Museum / Garage

FROM $176*

* Hotel prices include breakfast and are per person per night based on twin/double share occupancy. All prices are based on staying in the lead-in room category. Day Excursion prices are per person, per tour. Seasonal surcharges, event supplements and minimum stays may apply. A city tax may be payable direct to all properties in Euro (€) at the time of check out.
Andalusia

INTRODUCTION
Andalusia is a large, modern region of Spain with a well-established infrastructure, and is a popular destination for visitors. Located between Europe and Africa, and at the meeting point of the Atlantic Ocean and Mediterranean Sea, the region is a melting pot of many different cultures. An array of landscapes can be found here from the Guadalquivir River valley to the snow-capped peaks of Sierra Nevada mountain range and balmy shores of the Mediterranean Coast.

Seville is occupied with rich Moorish heritage, winding medieval streets, baroque churches and a lively historic quarter. This Andalusian capital has everything from World Heritage buildings to intimate Flamenco clubs and funky tapas bars with indescribable flavour.

Make no mistake; you will fall in love with the city of Granada. Filled with UNESCO sites, aromas from a combination of gastronomy and floral embellishments on buildings, it has an unmistakable Moorish essence and of course, the Alhambra Palace and Generalife Gardens.

Cordoba is a blend of ancient and modern, a living legacy of different cultures that have settled here throughout history. Discover courtyards covered in beautiful flowers, and one of the world’s greatest Islamic buildings and symbol of this city, La Mezquita.

Things to see and do in Andalusia:
• Experience a traditional Flamenco Show.
• Visit the famed city of Ronda and surrounding white villages.
• Visit the UNESCO Alhambra Palace and Generalife Gardens.
• Walk through the Albayzin Quarter of Granada at dusk.
• Visit the Alcazar and Mezquita Mosque in Cordoba.

Essential Seville
3 Days/2 Nights | Packaged Itinerary

INCLUSIONS
• 2 nights in 4-star accommodation
• Breakfast Daily
• Private arrival transfer from Seville Airport/Station to your hotel
• Private half day walking tour

Spend three days in Seville, the capital of the Andalusia region, the perfect mix of history and culture.

Take a private transfer from Seville airport or train station to your centrally located hotel. Spend two nights in 4-star accommodation including breakfast, located in the heart of the old Jewish quarter close to the main landmarks such as the Cathedral, the Giralda and Royal Alcázar. Enjoy a private walking tour with local guide to the four Quarters of Seville.

DEPARTURES: Daily

* All prices shown are based on staying in the lead-in room category. Package prices are per person, based on twin/double share occupancy. Seasonal surcharges, event supplements and minimum stays may apply. A city tax may be payable direct to all properties in Euro (€) at the time of check out. Please note that the order of the itinerary may vary depending on the arrival day.
**ANDALUSIA - SPECIALIST TOURS**

**Cycling From Seville to Cadiz**
7 Days / 6 Nights | Self Guided Cycling Tour

**INCLUSIONS**
- 6 nights accommodation
- Daily Breakfast (B)
- Luggage Transfers
- Local Transfers as specified
- Detailed Maps and Roadbook
- Emergency Support
- Bicycle Hire

**DEPARTURES:** Daily (Mar-Jun and Sep-Nov)
- Departs: Seville / Finishes: Cadiz
- Tour Code: SPTC-19-3828

*A unique cycling tour through the magical heartland of flamenco and Andalusian dancing horses.*

**ITINERARY**
Day 1 – Seville – Arrive into Seville and discover the city. (B)
Day 2 – Seville – Carmona – (50km / Climb: 485m) Cycle besides the river Guadaira to reach the historical town of Carmona. (B)
Day 3 – Carmona – Montellano – (69km / Climb: 594m) A long cycle amongst sunflower fields and olive groves. (B)
Day 4 – Montellano – Arcos – (60km / Climb: 609m) Cycle through the landscapes of Mediterranean woodland on the foothills of the Grazalema mountains. (B)
Day 5 – Arcos – Jerez – (56km / Climb: 410m) Ride through gently rolling hills to Jerez the heart of Sherry wines. (B)
Day 6 – Jerez – Cadiz – (65km / Climb: 103m) Cycle into the small fishing town of El Puerto de Santa Maria before finishing in Cadiz. (B)
Day 7 – Cadiz – Depart after breakfast. (B)

**7 NIGHTS FROM $1,982*”}

**Colours of Andalusia - Painting Week**
8 Days / 7 Nights | Small Group Tour

**INCLUSIONS**
- 7 nights accommodation
- Arrival and departure group transfer to/from Malaga Airport
- 5 days painting tuition with an art teacher
- Visits to Granada, the Alhambra and Otivar
- All meals and wine, including 2 meals at local restaurants
- Sketchbook, easels and boards (paints and paintbrushes not included)

**DEPARTURES:** 2019: 5, 12 May, 29 Sep, 6 Oct
- Departs/Finishes: Malaga Airport
- Tour Code: SPTC-19-7003

*Located deep in the heart of the Andalusian countryside between the coast and Granada. An exclusive and unforgettable location offering superb inspiration for painters.*

**ITINERARY**
Day 1 – Malaga – Andalusian Countryside – Meet at Malaga Airport and transfer to the villa. Welcome dinner (D)
Day 2 – Andalusian Countryside – Visit Granada with time to explore the gardens of Alhambra and lunch at a local restaurant. Dinner at the villa. (B, L, D)
Day 3 – Andalusian Countryside – Sketch and painting session with your teacher at the villa. The afternoon is free to enjoy at the villa, dinner is prepared by the chef. (B, L, D)
Day 4 – Andalusian Countryside – Work on your technique with the art tutor, with time to continue your work or relax in the afternoon before dinner. (B, L, D)
Day 5 – Andalusian Countryside – Today concentrate on larger scale work with the tutor. Dinner is out at a local restaurant. (B, L, D)
Day 6 – Andalusian Countryside – Spend today focusing on watercolour techniques with the tutor. (B, L, D)
Day 7 – Andalusian Countryside – Your final day of drawing and painting. A special farewell dinner is prepared by the chef. (B, L, D)
Day 8 – Andalusian Countryside – Malaga – After breakfast, take the group transfer back to Malaga Airport (B)

*All prices shown are based on staying in the lead-in room/cabin category. Prices are per person, based on twin/double share occupancy, single supplements may apply for solo travellers. Seasonal surcharges may apply. This is a sample itinerary and is subject to change. Special terms & conditions may apply for specialist tour bookings, please contact your Spain & Portugal travel specialist for more information.*
ANDALUSIA - DAY EXCURSIONS

Albayzín and Sacromonte
2 hours | Guided Walking Tour

A walk through the Albayzin means to travel through its Moorish roots, wandering through a labyrinth of narrow streets perfumed with jasmine. The Sacromonte quarter is the place where the gypsies, who came with the Catholic Monarchs after the reconquest of Granada, was established.

Tour Code: SPTC-19-5319
Departs from Granada | Daily

Cordoba Walking Tour
2 hours | Private Tour

A combination of Roman, Arabic, and Spanish influences have all made Cordoba an enchanting city to discover. The main attraction of this city is the Mezquita. A wander through the Jewish quarter of Cordoba will give an insight into daily life.

Tour Code: SPTC-19-5618
Departs from Cordoba | Daily

Tapas and Flamenco: A Tale of Triana
4 hours | Small Group Tour

This tour takes you direct to the best of the city's food and culture. Visit the popular neighbourhood of Triana, where you will be immersed in the underbelly of the flamenco scene. See the city buzzing with life and includes three stops at Triana's best tapas spots.

Tour Code: SPTC-19-5207
Departs from Seville | Mon-Sat

Andalusian Food and Wine Tasting
2 hours | Small Group Tour

In this tasting, the sommelier fills your glass with six local wines, which are perfectly paired with local products including amazing cured ham and artisan jams. All products and wines are from within 100km of Seville, it doesn't get more local than this!

Tour Code: SPTC-19-5593
Departs from Seville | Daily

Alhambra and Generalife Gardens
3 hours | Small Group Tour

The Alhambra, a jewel of Islamic architecture, has been declared a World Heritage Site. Included is a visit to the majestic Nasrid Palaces, residence of the Alhambra's Sultans, and the beautiful gardens of Generalife and Partal.

Tour Code: SPTC-19-5551
Departs from Granada | Daily

Seville Behind the Scenes
5 hours | Private Tour

Explore the architecture, identity and local everyday life of 4 different quarters in the city. Ideal for travellers who have already seen the world heritage sites, and are curious about the Sevillanos and their way of life.

Tour Code: SPTC-19-2397
Departs from Seville | Tue-Sun

* All prices shown are based on staying in the lead-in room category. Day Excursion prices are per person tour based on a minimum of two passengers travelling. Single supplements may apply. Seasonal surcharges, event supplements and black out dates may apply.
ANDALUSIA - HOTELS

H10 Corregidor Boutique Hotel ★★★
FROM $70*

FEATURES:
WiFi / AC / Parking / Laundry service

Situated down a narrow alley in the heart of Seville, this quaint hotel is a 5-minute walk from the Calle Sierpes shopping corridor, a 12-minute walk from Plaza Nueva tram stop and a 15-minute walk from Seville Cathedral.

Calle Morgado, 17
Seville

Palacio de los Navas ★★★
FROM $86*

FEATURES:
WiFi / AC / Laundry service

Originally commanded to be built for Cpt. D. Francisco de Navas, a participant in the reconquest of the Kingdom of Granada. Today, a tasteful, quaint, boutique hotel located in the heart of the Albayzin.

Calle Navas, 1
Granada

Casas del la Juderia Seville ★★★★★
FROM $97*

FEATURES:
AC / Parking / Pool

All 134 rooms are different and set through more than 40 courtyards, gardens, tunnels and labyrinthine interior streets. Located in the old Jewish Quarter, a few metres from the main monuments of Seville. The interior of the hotel relives what this city was centuries ago, which gives the feeling of being in an authentic museum.

Calle Sta. María la Blanca, 5
Seville

Casas de la Juderia Cordoba ★★★★★
FROM $122*

FEATURES:
WiFi / AC / Laundry service / Parking / Pool

In the heart of the Jewish Quarter lies the emblematic hotel of Casas de la Juderia. Restored to ensure maximum comfort, the hotel retains its original architecture full of charm. It has white walls and blooms in the public areas.

Calle Tomás Conde, 10
Cordoba

Hotel Alhambra Palace ★★★★★
FROM $180*

FEATURES:
WiFi / AC / Laundry service

Aristocracy and culture coexist in this Alhambra Palace inspired hotel. Radiating gastronomy, romantic views, intricate detail in the interiors and original decoration. Only 260 metres away from the Alhambra.

Plaza Arquitecto García de Paredes, 1
Granada

Alfonso XIII ★★★★★
FROM $387*

FEATURES:
WiFi / AC / Pool / Laundry service

Hotel Alfonso XIII, named after King Alfonso XIII and conceived to be the grandest hotel in Europe, was constructed to house international dignitaries for the 1929 Ibero-American Exhibition. Today this magnificent hotel continues to draw international celebrities who appreciate the history, location, opulence and regal service the hotel offers.

San Fernando, 2
Seville

* Hotel prices include breakfast and are per person per night based on twin/double share occupancy. All prices are based on staying in the lead-in room category. Seasonal surcharges, event supplements and minimum stays may apply. A city tax may be payable direct to all properties in Euro (€) at the time of check out.
INTRODUCTION

The coastal provincial capital, lively and warm-hearted, is rich in history and culture, extending along 150 kilometres of coastline in the province of Malaga. Malaga and its neighbouring towns offer numerous activities only minutes away from the ocean. The beaches range from lively to secluded, there are a range sports facilities and golf clubs and plenty of entertainment options available.

Things to see and do on the Costa Del Sol:

- Admire the art inside the Picasso Museum.
- Visit the Alameda, Gibralfaro Castle and Malaga’s Cathedral.
- Climb to the top of the Rock of Gibraltar on our full day tour.
- Observe the world’s oldest Neanderthal cave paintings at the Nerja Caves.
- Enjoy people-watching at the marina of Puerto Banús in Marbella.

Essential Malaga
3 Days/2 Nights | Packaged Itinerary

INCLUSIONS

- 2 nights in 5-star accommodation
- Breakfast Daily
- Private arrival transfer from Malaga Airport/Station to your hotel
- Full Day Malaga City Tour with Tapas

Base yourself in the port-city of Malaga on the Mediterranean coastline known as the Costa del Sol. Discover fantastic food and works of art.

Take a private transfer from Malaga airport or train station to your centrally located hotel. Spend two nights in 5-star accommodation including breakfast, located in the historical centre of the city. Enjoy a full day guided tour of Malaga including the Alameda, the Gibralfaro Castle, Malaga Cathedral and the Picasso Museum.

DEPARTURES: Daily

* All prices shown are based on staying in the lead-in room category. Package prices are per person, based on twin/double share occupancy. Seasonal surcharges, event supplements and minimum stays may apply. A city tax may be payable direct to all properties in Euro (€) at the time of check out. Please note that the order of the itinerary may vary depending on the arrival day.
COSTA DEL SOL DAY EXCURSIONS | HOTELS

Gibraltar Sightseeing  
11 hours | Guided Coach Tour

FEATURES:
• English Speaking Guide
• Air-Conditioned Transportation
• Entrance to Saint Michael Caves

See the port of Gibraltar, the walled inner city, Europa Point and Saint Michael Caves. Reach the top of the Rock of Gibraltar where you have amazing views of the Mediterranean. Meet the macaque monkeys and enjoy free time for lunch!

Tour Code: SPTC-19-5062  
Departs from Malaga | Mon-Sat

Seville Tour  
10 hours | Guided Coach Tour

FEATURES:
• English Speaking Guide
• Air-Conditioned Transportation
• Entrance to the Cathedral

Enjoy Seville, on a panoramic visit of the city including Paseo de Colon, Plaza de America, Avenida de las Palmeras, Maria Luisa Park and the Guadalquivir River. Wander the narrow streets, getting into the charming Barrio de Santa Cruz (Jewish Quarter). The visit continues to the splendid Cathedral of Seville.

Tour Code: SPTC-19-2613  
Departs from Malaga | Wed, Fri

Malaga Tapas and Picasso Museum  
9 hours | Small Group Tour

FEATURES:
• English Speaking Guide
• Entrance to the Picasso Museum
• Tapas and 1 drink

Discover every corner of enchanting Malaga; the Alameda, the Gibralfaro Castle, Malaga Cathedral, inside the Picasso Museum and more! In addition, you will enjoy the local cuisine and culture in the most authentic places in the city.

Tour Code: SPTC-19-1380  
Departs from Malaga | Fri

Malaga to Granada  
3 hours | Private Transfer Tour

FEATURES:
• Air-Conditioned Private Vehicle
• Private Driver

You will be collected from your hotel in Malaga. On the way, you will have the opportunity to explore the towns of Nerja or Frigiliana at your own leisure and pace. Recommended time for sightseeing is 1 hour 30 minutes. You will be dropped at your hotel in Granada. This tour also operates from Granada to Malaga.

Tour Code: SPTC-19-6327  
Departs from Malaga | Daily

COSTA DEL SOL HOTELS

Molina Lario  
★★★★

FEATURES:
WiFi / AC / Laundry service / Pool

The exceptionally positioned Molina Lario, is formed by two restored 19th century buildings and a third new building. Offering a restaurant/bar and outdoor terrace, the hotel reflects Malaga’s lively personality.

Calle Molina Lario, 20  
Malaga

FROM $158*

Vincci Seleccion Posada del Patio  
★★★★★

FEATURES:
WiFi / AC / Parking / Laundry service / Pool

Experience the exclusive atmosphere situated only 500 metres from the cathedral. From the rooftop, enjoy a plunge pool and views of the city. If you prefer the ocean, you are only a 15 minute walk away.

Pasillo de Sta. Isabel, 7  
Malaga

FROM $166*

* Hotel prices include breakfast and are per person per night based on twin/double share occupancy. All prices are based on staying in the lead-in room category. Day Excursion prices are per person, per tour. Seasonal surcharges, event supplements and minimum stays may apply. A city tax may be payable direct to all properties in Euro (€) at the time of check out.
Surrender to the romanticism that fills the air and lingers throughout the streets of Lisbon. Set amongst seven steep hillside, the lively and charismatic capital is a perfect reflection of the Portuguese culture and is an essential stay for any Portugal itinerary. Delivering an effortless blend of history and modernism, Lisbon embraces its reputation as one of the most vibrant and innovative cities of Western Europe. The ambience of this city is undeniable, get a taste by wandering through the colourful neighbourhoods and marvel at the many monuments, museums, modest cafes and bars while the rumbling of bright yellow trams pass you by.

**Things to see and do in Lisbon**

- Visit the UNESCO listed Jeronimos Monastery in the Belem district.
- Ride around on the distinctive yellow trams, a must-do is Tram 28, which climbs up through the Alfama district.
- Roam São Jorge Castle for fabulous views of Lisbon below.
- Understand the history of the city at Lisbon Story Centre.
- Enjoy an evening performance of Fado music in a typical house.
- No trip to Lisbon is complete without tasting Pasteis de Nata (traditional custard tart).
- Take time to relax at various Miradouro (viewpoints) which are signposted throughout the city and offer some of the most spectacular views.
- Visit the Santa Justa Lift, designed by Gustave Eiffel, for sweeping views over the city.

**Popular Neighbourhoods:**

1. **Baixa and Praca do Comercio** in downtown Lisbon have an extensive variety of restaurants, cafes and galleries as well as famous sights like Rossio Square, the Santa Justa Lift and Rua Augusta Arch.
2. Discover a labyrinth of cobblestoned lanes, steep staircases and winding alleyways that create the poetic Alfama district. The oldest, most charming neighbourhood of Lisbon with medieval remnants still standing today.
3. **Avenida Novas and Campo de Santana** districts house two of the iconic sights in Lisbon. The Avenida da Liberdade is a 19th century boulevard of high-end boutiques, hotels, restaurants and banks. Another monumental feature of these districts is the Marques de Pombal Square.
4. Quiet by day, the Bairro Alto district, spread out across a hilltop, will be welcoming to the nocturnal night owl. Renowned as the city’s bohemian quarter, an enthralling collection of restaurants, boutiques, bars and residential properties fill the densely packed streets. By night, the traditional voice of melancholy Fado fills the air.
5. Undisputedly the heart of Lisbon’s elegant boutiques, international brands, charming old bookshops and coffee spots, the trendy neighbourhood of Chiado dates back to the 1700s.
6. Santos is one of the oldest neighbourhoods in Lisbon. Filled with galleries, museums and wine bars, Santa Catarina offers winding, steep cobblestoned streets with preserved architecture.
7. Principe Real stands out in elegance as palaces and gardens occupy the district, with many picturesque squares and antique shops available. Most of the traditional families of Lisbon reside in Estrela, while international embassies and authentic Fado houses fill the narrow streets of Lapa.
8. Belem shares significant history with the early Portuguese explorers and the city’s seafaring heritage. Some of the most iconic monuments in Belem’s history are found here including Jeronimos Monastery, the Discoveries Monument and Belem Tower.
Lisbon Accommodation

1. Gat Rossio
2. My Story Ouro
3. My Story Rossio
4. The 7 Hotel
5. Portugal Boutique Hotel
6. H10 Duque De Loule
7. Vinci Baixa
8. Vinci Liberdade
9. Heritage Britania
10. Heritage Solar Do Castelo
11. Pousada De Lisboa
12. Santiago De Alfama
13. Hello Lisbon Rossio
14. Lisbon Serviced Apartments - Liberdade
15. Hello Lisbon Sao Bento Valley
16. Lisbon Serviced Apartments - Baixa Castelo
17. Martinhal Chiado Family Suites
18. Flora Chiado Apartments
**Lisbon Packages**

### Essential Lisbon 3*
**3 Days/2 Nights | Packaged Itinerary**

The perfect introduction to Lisbon recommended for those with limited time to explore the city. This package offers an insight into the highlights of Lisbon.

Take a private transfer from Lisbon airport or train station to your centrally located hotel. Spend two nights in 3-star accommodation including breakfast, located close to lively Rossio Square and close to many cafes and restaurants. Enjoy a half day of guided sightseeing on a city tour of Lisbon where you will learn of the capital of Portugal’s history and traditions, visit the city’s most traditional quarter and the emblematic city museum.

**Inclusions**
- 2 nights in 3-star accommodation (upgrades available)
- Breakfast Daily
- Private arrival transfer from Lisbon Airport/Station to your hotel
- Half Day Lisbon City Tour

**Departs Daily**

### Lisbon and Beyond 4*
**5 Days/4 Nights | Packaged Itinerary**

With Lisbon as your base, take your time to get to know the city in depth, and head further afield to explore some of the most popular surrounding destinations.

Take a private transfer from Lisbon airport or train station to your centrally located hotel. Spend four nights in 4-star accommodation including breakfast, located just minutes’ walk from the cafes and restaurants of Rossio Square. Take an orientation of the city in a private city tour by Beetle convertible car. Explore further afield on a full day tour of Sintra and the surrounding area including Pena Palace and Cabo da Roca (the westernmost point of mainland Europe). Enjoy a wine tasting tour to Evora in the Alentejo Region.

**Inclusions**
- 4 nights in 4-star accommodation
- Breakfast Daily
- Private arrival transfer from Lisbon Airport/Station to your hotel
- Private tour of Lisbon by beetle
- Full day tour of Sintra including Pena Palace
- Full day tour of Evora and surrounding wine region including tasting

**Departs Daily**

### Lisbon Indulgence 5*
**4 Days/3 Nights | Packaged Itinerary**

Treat yourself to a luxurious escape in Lisbon staying in 5-star accommodation with private touring and transfers. Appreciate some of the best experiences on offer.

Take a private transfer from Lisbon airport or train station to your hotel. Spend three nights in 5-star accommodation including breakfast, located by Praça do Comércio, along the Tejo River. Take an orientation tour of the city with a private guide of the Belém district, and enjoy a sweet tasting of the delicious Portuguese custard tart. Head to Sintra on a half-day tour with private guide to visit Pena Palace then wander through Sintra village centre. Includes a private departure transfer back to the airport or train station.

**Inclusions**
- 3 nights in 5-star accommodation
- Breakfast Daily
- Private arrival transfer from Lisbon Airport/Station to your hotel
- Half day tour of Lisbon with a private guide
- Half day tour of Sintra with a private guide

**Departs Daily**

---

**Plus**

Receive our complimentary ‘Gran Reserva’ Bonus Pack when you book Return Transfers + 3 Nights Accommodation + 2 Lisbon Tours

---

*All prices shown are based on staying in the lead-in room category. Package prices are per person, based on twin/double share occupancy. Seasonal surcharges, event supplements and minimum stays may apply. A city tax may be payable direct to all properties in Euro (€) at the time of check out. Please note that the order of the itinerary may vary depending on the arrival day.*
**LISBON - DAY EXCURSIONS**

**Classic Lisbon**
4 hours | Guided Coach Tour

Discover magnificent Lisbon! Enjoy the unveiling of the capital’s history and traditions while you visit the Portuguese Discoveries Monument, the city’s most traditional quarter and the emblematic city museum.

Tour Code: SPTC-19-1508
Departs Daily

**Evora Wine Tour**
10 hours | Guided Coach Tour

Evora is one of the main cities within the Alentejo Region. A UNESCO world heritage site, you will enjoy the wealth of its history, architecture and gastronomy. During the visit, there will be an opportunity for wine tasting accompanied by food produced by the prestigious Herdade da Ervideira wine estate.

Tour Code: SPTC-19-5087
Departs Tue, Sat

**Lisbon by Beetle**
4 hours | Private Tour

Imagine yourself in an old vintage convertible beetle and enjoying a ride while discovering our history, culture, sea and sun in a unique, exclusive and memorable way. If you want to see Lisbon in style, then the classic Beetle convertible is for you.

Tour Code: SPTC-19-3656
Departs Daily

**Sintra Luxo**
9 hours | Guided Coach Tour

Enter the whimsical village of Sintra, where you will wander around town and explore the romantic Pena Palace. Travel to Cabo da Roca and appreciate the view from Europe’s westernmost point to finally end the day along the coast, passing by Cascais and Estoril.

Tour Code: SPTC-19-1517
Departs Daily

**Alfama Walking Tour**
4 hours | Private Walking Tour

This half day walking tour is ideal for those of you who want to explore the heart of Lisbon on foot including the Alfama district, Se Cathedral, Miradouro de Santa Luzia and the Castle of Sao Jorge.

Tour Code: SPTC-19-5360
Departs Daily

**Lisbon Fado Night**
3 ½ hours | Guided Coach Tour

Admire the charm of Lisbon’s main sights under the illumination of the night sky and city lights. After exploring the city, you will be taken to an intimate, traditional restaurant with dinner accompanied by wonderful performances of Fado and folklore.

Tour Code: SPTC-19-1512
Departs Mon, Wed, Fri, Sat

---

* All prices shown are based on staying in the lead-in room category. Day Excursion prices are per person tour based on a minimum of two passengers travelling. Single supplements may apply. Seasonal surcharges, event supplements and black out dates may apply.
### Lisbon - The New and the Ancient
4 hours or 8 hours | Private Tour

Head towards the Belém district, which has been long associated with seafaring and early Portuguese explorers. Visit the Jerónimos Monastery, Belém tower, the amazing Discoveries Monument, the tropical gardens and enjoy a sweet tasting of a delicious Portuguese custard tart.

**Tour Code:** SPTC-19-3760  
**Departs Daily**

### Mafra and Ericeria - Sea and History with Wine Tasting
8 hours | Private Tour

Visit Manz Vineyard to learn about the wine making process. Next stop is Mafra's Palace and Convent, fantastic examples of baroque architecture in Portugal. Finally, Ericeria, a well-known village for its waves and surf camp. On the way back to Lisbon, stop at Cabo da Roca view point.

**Tour Code:** SPTC-19-5478  
**Departs Daily**

### Evora - World Heritage Region
8 hours | Private Tour

In Evora, visit the historic centre including Giraldo Square, Espírito Santo Church and the Old Castle. Stop at Largo da Porta Moura with its Gothic design window followed by the megalithic enclosure of Almendres. In the afternoon, visit São Pedro do Corval and the Castle of Monsaraz.

**Tour Code:** SPTC-19-3267  
**Departs Daily**

### Sintra - Magnificent Village
4 hours | Private Tour

Filled with historical monuments, discover the charming town of Sintra. Known as the place of inspiration for kings, poets and renowned writers. Visit Pena Palace, then wander through the village centre. You have the choice of seeing Sintra's National Palace or spending time at Quinta da Regaleira.

**Tour Code:** SPTC-19-3243  
**Departs Daily**

### Fatima, Obidos and Nazare
8 hours | Private Tour

Fatima is known worldwide for the apparitions of the Virgin Mary. A sanctuary was built in the same place she was said to have appeared. Also visit, Nazare both a fishing village and the home to some of the world’s biggest waves and Obidos with its village that has remained fortified since Palaeolithic times.

**Tour Code:** SPTC-19-3458  
**Departs Daily**

### Lisbon to the Algarve
9 hours | Private Transfer Tour

On the way from Lisbon to the Algarve you will have the opportunity to explore Setúbal, Alcácer do Sal and Castro Verde at your own leisure and pace. This tour also operates from the Algarve to Lisbon.

**Tour Code:** SPTC-19-5255  
**Departs Daily**

---

*All prices shown are based on staying in the lead-in room category. Day Excursion prices are per person tour based on a minimum of two passengers travelling. Single supplements may apply. Seasonal surcharges, event supplements and black out dates may apply.
### LISBON - HOTELS

#### Gat Rossio
★★★

**FEATURES:**
- WiFi / AC

The Gat Rossio sets a high focus on the enjoyment of its guests. An innovative and contemporary vision for its design is tastefully displayed throughout its 71 rooms. Here you will find minimalist decor and decoration with high quality facilities, ensuring a great stay in Lisbon.

**Rua do Jardim do Regedor 27-35**

1 Campo de Santana

**FROM $98***

#### My Story Ouro
★★★

**FEATURES:**
- WiFi / AC

Sophistication and modernism merge to create a sense of elegance and comfort for your stay. The hotel is spread over five floors and is set in a truly privileged location for exploring the city. Enjoy total relaxation at the restaurant and bar that offers a signature cuisine, inspired by its Portuguese origins.

**Rua Aurea 100**

2 Baixa

**FROM $126***

#### My Story Rossio
★★★

**FEATURES:**
- WiFi / AC

Comfort, location and modernity can be found within the walls of the My Story Rossio. The building itself dates back to the 18th Century, so you are constantly surrounded by history, but you are also a hop skip and jump away from Rossio Station, connecting you to other parts of the city.

**Praca Dom Pedro IV, Rossio Square 59**

3 Baixa

**FROM $143***

#### The 7 Hotel
★★★

**FEATURES:**
- WiFi / Elevator / Laundry Service / 24hr Reception

A new addition to Lisbon that values good taste, you are sure to enjoy this completely renovated hotel that opened its doors in 2015. Offering double, twin and studio rooms as well as being in prime location for the best view points of the city!

**Av. Duque de Loulé 81-83**

6 Avenidas Novas

**FROM $148***

#### Portugal Boutique Hotel
★★★★

**FEATURES:**
- WiFi / AC / Wine Cellar / Laundry Service / Parking

Here the comforts and amenities of a 4 star hotel combine with traditional Portuguese materials. In a sophisticated and welcoming atmosphere, each of the 53 rooms are decorated with a selection of real Portuguese tiles and have modern facilities.

**Rua João das Regras 4**

5 Baixa

**FROM $153***

#### H10 Duque De Loule
★★★★

**FEATURES:**
- WiFi / Parking

Opened in March 2015, this property oozes traditional aspects of Portuguese design. Set in a historical building close to Marques de Pombal, there is a glorious fusion of traditional and contemporary elements in the rooms and public areas. Enjoy the impressive views over Lisbon and the Tagus Estuary from the Limao Chill Out Terrace.

**Av. Duque de Loulé 81-83**

6 Avenidas Novas

**FROM $155***

---

* Hotel prices include breakfast and are per person per night based on twin/double share occupancy. All prices are based on staying in the lead-in room category. Seasonal surcharges, event supplements and minimum stays may apply. A city tax may be payable direct to all properties in Euro (€) at the time of check out.
# LISBON - HOTELS

## Vincci Baixa ★★★

![Vincci Baixa](image1)

**Rua do Comércio 32-38**

- **FEATURES:**
  - WiFi / AC / 24hr reception / Laundry service

- **FROM $183**

*Be consumed by the inspiring, bohemian spirit of the Portuguese capital when you stay at this exclusive four-star hotel in the heart of Lisbon. The combination of contemporary styles and touches of classicism and modernism makes this hotel a very special place where you are free to immerse yourself in the lifestyle of this adorable city.*

## Vincci Liberdade ★★★

![Vincci Liberdade](image2)

**Rua Rosa Araújo 16**

- **FEATURES:**
  - WiFi / AC / Laundry Service / Parking

- **FROM $185**

*Elegance and authenticity go hand in hand when we introduce you to this modern hotel in the centre of Lisbon, which is not only filled with character but where contemporary style mixes with tradition to offer you a unique place to rest, relax and be amazed.*

## Heritage Britania ★★★★★

![Heritage Britania](image3)

**Rua Rodrigues Sampaio, 17**

- **FEATURES:**
  - WiFi / Parking / Laundry Service

- **FROM $203**

*With its a boutique art deco charm, located along a quiet street alongside the elegant boulevard of the Av. Da Liberdade, this hotel reflects the glamour of the 1940s in its design while keeping its facilities modern for the comfort of its guests.*

## Heritage Solar Do Castelo ★★★★★

![Heritage Solar Do Castelo](image4)

**Rua das Cozinhas 2**

- **FEATURES:**
  - WiFi / Parking / Laundry Service

- **FROM $214**

*Passion and romance meet in this boutique hotel in the heart of Alfama. The hotel is located within the walls of St Jorge’s castle, the only hotel situated within the medieval Castle village. Set in an 18th Century building, the interiors show the influence of traditional Portuguese design. Experience the exclusivity of this hotel in all of its splendour.*

## Pousada De Lisboa ★★★★★

![Pousada De Lisboa](image5)

**Praça do Comércio 31-34**

- **FEATURES:**
  - WiFi / Swimming Pool / 24hr Reception / Laundry

- **FROM $249**

*Set in one of the most stylish destinations of the city, the Pousada de Lisboa offers all of the facilities of a 5 star hotel while sitting in a prime location along the Tagus River. Having been completely restored, the hotel has been transformed into a launching pad for a luxury urban experience.*

## Santiago De Alfama ★★★★★

![Santiago De Alfama](image6)

**Rua de Santiago 10 a 14**

- **FEATURES:**
  - WiFi / AC

- **FROM $310**

*A 15th Century palace houses a beacon of authenticity, the Santiago de Alfama. Restored and updated for the comfort of its guests, the building retains much of its original character. This hotel is perfectly located for the curious traveller, right in the heart of Alfama.*

---

*Hotel prices include breakfast and are per person per night based on twin/double share occupancy. All prices are based on staying in the lead-in room category. Seasonal surcharges, event supplements and minimum stays may apply. A city tax may be payable direct to all properties in Euro (€) at the time of check out.*
**LISBON - SERVICED APARTMENTS**

**Hello Lisbon Rossio**

**Features:** WiFi / Laundry Service / 24hr call reception

With a magnificent view of St George’s castle, Hello Lisbon Rossio offers 20 apartments that were completely refurbished in 2015. Designed for families, they are equipped with modern facilities and decor and features. † Room Only

**Rua Mouzinho da Silveira 34**

**Lisbon Serviced Apartments - Liberdade**

**Features:** WiFi / Parking / Daily Cleaning / Laundry Service

Strategically located on a quiet street only minutes away from the bustling Av. Da Liberdade, these apartments have been designed specifically for short to medium stays. Modern and stylish in their decor, you are in the perfect location for exploring the city. † Room Only

**Rua Mouzinho da Silveira 34**

**Hello Lisbon Sao Bento Valley**

**Features:** Fully equipped

Only 100 metres from the Bairro Alto, the newest Hello Lisbon property offers 18 elegant and comfortable apartments. Accessible by lift, your apartment comes with daily housekeeping, free Wi-Fi, 24 hour reception and a totally equipped kitchen including a dishwasher. You are very close to terraced bars with views over the Tagus River and city. † Room Only

**Rua Pedro Dias 19**

**Lisbon Serviced Apartments - Baixa Castelo**

**Features:** WiFi / Entry by code / Fully equipped

In the heart of downtown Lisbon, this restored 18th century building has retained much of its original personality and design. Offering studios, one bedroom and two bedroom apartments, you are steps away from the Se Cathedral, elegant Chiado district and the metro station. † Room Only

**Rua dos Fanqueiros 136**

**Martinhal Chiado Family Suites**

**Features:** WiFi / AC / Laundry service / Airport shuttle

Experience style, luxury and elegance in one of these 37 carefully designed apartments, established specifically for families. The Martinhal Chiado is in a prime location which will make exploring the city a breeze. Each apartment is equipped with a kitchen complete with a stove, dishwasher, washer-dryer, fridge, basic crockery and more. † Room Only

**Rua das Flores 44**

**Flora Chiado Apartments**

**Features:** WiFi / AC / Laundry Service

An oasis of light and space, these apartments are decorated to enhance the historic heritage of the building. This property has been reinvented by the imaginative effort of recycling wood and secular tiles, incorporating comfort and design in the elegance of vanguard furniture. † Room Only

**Rua Anchieta 13**

*† Serviced Apartment prices are room only (excluding breakfast) and are per person per night based on twin/double share occupancy. All prices are based on staying in the lead-in room category. Seasonal surcharges, event supplements and minimum stays may apply. A city tax may be payable direct to all properties in Euro (€) at the time of check out.*
PORTO

Found in the northwest of Portugal, this jewel glistens against the reflection of its famous Douro River. Expect to be welcomed by an inspiring blend of pink and orange hues that whimsically fall over the stately bridges, providing a storybook landscape to the city. Classified as a UNESCO World Heritage site, Porto is an ancient city that gave its name to both Port wine and to the nation of Portugal. Known for its production of port, a vast collection of cellars is located in the city and along the stretch of the Douro Valley.

**Things to see and do in Porto:**
- Take a tour and taste the famous Port wines at one or more of the lodges at Vila Nova de Gaia.
- Admire the beauty of Sao Bento train station with over 20,000 traditional hand-painted Portuguese tiles depicting historic scenes and battles.
- Cross the pedestrianised Dom Luis I Bridge for incredible views of the river and Old Town.
- Marvel at the spectacular gothic monument, Sao Francisco church.
- Stroll the waterfront esplanade of the Ribeira district. With many appealing options for an evening meal, we recommend booking at least 24 hours in advance during peak seasons.
- Visit the splendid neoclassical designed monument, Palácio da Bolsa.
- Cruise on a traditional rabelo boat on the Douro River.

**Popular Neighbourhoods:**

1. Located on the south hillside is the alluring Ribeira district. Comprised of medieval streets, colourful merchant’s houses and countless restaurants it is one of the oldest neighbourhoods in Porto and has been declared as a UNESCO World Heritage site. Appreciate the views of the Port Wine houses and Cais de Gaia across the river.

2. Wander through the inner districts of Se, Vitoria and Miragaia that will remind you of the Ribeira. Similar in their medieval origin, you are not short of historic monuments to see. The heartbeat of the city can be felt here with a mixture of locals and foreigners; the atmosphere is welcoming and typical of the Portuguese hospitality.

3. Cross the bridge of Dom Luis I and explore Vila Nova de Gaia. Toward the banks of Gaia, you can appreciate panoramic views of the city, taste some of the best port wines of the region and dine at internationally renowned restaurants.
Porto Accommodation

1. Da Bolsa
2. Grande Hotel Do Porto
3. Best Western Hotel Inca
4. Descobertas Boutique Hotel
5. Premium Porto Downtown
6. The Artist Porto Hotel & Bistro
7. Vinci Porto
8. Carris Porto Ribeira
9. Porto AS 1829
10. Eurostars Porto Centro
11. Pestana Vintage Porto
12. Pestana Palacio do Freixo
13. Bnapartments Palacio
14. Spot Family Suites
15. My Ribeira Guest House
16. Porto River Apartments
17. Flores Village
18. Cardosas Boutique Apartment
PORTO PACKAGES

**Essential Porto 3***

3 Days/2 Nights | Packaged Itinerary

The perfect introduction to Porto recommended for those with limited time to explore the city. This package offers an insight into the highlights of Porto.

Take a private transfer from Porto airport or train station to your centrally located hotel. Spend two nights in 3-star accommodation including breakfast, walking distance to Bolsa Palace, the Ribeira district. Enjoy a half day of guided sightseeing on a city tour of the UNESCO historic centre of Porto including Se Cathedral, Sao Bento Train Station, the Lello Bookshop and the Port Wine Cellars.

FROM $182*

**Porto and Beyond 4***

5 Days/4 Nights | Packaged Itinerary

With Porto as your base, take your time to get to know the city in depth, and head further afield to explore some of the most popular surrounding destinations.

Take a private transfer from Porto airport or train station to your centrally located hotel. Spend four nights in 4-star accommodation including breakfast, located 15-minutes’ walk to the centre of Porto. Take an evening tour of Porto, which introduces you to Portuguese gastronomy and Fado music. Relax and watch the world go by along the Douro Valley between Porto and Regua with a return train transfer. Take a half day tour to the pretty town of Aveiro aptly named the ‘Venice of Portugal’ famous for its canals and colourful traditional boats.

FROM $612*

**Porto Indulgence 5***

4 Days/3 Nights | Packaged Itinerary

Treat yourself to a luxurious escape in Porto staying in 5-star accommodation with private touring and transfers. Appreciate some of the best experiences on offer.

Take a private transfer from Porto airport or train station to your hotel. Spend three nights in 5-star accommodation including breakfast, ideally located alongside the Douro River in the Ribeira district, overlooking the Port Houses of Gaia. Spend the day exploring Porto with your own private guide. The day can be tailored to suit your interests. Take a full day exploring the Douro Valley with a private guide, learn about the history and culture of the region, and enjoy a port wine tasting and a boat cruise along the Douro. Includes a private departure transfer back to the airport or train station.

FROM $1,033*

---

**INCLUSIONS**

- 2 nights in 3-star accommodation (upgrades available)
- Breakfast Daily
- Private arrival transfer from Porto Airport/Station to your hotel
- Half Day Porto City Tour

**INCLUSIONS**

- 4 nights in 4-star accommodation
- Breakfast Daily
- Private arrival transfer from Porto Airport/Station to your hotel
- Evening tour of Porto
- Full day cruise between Porto and Regua
- Half day tour to Aveiro

**INCLUSIONS**

- 3 nights in 5-star accommodation
- Breakfast Daily
- Private arrival and departure transfers between Porto Airport/Station and your hotel
- Full day tour of Porto with a private guide
- Full day tour of the Douro Valley with a private guide

---

*All prices shown are based on staying in the lead-in room category. Package prices are per person, based on twin/double share occupancy. Seasonal surcharges, event supplements and minimum stays may apply. A city tax may be payable direct to all properties in Euro (€) at the time of check out. Please note that the order of the itinerary may vary depending on the arrival day.
PORTO - DAY EXCURSIONS

**Porto City Tour**
4 hours | Small Group Tour

FROM $68*

Discover Porto’s remarkable UNESCO historic centre, the Se Cathedral, Sao Bento Train Station, the Lello Bookshop and the Port Wine Cellars, where you’ll have the chance to have a tasting! Explore this city so rich in history, tradition and culture.

Tour Code: SPTC-19-4917
Departs Daily

**Aveiro City Tour**
4 hours | Small Group Tour

FROM $90*

A harmonious city, crossed by four incredible canals, it is known as ‘The Venice of Portugal’. Learn about this city’s heritage from an expert guide and experience the traditional Moliceiro boats first hand with a canal cruise.

Tour Code: SPTC-19-2122
Departs Daily

**Day Cruise Porto to Regua**
11 hours | Cruise

FROM $127*

From Porto, spend the day cruising through the Douro Valley in one of the most beautiful wine regions in the world. Stunning landscapes with slopes covered with vineyards, and glorious wine estates. The cruise operates in one direction, and a train transfer is included.

Tour Code: SPTC-19-1850
Departs Daily (Apr-Dec)

**Porto by Night - Fado and Dinner**
3 hours | Small Group Tour

FROM $135*

Enjoy a magical evening admiring the historic monuments and ancient streets of Porto by night. This tour also introduces you to Portuguese gastronomy and Fado music. Enjoy a Portuguese dinner at a traditional restaurant, while being serenaded by the melancholy sounds of the Fado singers.

Tour Code: SPTC-19-4946
Departs Mon-Sat (Apr-Oct) / Fri, Sat (Nov-Mar)

**Minho Tour**
9 hours | Small Group Tour

FROM $162*

Explore Braga, one of the oldest religious cities in the world. Visit the Cathedral and the Sanctuaries of Sameiro and Bom Jesus. Enjoy lunch then head off to Guimaraes, the cradle of Portugal, and whose city centre is classified a UNESCO World Heritage site.

Tour Code: SPTC-19-2125
Departs Daily

**Douro Valley Wine Tour**
9 hours | Small Group Tour

FROM $176*

Admire the UNESCO World Heritage site, the Douro Valley in all its glory on this full day discovery. You will have a guided visit of Port Wine Estates as well as a wine tasting! Enjoy lunch in a traditional restaurant and marvel at the panoramic views before you.

Tour Code: SPTC-19-4942
Departs Daily

* All prices shown are based on staying in the lead-in room category. Day Excursion prices are per person tour based on a minimum of two passengers travelling. Single supplements may apply. Seasonal surcharges, event supplements and black out dates may apply.
**PORTO - DAY EXCURSIONS**

**Porto City Full Day**
9 hours | Private Tour

Wonder through the UNESCO Historical Centre with private guided visits of some of the most significant monuments. Enjoy a taste of Port Wine in a typical “Cave”, and fall in love with the Douro’s riverbanks from a one-hour “6 bridges” boat-cruise.

Tour Code: SPTC-19-5520
Departs Daily

*FROM $225*

**Douro Valley Full Day**
9 ½ hours | Private Tour

Browse the panoramic routes in the most beautiful landscapes of Portugal - the Douro Valley. Enjoy tastings of the unique Douro wines in an environment of peace and beauty. Enjoy the flavour of a typical Douro lunch, and relax on a boat-ride on the Douro River.

Tour Code: SPTC-19-5518
Departs Daily

*FROM $225*

**Vinho Verde Full Day**
9 hours | Private Tour

Take a journey into the authentic and rural Green Region and discover the Green Wine (Vinho Verde) where you will experience the different flavours and scents, with two tastings. Enjoy an authentic regional meal in a typical restaurant, and discover Roman routes and medieval monuments.

Tour Code: SPTC-19-7477
Departs Daily

*FROM $225*

**Peneda-Gerês Full Day**
9 hours | Private Tour

Peneda-Gerês, UNESCO Biosphere Reserve, is home of unique flora and fauna. Visit the sanctuary of Sao Bento da Porta Aberta and explore the simplicity of traditional villages, where you will taste flavours and scents of local gastronomy followed by a visit to the thermal village of Gerês.

Tour Code: SPTC-19-5519
Departs Daily

*FROM $225*

**Coimbra, Lusco and Bucaco**
8 hours | Private Tour

Start in Coimbra where you will spend the morning, famous above all for its ancient university. In the afternoon, visit Luso and Bucaco. Luso is one of Portugal’s most important spa towns. The neighbouring town of Bucaco has a beautiful forest that lies nearby.

Tour Code: SPTC-19-3240
Departs Daily

*FROM $330*

**Porto to Lisbon**
From 9 hours | Private Transfer Tour

On the way from Porto to Lisbon you will have the opportunity to explore Coimbra, Nazaré and Óbidos at your own leisure and pace. This tour also operates from Lisbon to Porto.

Tour Code: SPTC-19-4563
Departs Daily

*FROM $575*

*All prices shown are based on staying in the lead-in room category. Day Excursion prices are per person tour based on a minimum of two passengers travelling. Single supplements may apply. Seasonal surcharges, event supplements and black out dates may apply.*
PORTO - HOTELS

Da Bolsa ★★

FEATURES:
WiFi / Laundry / Parking / Babysitter / AC

Conveniently located in the Old Town’s centre and only walking distance from the Porto Cathedral. This hotel offers elegantly decorated rooms in the hub of the city’s cultural life and is the ideal place to stay when looking for comfort and location.

Rua Ferreira Borges, 101
Ribeira

FROM $93*

Grande Hotel Do Porto ★★

FEATURES:
WiFi / Garage / Babysitter / Laundry / 24hr Reception

A privileged setting for artists, bohemians and intellectuals and a hotel that maintains a dramatic 19th Century charm. You will notice a harmonious combination of comfort, timeless design and modern facilities. Located in Rua Santa Catarina in the historic city centre.

Rua de Santa Catarina 197
Ribeira

FROM $106*

Best Western Hotel Inca ★★★

FEATURES:
WiFi / 24hr Reception / Elevator / Concierge

Enjoy downtown Porto, close to the most symbolic monuments and traditional markets that the area has to offer. Being excellently located near transportation, you can also easily access the city centre.

Praça do Cel. Pacheco 52
Vitoria

FROM $72*

Descobertas Boutique Hotel ★★★

FEATURES:
WiFi / Babysitter / Laundry /

Situated along the Douro riverside, on the Rua Fonte Taurina. This is one of the oldest, most characteristic streets of the Ribeira. There are 18 spacious rooms here, offering a combination of classic elegance and comfort.

22, Rua da Fonte Taurina 14
Ribeira

FROM $79*

Premium Porto Downtown ★★★

FEATURES:
24hr Reception / Library / Parking / Elevator / Laundry

With a modern and contemporary style, this centrally located hotel has all the facilities and personalized attention like no other 4 star. Whilst being comfortable yet well-equipped, this hotel also offers a panoramic restaurant and a magnificent rooftop with a 360° view of the city.

Av. de Rodrigues de Freitas 427
Sé

FROM $112*

The Artist Porto Hotel & Bistro ★★★

FEATURES:
WiFi / Laundry / Auditorium / Pub

Unique in its design, the hotel is inspired by the artistic heritage of the Soares dos Reis School. Located north of the Ribeira, you are still surrounded by cafes and are within walking distance to monuments. Enjoy the modern design and comfort of this 4 star hotel.

Rua da Firmeza 49
Santo Ildefonso

FROM $117*

* Hotel prices include breakfast and are per person per night based on twin/double share occupancy. All prices are based on staying in the lead-in room category. Seasonal surcharges, event supplements and minimum stays may apply. A city tax may be payable direct to all properties in Euro (€) at the time of check out.
PORTO - HOTELS

**Vincci Porto**

★ ★ ★ ★

FEATURES:
- WiFi
- Parking
- 24hr Reception
- Elevator
- AC
- Babysitter

From $124*

Completely refurbished and boasting a unique contemporary style. Experience the incomparable energy of this city in the historical centre, located in the emblematic building known as the Fish Market. This designer hotel is perfect for cultural getaways as a couple, with friends or with your family.

Alameda de Basílio Teles 29

Massarelos

**Carris Porto Ribeira**

★ ★ ★ ★

FEATURES:
- WiFi
- AC
- Laundry

From $135*

Each of the emblematic streets of Porto are in your reach from the Carris. Enjoy its effortless blend of refurbished modern rooms and minimalist design with exposed stone throughout the hotel. A special stay for exploring the city.

4050-296, Rua do Infante D. Henrique 1

Ribeira

**Porto AS 1829**

★ ★ ★ ★

FEATURES:
- WiFi
- AC
- Laundry

From $155*

Careful consideration has gone into the design of this hotel to ensure you feel at home during your stay. Spacious rooms and modern, practical decor is evident. Enjoy the Galeria do Largo Restaurant on site, where you will find an authentic showcase of typical Portuguese flavours.

45-55, Largo São Domingos

Ribeira

**Eurostars Porto Centro**

★ ★ ★ ★

FEATURES:
- WiFi
- AC
- Laundry

From $177*

The benefit of this spectacular location is that it will complete a luxurious stay while enjoying the best services including a snack bar, room service and beautiful garden area. The spacious and bright rooms are decorated in earth tones and will provide you with comfort and rest.

Rua de Sampaio Bruno 77

Vitoria

**Pestana Vintage Porto**

★ ★ ★ ★★

FEATURES:
- WiFi
- ATM Machine
- Laundry
- 24hr Reception

From $154*

In the most prestigious position of Porto, the Pestana Vintage Porto is constructed as a group of 18 buildings that have been named a UNESCO World Heritage Site. Be welcomed by the Portuguese hospitality along with five star service. Some rooms offer views of the Douro River, the Wine Cellars of Gaia and the Dom Luis I Bridge.

Praça da Ribeira, nº1

Ribeira

**Pestana Palacio do Freixo**

★ ★ ★ ★★

FEATURES:
- WiFi
- Swimming Pool
- Parking
- 24hr Reception
- Laundry
- ATM Machine

From $156*

This 18th century palace surrounded by classic luxury offers full contemporary comfort, and stunning views over the Duoro River amongst 10,000m² of gardens and green space to admire the view from. You will be blown away by its unique example of Baroque architecture.

Estrada Nacional 108 206

Freixo

* Hotel prices include breakfast and are per person per night based on twin/double share occupancy. All prices are based on staying in the lead-in room category. Seasonal surcharges, event supplements and minimum stays may apply. A city tax may be payable direct to all properties in Euro (€) at the time of check out.
### PORTO - SERVICED APARTMENTS

**Bnapartments Palacio**

**FEATURES:**
- WiFi / AC / Heating

Bnapartments are apartment buildings, set in prime locations throughout Porto. All apartments are self contained with fully equipped kitchens or kitchenettes, linens and towels, flat screen TV’s, Wi-Fi access is available for free. † Room Only

**R. da Boa Nova 140**

13 Massarelos

**My Ribeira Guest House**

**FEATURES:**
- WiFi / AC / Parking / Laundry service

Located in the UNESCO World Heritage Site of Ribeira in an 1834 building that went through a careful rehabilitation process. My Ribeira Guest House has 8 bedrooms and 1 apartment. You will receive a magical genuine experience as the owners will be here to help you feel at home. † Room Only

**R. Clube Fluvial Portuense 8**

13 Ribeira

**Flores Village**

**FEATURES:**
- WiFi/ AC/ Indoor Pool/ Parking

The apartments strive to provide a high quality service to its guests. Located minutes from the Sao Bento railway station, you are walking distance from restaurants, cafes and bars. The property offers large outdoor spaces and views of the city. † Room Only

**R. das Flores 139**

13 Vitoria

**Spot Family Suites**

**FEATURES:**
- WiFi / AC / Parking / Laundry service

Enjoy the convenience of having everything you need close by whilst staying in the heart of Porto, set on a bustling street surrounded by cafes and restaurants you’ll be sure to never miss a thing. † Room Only

**Rua do Bolhão 85**

13 Baixa

**Porto River Apartments**

**FEATURES:**
- WiFi / AC / Equipped Kitchenette

A combination of history and comfort await you in one of the 16 apartments at the Porto River Apartments. The building dates back to the 17th Century, which is notable for its architecture. The interiors are dominated by stone and wood materials that make this an ideal place for your stay. † Room Only

**Rua dos Canastreiros, 50**

13 Ribeira

**Cardosas Boutique Apartment**

**FEATURES:**
- WiFi / AC / Lift / Parking / Laundry

Perfect for guests interested in architecture, wine and city walks. Nearby you will also find the UNESCO World Heritage site of Ribeira, and the Porto Coliseum which is 500m from the property. † Room Only

**Rua Trindade Coelho 20**

13 Santo Ildefonso

---

* † Serviced Apartment prices are room only (excluding breakfast) and are per person per night based on twin/double share occupancy. All prices are based on staying in the lead-in room category. Seasonal surcharges, event supplements and minimum stays may apply. A city tax may be payable direct to all properties in Euro (€) at the time of check out.
Northern Portugal is a culturally varied region, inhabited since prehistoric times. This region offers an abundance of castles, shrines, churches, natural parks, mountains and more dating from the 12th century onwards. Ancient towns like Guimarães and Braga are some of the oldest in Europe. Easily accessible from Porto and Galicia in Northern Spain, offering fantastic opportunities for a self-drive itinerary off the beaten track.

**Things to see and do in Northern Portugal:**
- Cruise along the *Douro River*.
- Explore the UNESCO classified city of *Porto*.
- Discover *Guimarães*, the 'Cradle of the Nation'.
- Visit Portugal's third largest city of *Braga* with its remarkable 12th century cathedral.
- Discover geological formations at the National park of *Peneda-Gerês*.

**Essential Guimaraes**
3 Days/2 Nights | Packaged Itinerary

**INCLUSIONS**
- 2 nights in 4-star accommodation
- Breakfast Daily
- Half day escorted tour of Guimarães

Relax for 2-nights in the UNESCO World Heritage listed city of Guimaraes. Get to know the real North of Portugal.

Best enjoyed as part of a self-drive itinerary of Northern Portugal. Spend two nights in 4-star accommodation including breakfast, in a boutique hotel located in the historical centre of Guimarães. Enjoy a half day city tour including the 13th century Castle, Ducal Palace Square, the former convent of Santa Clara and the legendary Largo da Oliveira. Includes tastings of gastronomic local products.

**DEPARTURES:** Daily

---

*All prices shown are based on staying in the lead-in room category. Package prices are per person, based on twin/double share occupancy. Seasonal surcharges, event supplements and minimum stays may apply. A city tax may be payable direct to all properties in Euro (€) at the time of check out. Please note that the order of the Itinerary may vary depending on the arrival day.*
NORTHERN PORTUGAL DAY EXCURSIONS | HOTELS

Braga City Tour
3½ hours | Small Group Tour

On this half-day city tour visit the medieval centre of Braga including Sé Cathedral, garden of Santa Barbara, the City Hall, traditional stores, Castle of Braga’s 12th century tower. Taste traditional products and stop at the shrines of Bom Jesus do Monte and Shrine of Our Lady of Sameiro.

Tour Code: SPTC-19-5116
Departs from Braga or Guimarães | Daily

FEATURES:
• English Speaking Guide
• Air-Conditioned Transportation
• Regional Product Tasting
• Entrance Fees to all monuments

FROM $74*

Cruise Regua to Pinhao
6 hours | Cruise

Enjoy this half-day cruise along the Douro River. A perfect opportunity to indulge in the beautiful scenery of this region. Begin in the middle of the day, embarking on your journey to Pinhao. Enjoy lunch on board and some free time in Pinhao before returning to Regua Quay.

Tour Code: SPTC-19-4264
Departs from Regua | Daily (Apr-Dec)

FEATURES:
• Cruise
• Lunch

FROM $136*

Guimarães Tour
3½ hours | Small Group Tour

On this half-day city tour visit the 13th Century Castle, Ducal Palace Square, the timeless streets of the Medieval Village declared a UNESCO World Heritage Site, the former convent of Santa Clara, the legendary Largo da Oliveira and taste the gastronomic products that will delight the senses.

Tour Code: SPTC-19-5125
Departs from Braga or Guimarães | Daily

FEATURES:
• English Speaking Guide
• Air-Conditioned Transportation
• Regional Product Tasting
• Entrance Fees to all monuments

FROM $74*

Alto-Minho Tour
9 hours | Small Group Tour

Alto Minho is a region full of tradition, the most ancient Portuguese town and the route of the worldwide renowned Vinho Verde (green wine) surrounded by landscapes that will take you from the ocean to the mountains. Discover the folklore costumes and the traditional music and taste the typical delicacies.

Tour Code: SPTC-19-4215
Departs from Braga or Guimarães | Daily

FEATURES:
• English Speaking Guide
• Air-Conditioned Transportation
• Regional Product Tasting
• Entrance Fees to all monuments

FROM $165*

NORTHERN PORTUGAL HOTELS

Hotel Da Oliveira
★★★★

This restored Pousada is now a contemporary hotel located within the historical centre and is classified as a UNESCO World Heritage site, standing only 150 metres away from the Guimaraes Castle.

Largo da Oliveira 14
Guimarães

FEATURES:
• WiFi / AC

FROM $76*

The Vintage House Hotel
★★★★★

History and elegance are perfectly combined in this 18th Century palace. It was once a private sanctuary that welcomed Kings and Emperors. Admire the magnificent gardens surrounding you.

R. António Manuel Saraiva 4
Pinhão

FEATURES:
• WiFi / AC / Tennis Courts / Outdoor Pool

FROM $155*

* Hotel prices include breakfast and are per person per night based on twin/double share occupancy. All prices are based on staying in the lead-In room category. Day Excursion prices are per person, per tour. Seasonal surcharges, event supplements and minimum stays may apply. A city tax may be payable direct to all properties in Euro (€) at the time of check out.
Central Portugal

INTRODUCTION
The central region of Portugal offers a sensational contrast between ancient and modern villages, granite rock mountains, cosmopolitan beaches, green forests and flat plains. The centre is also home to some of the most important UNESCO sites of the country: Coimbra University, the Monasteries of Alcobaça and Batalha and the Convent of Christ in Tomar. Fatima offers a pilgrimage site for

Things to see and do in Central Portugal:
• Visit the University of Coimbra, the oldest in Portugal.
• Wander through the streets of Aveiro, ‘The Portuguese Venice’.
• Admire the ‘Shrine of Fatima Chapel of the Apparitions’.
• Marvel at the gothic architecture of the Batalha monastery.
• Visit the enchanted walled town of Óbidos.

Essential Coimbra
3 Days/2 Nights | Packaged Itinerary

INCLUSIONS
• 2 nights in 5-star accommodation
• Breakfast Daily
• Private walking tour of Coimbra

Get to know what Coimbra has to offer in three days, allowing plenty of time to explore this University City. Best enjoyed as part of a self-drive itinerary of Central Portugal. Spend two nights in 5-star accommodation including breakfast, a sanctuary with stunning landscaped gardens, located 20 minutes’ walk to the centre of Coimbra. Discover this medieval city through a private walking tour stopping at some of the most emblematic spots of the city.

DEPARTURES: Daily

* All prices shown are based on staying in the lead-in room category. Package prices are per person, based on twin/double share occupancy. Seasonal surcharges, event supplements and minimum stays may apply. A city tax may be payable direct to all properties in Euro (€) at the time of check out. Please note that the order of the itinerary may vary depending on the arrival day.
Coimbra Step by Step
3 hours | Private Tour

Discover this medieval city through its streets, lanes, monuments, facades, coffee shops, sounds, rhythms and landscapes. Walk at your own pace, gradually from the uptown to the downtown, stopping at some of the most emblematic spots of the city.

FEATURES:
• English Speaking Guide

Tour Code: SPTC-19-2342
Departs from Coimbra | Daily

FROM $142*

Coimbra by Night
4 hours | Private Tour

Embrace the city like a true Coimbra local. Enjoy a typical dinner; continue onto Café Santa Cruz to taste a ‘Crúzio’, the city’s famous pastry. In the cultural centre, Casa de Fados a Capella, listen to Coimbra Fado music, which will leave you with a haunting and remarkable memory of this city.

FEATURES:
• English Speaking Guide
• Fado Performance
• Dinner

Tour Code: SPTC-19-2343
Departs from Coimbra | Daily

FROM $282*

Sintra & Cascais - Kings and Queens Villages
4 hours | Private Tour

The palaces and monuments stand as architectural works of inexplicable beauty framed in a splendid nature. In Sintra visit the Pena Palace and Moorish Castle. Head via the most western point of Europe, Cabo da Roca to Cascais along the coast. In the afternoon, visit the Museum of Condes Castro Guimarães and the village of Cascais.

FEATURES:
• English Speaking Guide
• Air-Conditioned Transportation

Tour Code: SPTC-19-3242
Departs from Sintra or Cascais | Daily

FROM $294*

Templars and Fatima
9 hours | Private Tour

Starting in Fatima, visit the Shrine of Fatima Chapel of the Apparitions, Basilica of Our Lady of the Rosary, the Holy Basilica Trinity and the House of Pastorinho. Continue to Tomar, city of the Knights Templar to admire the Seven Hills Park, the Convent of Christ and the 180 arches of Pegoes Aqueduct.

FEATURES:
• English Speaking Guide
• Air-Conditioned Transportation

Tour Code: SPTC-19-3088
Departs from Coimbra | Daily

FROM $334*

* Hotel prices include breakfast and are per person per night based on twin/double share occupancy. All prices are based on staying in the lead-in room category. Day Excursion prices are per person, per tour. Seasonal surcharges, event supplements and minimum stays may apply. A city tax may be payable direct to all properties in Euro (€) at the time of check out.
Alentejo

INTRODUCTION
The largest region of Portugal hosts a striking combination of rolling plains and rugged coastline. Towards the coast, discover sheltered coves and unspoilt beaches. Further inland, you can explore the many wineries as well as ancient towns including Elvas and Evora that are well preserved UNESCO sites. Evora offers a fantastic insight into a beautifully well-preserved medieval town located inside 14th century walls. There are many restaurants and bars offering hearty Alentejan cuisine including seafood, vegetables and local bread-based dishes, served with Alentejo wine.

Things to see and do in Alentejo:
• Learn about the ancient history of the UNESCO city of Evora, stopping off at the eerie Capela dos Ossos (Chapel of bones).
• Visit the Castle & Palace of Estremoz.
• Enjoy a wine tasting at a local winery in Vila de Frades.
• Visit the medieval walls and castle of Monsaraz.
• Marvel at the quality and unique stitches of carpets made in Arraiolos.

Essential Evora
3 Days/2 Nights | Packaged Itinerary

HIGHLIGHTS
• 2 nights in 5-star accommodation
• Breakfast Daily
• Private walking tour of Evora

Spend three day exploring Evora, capital of the Alentejo region, a perfectly preserved medieval town.

Best enjoyed as part of a self-drive itinerary of the Alentejo Region. Spend two nights in 5-star accommodation including breakfast, in a converted a Monastery near the Temple of Diana, located within the city walls of Evora. Be led through the city on a private walking tour. Enjoy the sights of the San Francisco Church, the Bones Chapel, Aqueduct, the Medieval Wall, Cathedral and more.

DEPARTURES: Daily

* All prices shown are based on staying in the lead-in room category. Package prices are per person, based on twin/double share occupancy. Seasonal surcharges, event supplements and minimum stays may apply. A city tax may be payable direct to all properties in Euro (€) at the time of check out. Please note that the order of the Itinerary may vary depending on the arrival day.
Evora Walking Tour
8 hours | Private Tour

Be led through the city, classified by UNESCO as world heritage since 1986. Learn about its history and impressive monuments, their characteristics and details. Enjoy the sights of the San Francisco Church, the Bones Chapel, Aqueduct, the Medieval Wall, Cathedral and more.

Tour Code: SPTC-19-6547
Departs from Evora | Daily

FEATURES:
• English Speaking Guide

Evora & Monsaraz
8 hours | Private Tour

Take a journey through the history, heritage and culture of the Alentejo, learn about pottery and one of its most important and valuable products, wine. Enjoy a private walking guided tour through the historical centre of Évora. Followed by Monsaraz, a walled and medieval village, where the castle stands proud.

Tour Code: SPTC-19-4242
Departs from Evora | Daily

FEATURES:
• English Speaking Guide
• Air-Conditioned Transportation
• Entrance to monuments
• Wine Tasting

Cartuxa and Esporão Wine Experience
8 hours | Private Tour

Visit the Valbom Vineyard (Cartuxa Wine), located just outside of Évora. In the afternoon, visit Sé Cathedral and the Roman Temple. Continue to Esporão, located in the heart of the Alentejo, discover the history of Defesa do Esporão and the objects found at the Perdigões Archaeological Complex.

Tour Code: SPTC-19-5482
Departs from Evora | Daily

FEATURES:
• English Speaking Guide
• Air-Conditioned Transportation

The Alentejo Wine Route
8 hours | Private Tour

Starting this wine experience in Évora in the morning, to get a general perspective of regional wine. Continuing the discovery of some of the best wine producers of this region, visit the “Pimenta” estate, equipped with state-of-the-art production equipment and technology. The last stop will be at the “Comenda Grande” winery.

Tour Code: SPTC-19-4247
Departs from Evora | Daily

FEATURES:
• English Speaking Guide
• Air-Conditioned Transportation
• Entrance to monuments
• Wine Tasting

ALENTEJO HOTELS

M’Ar De Ar Aqueduto ★★★★★

Located within the historic city walls of Evora, this boutique hotel of 64 rooms is an adaptation of the 15th Century Sepulveda family palace. All rooms are decorated in a modern style.

R. Cândido dos Reis 72
Evora

FROM $116*

*Hotel prices include breakfast and are per person per night based on twin/double share occupancy. All prices are based on staying in the lead-in room category. Day Excursion prices are per person, per tour. Seasonal surcharges, event supplements and minimum stays may apply. A city tax may be payable direct to all properties in Euro (€) at the time of check out.
INTRODUCTION
The coastline of the Algarve offers stunning scenery with breathtaking cliffs, 150 kilometres of golden-sand beaches and a range of land and water based activities to suit all tastes. For activity lovers, water sports available include surfing, diving, boat trips or kayaking. The area is also famous for its range of golf resorts. This is the perfect place to relax for a few days or weeks after exploring the towns and cities of Portugal. Visit the small fishing villages like Santa Luzia in Tavira or for an idyllic setting, the small port of Sagres at the most western point of the coastline.

Things to see and do in the Algarve:
- Visit the old Moorish capital of Silves with its well-preserved castle.
- Browse the arts and crafts on display at Loulé artisan market.
- Explore the ramparts and Church of Santo Antonio in Lagos.
- Take a boat trip to the Ria Formosa Natural Park.
- Spend time at the waterfront of Portimão with an array of cafes and fish restaurants.

Essential Algarve
3 Days/2 Nights | Packaged Itinerary

INCLUSIONS
- 2 nights in 4-star accommodation
- Breakfast Daily
- Private arrival transfer from Faro Airport to your hotel
- Full day coach tour of the Algarve

Relax on the stunning Algarve coast for three days, with its fishing villages and many stunning beaches. Take a private transfer from Faro airport to your hotel. Spend two nights in 4-star accommodation including breakfast, located in front of the beach of Praia da Rocha close to Portimão marina. Enjoy a full day escorted tour of the Algarve which includes the old Moorish capital of Silves and the beautiful town of Lagos. Travel along the famous coast and learn about its history while taking in its breathtaking scenery.

* All prices shown are based on staying in the lead-in room category. Package prices are per person, based on twin/double share occupancy. Seasonal surcharges, event supplements and minimum stays may apply. A city tax may be payable direct to all properties in Euro (€) at the time of check out. Please note that the order of the Itinerary may vary depending on the arrival day.
ALGARVE DAY EXCURSIONS | HOTELS

Lagos and Sagres
4 hours | Coach Tour

Be taken back in time to the era of the Portuguese Discoveries. Highlights include the Golden Church of St Anthony in Lagos, the breathtaking rock formations of Ponta da Piedade, Sagres and its unspoilt harbour before travelling to what is known as 'The End of the World'.

Tour Code: SPTC-19-1545
Departs from Praia da Luz to Quarteira | Mon, Wed, Fri (May-Nov)

FEATURES:
• English Speaking Guide
• Air-Conditioned Transportation

Historical Algarve
8 hours | Coach Tour

Explore the old Moorish Capital, Silves. Climb the Monchique Mountains to Foia. Discover the beautiful town of Lagos. You will experience this and more in the full day tour of the Algarve. Travel along the famous coast and learn about its history while taking in its breathtaking scenery.

Tour Code: SPTC-19-1535
Departs from Praia da Luz to Quarteira | Tue, Thu, Sun

FEATURES:
• English Speaking Guide
• Air-Conditioned Transportation

Blind Tasting Wine Experience
1 ½ hours | Small Group Tour

Prepare yourself for a sensory journey through the wine regions of the Mediterranean and the Atlantic. There is one catch though - you won’t know which is which! The expert wine guide fills your glasses with the six most exciting wines from Portugal and beyond, wines you will not find on the menus of the local bars.

Tour Code: SPTC-19-5635
Departs from Albufeira | Daily

FEATURES:
• Expert sommelier
• 6 wines

Algarve Cooking Class
3 ½ hours | Small Group Tour

In the Algarve we find the freshest seafood, lovely and delicious humble dishes, and farm-fresh produce. While you sip on some Portuguese wine, the chef instructor will explain the history behind the dishes. Each cooking class ends with a delicious lunch and carefully chosen wine pairings. Alternative cooking class programs are available on other days of the week.

Tour Code: SPTC-19-5624
Departs from Albufeira | Wed

FEATURES:
• Expert Chef Instruction
• Hands-on Cooking Class
• Lunch with aperitif, wine and digestive
• Recipe Cards

ALGARVE HOTELS

Hotel Da Rocha
★★★★

FROM $93*

Along the beachfront of Praia da Rocha, within minutes of all of the main attractions. Restaurants, cafes, the casino, golf courses, Portimao marina and more! The hotel offers fresh, spacious and modern rooms.

Av. Tomás Cabreira
Portimão

FEATURES:
• WiFi / Outdoor Pool / Parking

Pine Cliffs Resort
★★★★★

FROM $182*

Located on the famous Praia da Falesia seafront. Rooms include modern facilities and Moorish design. Enjoy their 9 hole golf course, tennis court, spa and a variety of local and international culinary delights

8200-593 Pinhal do Concelho
Albufeira

FEATURES:
• WiFi / Golf / Laundry Service

* Hotel prices include breakfast and are per person per night based on twin/double share occupancy. All prices are based on staying in the lead-in room category. Day Excursion prices are per person, per tour. Seasonal surcharges, event supplements and minimum stays may apply. A city tax may be payable direct to all properties in Euro (€) at the time of check out.
If you are looking for a stunning spot to relax and unwind, then look no further than the magnificent islands of Spain. Located off the north-west coast of Africa, the Canary Islands are a fascinating group of rugged volcanic islands typically offering year round glorious sunshine. The Balearic Islands located in the Mediterranean Sea, are easily accessible by short flight from many cities on mainland Spain, or ferry from Valencia or Barcelona. These spectacular islands offer something for everyone from party towns, to family-friendly resorts and peaceful, secluded spots.

**The Canary Islands:**
- El Teide is the highest mountain in Spain, located on Tenerife. The National Park, which encompasses the volcano, is one of the most popular sites on the island.
- Gran Canaria is a popular family-friendly destination with many stretches of beaches.
- Lanzarote is famed for some of its beaches with black sand and volcanic landscape.
- Fuerteventura features white-sand beaches and is popular for water sports enthusiast with activities available such as surfing, windsurfing and water-skiing.
- La Palma has rugged, forested terrain and is scattered with volcanoes.
- Garajonay National Park is a UNESCO site located in the centre of La Gomera.

**The Balearic Islands:**
- The capital of Mallorca is Palma, featuring a large gothic cathedral and quaint medieval streets. The island is popular for its nature, culture, fine food and secluded scenic spots.
- Ibiza is well known for its lively nightlife and also offers quiet retreats and relaxing beaches.
- Menorca offers a more tranquil experience to its neighbouring islands with stunning white sand beaches and quaint rural villages.
- Located off the coast of Ibiza, and accessible by fast ferry, Formentera is a small haven, perfect for relaxing on stunning beaches.
If you are looking for a more unique experience to take you off the beaten track then head to the Islands of Madeira, or even more remote, the Islands of the Azores. Madeira is located in the Atlantic Ocean off the coast of Africa, popular with visitors interested in nature, with stunning flowers, blue sea and emerald green vegetation. The Azores are located in the Mid Atlantic Ocean, accessible by direct flight from Lisbon, Porto, Madrid and other large European cities.

**Madeira Islands:**
- The capital of Madeira is Funchal, a popular destination for visitors to the islands. Take the opportunity to taste Madeira fortified wine.
- Porto Santo offers spectacular unspoilt landscapes, with 9km of golden beaches bordered by turquoise sea.
- The uninhabited islands of Desertas and Selvagens are of volcanic origin, and are protected nature reserves.

**Azores Islands:**
- The largest of the Azores islands is São Miguel, known for rich flora and marine life. The capital is Ponta Delgada.
- Pico is a volcanic, cone shaped island with rugged coastal cliffs. A popular spot for whale watching.
- UNESCO World Heritage site, the Historical Centre of Angra do Heroismo, is located on the island of Terceira.
- São Jorge offers fantastic opportunities for hiking, as well as marine based activities including diving and sailing.
- Offering beaches and swimming spots, Faial is a popular island for whale watching, swimming with dolphins, diving and kayaking.
- Flores offers a diverse coastline, and a 50-metre volcanic cave. There is an easy ocean link to the remote island of Corvo.
- Santa Maria offers the best location in the Azores for swimming with various beaches suitable for leisure activities.
- Graciosa is an excellent location for diving and fishing.
Seven islands in the Atlantic Ocean that beam with sunlight year round, dramatic landscapes, looming volcanoes, kilometres of sand dunes, hundreds of beaches, prehistoric sites and more. There is plenty to compel art and culture enthusiasts or outdoor fanatics with varied and accessible activities. Highlights include visiting Teide (the third highest volcano in the world) in Tenerife, the Cesar Manrique Foundation in Lanzarote or admiring the picturesque fishing village of El Cotillo in Fuerteventura.

**CANARY ISLANDS**

**CANARY ISLANDS - HOTELS**

**Hotel Botanico and the Oriental Spa Garden ★★★★★**

FROM $160*

Enjoy your unforgettable stay in Puerto de la Cruz with all of the services and comfort of this luxury hotel. Offering a relaxing atmosphere, stunning views, an oriental touch on the interiors and international cuisine.

Calle Richard J. Yeoward, 1
Tenerife

**Princess Yaiza Suite Hotel Resort ★★★★★**

FROM $204*

Located right by Dorada beach on the Playa Blanca, this colonial style hotel provides views across the ocean to Isla de Lobos and Fuerteventura, spacious rooms, gym, kids activities and eight restaurants with local and international cuisine.

Av. de Papagayo, 22
Lanzarote

* Hotel prices include breakfast and are per person per night based on twin/double share occupancy. All prices are based on staying in the lead-in room category. Seasonal surcharges, event supplements and minimum stays may apply. A city tax may be payable direct to all properties in Euro (€) at the time of check out.
One of the most enchanting destinations in the western Mediterranean, the Balearic Islands. A combination of islands that produce a mixture of coves, natural landscapes, culture and history. Experience a warm and welcoming atmosphere on any of the islands. Our recommendations include soaking up the sun spending a day on a chartered yacht from Soller in Mallorca, partying the night away in Playa d’en Bossa in Ibiza or relaxing at one of the many private coves in Menorca.

**BALEARIC ISLANDS**

**MALLORCA**
- Soller
- Alcudia
- Palma

**IBIZA**
- Sant Antoni de Portmany
- Ibiza Town

**MENORCA**
- Ciutadella
- Mahon

**FORMENTERA**

---

**BALEARIC ISLANDS - HOTELS**

**Hotel Torre Del Mar**
★★★★

**FEATURES:**
- WiFi
- AC
- Outdoor Pool

**FROM**
$138*

A mixture of entertainment and relaxation awaits you at the Hotel Torre del Mar. Located just minutes away from the island’s nightlife, you can experience the authentic essence of the Mediterranean and the culture the island is famed for.

**Posada Terra Santa**
★★★★★

**FEATURES:**
- WiFi
- Outdoor Pool
- Laundry Service

**FROM**
$216*

Nestled between courtyards and narrow paths is the original mansion over 500 years old that today is the Posada Terra Santa. A symbol of elegance and comfort, you are in the perfect location for exploring the city of Palma.

---

**Playa den Bossa, Carrer de Carles Roman Ferrer**
Ibiza

**Calle Posada Terra Santa, 5 Palma de Mallorca**
Mallorca

* Hotel prices include breakfast and are per person per night based on twin/double share occupancy. All prices are based on staying in the lead-in room category. Seasonal surcharges, event supplements and minimum stays may apply. A city tax may be payable direct to all properties in Euro (€) at the time of check out.
Madeira Islands

Located in the heart of the Atlantic, the islands are surrounded by blue seas and boast exotic vegetation. Dedicated to conserving its natural environment, the diverse landscape is seen as one of Madeira’s main attractions. Our recommendations include riding the Monte cable car in Funchal, taking a Wicker Toboggan Sled Ride in Funchal and admiring the famous levadas irrigation system in place throughout the island of Madeira.

MADEIRA ISLANDS - HOTELS

Hotel Do Carmo ★★★

FEATURES:
WiFi / Outdoor Pool

FROM $70*

Set in the heart of Funchal, in an extremely advantageous location! Stylish and unique in its design, the Hotel do Carmo features a careful blend of modern amenities and decoration influenced by colourful 1960’s motifs. Take advantage of the rooftop pool, outdoor terrace and trendy restaurant.

Trav.Regó 10, 9050-018 Funchal
Funchal

Pestana CR7 Funchal ★★★★

FEATURES:
WiFi / Outdoor Pool / 24hr Reception / Parking

FROM $204*

Enjoy the many amenities of this hotel located only 300 metres from the marina. Featuring a contemporary design, all rooms include modern facilities, space and natural light. You can indulge in the rooftop infinity pool, outdoor Jacuzzi and take in the sunset over the island from the rooftop bar.

Av. Sá Carneiro, 9000-017 Funchal
Funchal

* Hotel prices include breakfast and are per person per night based on twin/double share occupancy. All prices are based on staying in the lead-in room category. Seasonal surcharges, event supplements and minimum stays may apply. A city tax may be payable direct to all properties in Euro (€) at the time of check out.
The Azores are a remote archipelago of nine islands, hidden in the Atlantic. Containing two of Portugal’s fifteen UNESCO World Heritage sites, the Azores are home to dramatic landscapes and exciting opportunities for the nature lover. The islands offer a captivating blend of adventure and relaxation in a truly unspoilt environment. Highlights include hiking on the Pico Mountain at 2,351 metres of altitude, visiting Caldeira das Sete Cidades - the biggest extinct volcano crater in the Azores and enjoying whale watching from Sao Jorge Island.

AZORES ISLANDS

Hotel Talisman
★★★★

FEATURES:
WiFi / AC / 24hr
Reception / Outdoor Pool / Laundry Service / Lifts / 12pm Check out

FROM $87*

Close to the historical centre of Ponta Delgada and only moments away from the water, the Talisman was restored and expanded in 2008. Retaining much of its classic Portuguese design, expect to experience high quality service, comfort and modern facilities.

Rua Marquês Praia E Monforte 40, 9500-089 Azoren, Portugal
Ponta Delgada, Sao Miguel

Terceira Mar Hotel
★★★★

FEATURES:
WiFi / Outdoor Pool / Parking / Laundry Service

FROM $102*

Only moments away from the historic centre, classified by UNESCO as World Heritage, this hotel offers breathtaking views overlooking the ocean as well as a 16th Century fortress. Enjoy the many amenities offered and the superior service provided.

Portões de São Pedro, nº 1
Angra Do Heroismo, Terceira

* Hotel prices include breakfast and are per person per night based on twin/double share occupancy. All prices are based on staying in the lead-in room category. Seasonal surcharges, event supplements and minimum stays may apply. A city tax may be payable direct to all properties in Euro (€) at the time of check out.
IMPORTANT INFORMATION

Booking Terms & Conditions

Spain & Portugal Travel Connection is a division of Entire Travel Group Pty Ltd (ABN 60 625 410 755). In these booking Terms & Conditions the expressions “Spain & Portugal Travel Connection,” “SPTC,” “we,” “our” and “us” include Entire Travel Group Pty Ltd and entities that assist or participate with Spain & Portugal Travel Connection in the provision of the services it has agreed to provide. The expressions “you,” “your,” “client” or “passenger” include a person seeking or requiring the services offered by Spain & Portugal Travel Connection, all other persons (if any) included with that person in the booking and that person’s or those persons’ travel agent (if any).

1. VALIDITY

Prices in this brochure are valid for travel from 01 January 2019 to 31 December 2019, unless superseded or otherwise indicated. Please carefully read and ensure you understand the following terms and conditions. You must not make any booking unless you understand and agree with the following terms and conditions.

2. TRAVEL SERVICES

By requesting a quote for or booking any services or products (“Travel Services”), you (if booking directly or through a travel agent) and your travel agent on your behalf (if booking through a travel agent) acknowledge and confirm that you have read our booking terms and conditions, that you accept them without reservation as constituting the entire agreement between you and us which cannot be varied other than by an officer of Spain & Portugal Travel Connection in writing.

Bookings of all Travel Services we arrange are provided by suppliers we believe to be reputable and to operate in accordance with the standards set down by their own local authorities. Those Travel Services are provided subject to those suppliers’ terms, conditions and limitations (some of which may exclude or limit liability in respect of death, injury, delay, loss or damage to persons and/or effects) and we accept no responsibility for them nor do we make or give any warranty or representation as to their standard, quality or fitness for any particular purpose. Any legal recourse you may have in respect of those Travel Services is against those suppliers and not against us.

All Travel Services shown in our brochure may be booked, subject to availability at the time of booking.

Considerable care has been taken to compile the information in our brochure but circumstances outside of our control may necessitate changes in itineraries or accommodation. We reserve the right to cancel or reschedule departures and itineraries if required by circumstances beyond our control. Where it is necessary to change a hotel, we will endeavour to substitute accommodation of no lesser standard.

3. PRICES IN BROCHURE

We endeavour to ensure the accuracy of all prices displayed in the brochure. Prices are:

(a) based on costs and exchange rates as at 1st December 2018;
(b) specified in Australian dollars (unless stated otherwise) and are subject to change without notice;
(c) indicative only and subject to change until all of your booking details have been provided to us, we have confirmed your booking and you have paid in full; and
(d) for the number of persons, items or time periods and on the conditions stated on the relevant page of the brochure, and
(e) do not include city taxes which are payable at the time of check-out.

“From” Prices

The expression “from” with respect to a price means the lowest price for the Travel Service we believe is available at the time of publication, based on information we have received from suppliers and exchange rates.

4. HOW TO BOOK

Please contact one of our consultants who will work with you to arrange an itinerary customised to your needs. We will provide you with a written quotation for the Travel Services requested.

5. QUOTES

All written quotes indicate the price for the Travel Services only, they do not, unless specified, indicate the availability of the Travel Services. A quote for Travel Services is valid for 5 days from the date the quote is sent to you.

6. PAYMENT

Upon receiving instruction from you that you wish to acquire Travel Services we will arrange, if available, the quoted Travel Services and provide you with a confirmation of their availability and pricing. Your instructions will constitute confirmation that you have checked the Travel Services being booked and you have read, understood and agreed to these booking terms and conditions and any terms and conditions specified in the quote.

You must, pay to us:

[a] a non-refundable deposit of at least AUD$500 per booking (and/or up to 50% of the total cost for barges, river cruises, self-drive boats, apartments and tours) within 7 days of making the booking to secure your reservation, irrespective of the status of the booking. Failure to pay the deposit on time may result in the booking being cancelled; and
(b) any amount we notify you when confirming availability and pricing or from time to time in respect of the Travel Services you request, within the time we notify you (i.e. certain Travel Services may require a further payment, up to full payment, to confirm the booking).

Full payment is required for any Travel Services which are due to be provided within 60 days of the booking date.

Your arrangements will be booked upon our receipt of the deposit or other payment. Only after we receive the deposit or other payment and we issue you or your travel agent with a confirmation invoice is a booking accepted.

The balance of the price of your booking must be paid no later than 60 days your departure (or at any time stated by us). Once full payment has been received by Spain & Portugal Travel Connection, no surcharges will be made in respect to cost or currency fluctuations on Travel Services, except in the case of fares, charges and levies imposed by airlines, and taxes, charges or levies imposed by any government or their agencies.

If you fail to make any required payment, we will assume your booking is cancelled.

A travel agent who makes a booking at your request is your agent and is not our agent for the purposes of receipt of the deposit or any part of the price.

(c) Additional charges; due to the cost of communication and documentation a charge will also apply for the following services:

Minimum booking charge of AUD$30 for bookings with a total value of less than AUD$500.
Late booking charge of AUD$50 applies for any booking made less than 14 days prior to departure.

Full payment is required at the time of booking regardless if the services are confirmed. This payment will be refunded in the event we are unable to confirm arrangements.

Document re-issue charge of AUD$50 for any amendment made which necessitates re-issue of documents. Additional amendment charges may also apply as charged by our suppliers. Courier charge for vouchers, tickets and travel documents sent via special courier will be charged to your booking.

(d) Invoice error or omissions may result in correction or errors in rates quoted or calculated for any service, notwithstanding that the invoice may have been paid in full.

7. CREDIT CARDS

Any payment by credit card attracts a non-refundable service fee, payable at time of payment. Credit card fees will be advised at the time of confirmation.

8. AMENDMENTS

If you amend your booking after it has been confirmed you must pay to us:

(a) an administration fee of at least AUD$30, to cover communication and administration costs; and
(b) any cancellation and/or amendment fees imposed by suppliers such as accommodation providers and other suppliers.

We will, to the extent possible, advise you of all applicable cancellation and/or amendment fees when confirming your amended booking.
9. CANCELLATIONS, PARTIAL CANCELLATIONS AND REFUNDS

All cancellations, partial cancellations or amendments for any Travel Services must be made via your travel agent or through Spain & Portugal Travel Connection. Partial cancellation is defined as cancellation of services forming part of an existing booking. No responsibility can be taken for any cancellations of Travel Services which are cancelled directly by you or your travel agent, regardless of whether written proof is provided. If you cancel your booking after it has been confirmed, but before you utilise the Travel Services, you must pay to us the cancellation fees specified below.

- 60 days or more prior to the commencement of the service(s): forfeiture of deposit
- 59-31 days prior to commencement of the service(s): Up to 25% of the total cost or forfeiture of deposit, whichever is greater
- 30 days prior to commencement or less, including day of service(s): Up to 100% of the total cost.

Failure to check-in at the designated accommodation or join the experience, tour or service will be deemed as a ‘no show’ and 100% of the total cost will be charged.

Strict conditions specific to barges, river cruises, self-drive boats, apartments and tours may include higher cancellation fees and longer deadlines, and will be advised at the time of booking.

Rail Tickets & Passes: Instant purchase, point-to-point tickets are 100% non-refundable unless specified otherwise at the time of booking.

Cancellation fees cannot be waived. The cancellation fees outlined above are the minimum fees which will be applied to any cancellations. If specified on the Spain & Portugal Travel Connection invoice, further or larger fees will also apply, depending on the suppliers’ booking conditions.

If you have paid any amount to us in respect of a booking, we may use it to pay the above costs and fees. Any difference will be refunded to you. Please note that the earlier you cancel your booking the lower the cancellation fees are likely to be.

After your travel has commenced, there can be no refund in respect of any Travel Services not utilised whether by choice or because of late arrival or early departure, including failure of a transport to operate according to schedule.

Employees of any supplier are not authorised by us to give any undertakings in respect of refunds or other matters.

10. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY

We arrange the provision of Travel Services which are provided by third party suppliers. We do not ourselves provide the Travel Services you may receive on your trip.

Suppliers Terms and Conditions

All travel documents will be provided to you by your travel agent or Spain & Portugal Travel Connection prior to departure from Australia. Documents are to be exchanged locally to the relevant supplier. Supply of the Travel Services is made, and all itineraries, coupons and exchange orders (collectively ‘vouchers’) are issued to you, upon the supplier’s terms and conditions that are then in use, including as to the applicable laws, requirements and policies of any governmental authority related to, among others, visas, entry, exit or transfer requirements. Your acceptance of the vouchers constitutes those terms and conditions as the entire agreement between you and the relevant supplier and you bear all costs or losses incurred as a consequence of your failure to comply with them.

Exclusion of Liability

In the absence of our negligence, we are not liable for any cancellations, diversions, substitution of equipment, variations, postponements or any other act, omission or default (whether negligent or otherwise) of any supplier nor are we liable for any loss or damage to baggage or property, injury, illness or death, or any other loss (including consequential loss) damage or claim whatsoever arising from the act, error, omission, default or negligence of any person not our direct employee or under our exclusive control. We are not responsible for any criminal conduct of any third party. Where a motor vehicle seat is fitted with a safety belt, neither we nor any supplier concerned will be liable for death, injury, or any loss or damage whatsoever you suffer from any accident or incident if you are not wearing the safety belt at the time of such accident or incident. We are not liable for any injury, damage, loss, delay, additional expenses or inconvenience caused by your acts, omissions or defaults, your state of health, medical condition or circumstances or other reasons which are beyond our control, including force majeure events or failure of equipment or machinery.

Warranties

To the extent permitted by law, all express and implied warranties, guarantees, representations or terms are expressly excluded. Where the law implies any warranty guarantee or condition which cannot be excluded, our liability to you for breach thereof is limited to supplying the services again or payment of the cost of having the services supplied again.

Maximum Liability

Despite any other provision of these terms and conditions, to the extent permitted by law, our maximum liability to you or any third party is limited to the price you have paid us for the booking.

11. COMPLAINTS

We endeavour to ensure that the arrangements we have made for you are implemented as arranged. If a problem occurs, the most practical way to deal with it is to attempt resolution locally with the supplier. If you fail to follow this course, any claim for compensation may be reduced or denied. If you have any unresolved complaint, details should be lodged in writing (with supporting documentation, including efforts made with the supplier to resolve it) with your travel agent or directly with us within 30 days of your trip concluding. No claim made after this period will be considered.

12. HOTEL DESCRIPTIONS & PHOTOGRAPHS

Hotel and facility descriptions featured in our brochure are based on hotel guides and information provided by suppliers and may change at any time. Pictures utilised may not reflect the exact room, décor, view or other specifications.

Hotel categories indicated as star ratings in this brochure are listed according to the classifications approved by the Local Authorities of the country where the hotel is located. Therefore, the star ratings may not match the same standards as hotels in Australia or other countries. Spain & Portugal Travel Connection is not responsible for any content regarding the description or quality of hotels which is provided on the hotel’s or other websites, and will not be liable for complaints arising from such information.

Please note that maps in this brochure are not to scale and are provided only as a guide to locations.

13. INSURANCE

Travel insurance is not included in our prices. We recommend you purchase travel insurance against forfeiture of payment, loss of deposits, cancellation charges, baggage loss, medical expenses, theft and other contingencies. We make no representations as to what you may recover under any insurance. You agree not to hold us responsible for any decision of insurers, and/or any supplier, or the requirements of any foreign government, authority, foreign law or policy.

14. INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL

You are responsible for all immigration, passport, visa, health, quarantine and customs laws, regulations, orders, demands or other requirements of countries visited or transited. You should check the requirements of those countries with their embassies or consulates or other authorities. Official travel advice issued by the Australian Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade is available by calling (in Australia) 1300 555 135 or visiting their website www.dfat.gov.au. We recommend that you review this information both prior to making your booking and prior to departure. We strongly recommend that you also register your upcoming travel plans through the smartraveller.gov.au site.

15. UNLICENSED SUPPLIER DISCLAIMER

Spain & Portugal Travel Connection’ range of products have been compiled over many years. If you request Spain & Portugal Travel Connection to arrange Travel Services by a person or company which is not licensed in accordance with the above costs and fees. Any difference will be refunded to you. Please note that maps in this brochure are not to scale and are provided only as a guide to locations.

Spain & Portugal Travel Connection invoice, further or larger fees will also apply, depending on the suppliers’ booking conditions.

If you have paid any amount to us in respect of a booking, we may use it to pay the above costs and fees. Any difference will be refunded to you. Please note that maps in this brochure are not to scale and are provided only as a guide to locations.

Spain & Portugal Travel Connection is not responsible for any content regarding the description or quality of hotels which is provided on the hotel’s or other websites, and will not be liable for complaints arising from such information.

Please note that maps in this brochure are not to scale and are provided only as a guide to locations.

16. PRIVACY

You consent to our, our agents and related entities collecting, retaining, using and disclosing your personal information in accordance with our Privacy Policy. Our Privacy Policy sets out how we manage your personal information and is available on our website at www.Spain & Portugaltravel.com.au or can be sent to you on request.

Your booking of any Travel Product constitutes your representation to us that you have read our Privacy Policy and accept its application to you.

17. LAW AND JURISDICTION

The agreement between us and you in respect of the services to be provided is constituted solely by these terms and conditions and is governed by the laws of New South Wales, Australia. We and you submit to the exclusive jurisdiction of the Courts of New South Wales and the Courts of appeal therefrom.

18. UNDERSTANDING THESE TERMS AND CONDITIONS

If you do not understand any aspect of these terms and conditions you should seek advice from an appropriately qualified person.